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"Cette science qui devait tout m'apprendre finit dans l'hypothèse, cette lucidité sombre dans la 
métaphore, cette incertitude se résout en œuvre d'art. Qu'avais-je besoin de tant d’effort ? […] 

L'intelligence aussi me dit donc à sa manière que ce monde est absurde." 
Albert Camus 
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Résumé 
Les variations du nombre de copies (i.e., VNC, perte ou gain de matériel génétique de 

plus de 1 kilobase) figurent parmi les facteurs biologiques les plus associés aux troubles 

neurodéveloppementaux (TNDs), tels que les troubles du spectre autistique (TSAs) ou la 

psychose précoce. Les variants génétiques classés comme pathogéniques sont 

identifiés chez environ 20% des enfants avec des symptômes de TSA référés en 

génétique clinique. Actuellement, seules les VNCs les plus récurrentes (i.e., plusieurs 

individus non apparentés ont le même variant) ont été associées avec les TSAs et leurs 

tailles d’effets ont pu être décrites avec précision grâce à des études d'associations (i.e., 

cas-contrôles). Cependant, la plupart des VNCs identifiées dans les cliniques 

neurodéveloppementales et génétiques sont ultra-rares. À ma connaissance, aucune 

méthode n’a été développée afin d’estimer et de prédire de façon précise la contribution 

de tels variants aux phénotypes cliniques. De ce fait, l’impact de ces variants ultra-rares 

sur les risques d'avoir des TNDs, comme les TSAs ou la psychose précoce, reste 

incertain. Une étude récente de mon groupe de recherche a démontré que les tailles 

d'effet des délétions et duplications à travers le génome sur les capacités cognitives 

pouvaient être prédites statistiquement avec 78% de précision en utilisant des mesures 

d'intolérance à la perte de fonction. Le but de cette thèse est de développer des modèles 

similaires pour définir les tailles d'effet des VNCs à travers le génome sur les risques de 

TSA et de psychose précoce, ainsi que sur quelques traits cognitifs et comportementaux 

affectés dans ces troubles.  

J’ai analysé tous les VNCs ≥ 50 kilobases identifiées via les données de puces de 

génotypage et de séquençage sur génome entier chez 137 enfants et adolescents avec 

une psychose précoce (Boston Children’s hospital), 5,540 probands avec des TSAs 

(Simons Simplex Collection et MSSNG), et 17,471 personnes de la population générale 

(Lothian birth cohort, Generation Scotland, IMAGEN et Saguenay Youth Study). Les 

gènes codants totalement compris dans les VNCs ont été annotés avec neufs variables 

quantitatives, incluant le score d’intolérance à la perte de fonction et d’autres scores 
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fonctionnels et génétiques. Des modèles statistiques incluant ces scores ont été testés 

afin de sélectionner celui qui explique le mieux l’effet des VNCs à travers le génome sur 

le risque de TSA et le quotient intellectuel (QI). Le meilleur modèle a été utilisé par la 

suite pour investiguer les tailles d’effets des VNCs sur d’autres traits cognitifs et 

comportementaux liés aux TSAs, ainsi que sur le risque de psychose précoce.  

Le score d’intolérance à la perte de fonction expliquait le mieux les effets des VNCs sur 

le risque de TSA et la cognition générale. Les modèles incluant ces scores ont démontré 

que les délétions et les duplications augmentaient les risques de psychose précoce et de 

TSA, même après ajustement pour le QI. Il n’y avait aucune différence de tailles d’effets 

des VNCs entre la psychose précoce et le TSA. La fréquence de loci associé 

précédemment avec des TNDs et des troubles neuropsychiatriques était également 

similaire entre dans les TSA et la psychose précoce, et le modèle estimait précisément 

la taille d'effet de la plupart de ces loci sur le risque de TSA en comparaison aux 

observation empiriques publiées précédemment. Les CNVs à travers le génome 

mesurés par le score d’intolérance à la perte de fonction diminuaient de façon similaire 

le QI dans les populations TSA et générale. Les effets des duplications étaient 

systématiquement plus faibles que les effets des délétions pour chacun de ces 

phénotypes, ce qui suggère un effet plus pathogénique des délétions. Les délétions et les 

duplications affectaient différentiellement la communication sociale, les 

comportements, et la mémoire phonologique, tandis qu'elles affectaient similairement 

les capacités motrices dans les populations TSA.  

L'enrichissement similaire des VNCs à travers le génome dans la psychose précoce et le 

TSA suggère un effet pléiotropique des VNCs dans ces différentes symptomatologies. Le 

dépistage routinier pour les VNCs doit être accessible dans les soins cliniques standards 

des jeunes avec une psychose précoce, comme il est recommandé pour les TSAs. Une 

telle pratique contribue à établir une médecine personnalisée et peut apporter des 

bénéfices médicaux comme la détection de comorbidités, la prédiction de la progression 

de la maladie, et faciliter la communication avec les parents à propos de la nature 

biologique du trouble. Les modèles appliqués dans ce projet, entraînés sur des VNCs 
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incluant plus de 4,500 gènes, suggèrent des propriétés hautement polygéniques du 

dosage génique dans les TNDs. J’ai estimé que chaque VNC de 1 mégabase, incluant au 

moins un gène scorant pour l’intolérance à la perte de fonction, augmente le risque de 

TSA. La combinaison de ces résultats ouvre de nouvelles perspectives dans la 

compréhension des effets des VNCs à travers le génome sur les TNDs et les traits 

associés (e.g., QI ou symptômes comportementaux). Ces modèles ont été implémentés 

dans un outil en ligne qui a pour but d'aider les cliniciens à estimer les tailles d’effet des 

VNCs identifiés en clinique et à interpréter leur contribution au phénotype du patient. 

 

Mots clés : Troubles du spectre autistique, psychose précoce, variation du nombre de 

copies, pléiotropie, polygénicité. 
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Summary 
Copy number variants (CNVs; i.e., loss or gain of genetic material of over 1 kilobase) are 

robustly associated with neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs), such as autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) and early-onset psychosis (EOP). Genetic variants classified as 

pathogenic are identified in approximately 20% of children with ASD symptoms 

referred to genetic clinics. To date, only the most recurrent CNVs (i.e., similar variants 

across multiple unrelated individuals) were associated with ASD and their effect-sizes 

were characterized through association studies (i.e., case-controls). However, most of 

the CNVs routinely identified in neurodevelopmental and genetic clinics are ultra-rare. 

To my knowledge, no method was developed to accurately estimate and predict the 

contribution of such variants to clinical phenotypes. Therefore, the impact of these 

ultra-rare variants on risk for NDDs, such as ASD and EOP, remains undocumented. A 

recent study from my research group has shown that the effect-size of genome-wide 

deletions and duplications on cognitive ability can be statistically predicted with an 78% 

accuracy using measures of loss-of-function (LoF) intolerance. The aim of this thesis 

was to develop similar models to define the effect-size of genome-wide CNVs on ASD and 

EOP risk, as well as on several cognitive and behavioral traits altered in these disorders. 

I analyzed all CNVs ≥ 50 kilobases called from genotyping arrays and whole genome 

sequencing data from 137 children and adolescents with EOP (Boston Children’s 

hospital), 5,540 probands with ASD (Simons Simplex Collection and MSSNG), and 

17,471 individuals from unselected populations (Lothian birth cohort, Generation 

Scotland, IMAGEN and Saguenay Youth Study). Coding genes fully encompassed by 

CNVs were annotated with nine quantitative variables, including the LoF intolerance 

score and other functional and genetic scores. Statistical models including these scores 

were tested to select the one that best explained the effects of genome-wide CNVs on 

ASD risk and IQ. The best model was subsequently used to investigate the effect-size of 

genome-wide CNVs on cognitive and behavioral domains related to ASD, as well as on 

EOP risk.  
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The LoF intolerance score best explained the effect-sizes of genome-wide CNVs on ASD-

risk and general cognition. Models including such scores demonstrated that deletions 

or duplications increased risks for EOP and for ASD, even after adjusting for IQ. There 

was no difference in effect-sizes between EOP and ASD. The frequency of loci previously 

associated with NDDs or neuropsychiatric disorders was also similar between EOP and 

ASD, and the model accurately estimated the effect-size of most of these loci on the risk 

for ASD comparing to previously published empirical observations. Genome-wide CNVs 

measured by LoF intolerance score also similarly decreased IQ in both ASD and 

unselected populations. The effect of duplications was smaller than the effect of deletion 

for all phenotypes investigated, suggesting a higher pathogenicity of deletions. Deletions 

and duplications were found to differentially affect social communication, behavior, and 

phonological memory, whereas both equally affected motor skills in the ASD population.  

The identical enrichment of genome-wide CNVs in EOP and ASD suggests a pleiotropic 

effect of CNVs in these different symptomatology. Routine screening for CNVs should be 

made available in the standard clinical care for EOP youth, as is recommended in ASD. 

Such practice contributes to the establishment of personalized medicine and may bring 

medical benefits as detecting medical comorbidities, prediction of the disease 

progression, and facilitating the communication with parents about the biological 

nature of the disorder. The models applied in this project, trained on CNVs 

encompassing more than 4,500 genes, suggest highly polygenic properties of gene 

dosage in NDDs. I estimated that any 1 megabase CNV, encompassing at least one gene 

scoring for intolerance to LoF, would increase ASD risk. Overall, these results open new 

avenues for understanding the effect of genome-wide CNVs on NDD risk and related 

traits (e.g., IQ or behavioral symptoms). These models were implemented in an online 

tool which aims to help clinicians estimate the effect-size of CNVs identified in the clinic 

and interpret their contribution to the patient’s phenotype. 

Keywords: Autism spectrum disorders, early-onset psychosis, copy number variants, 

pleiotropy, polygenicity.   
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I. Introduction  

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and early-onset psychosis (EOP) are 

neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs) that occur during the first 2 decades of life. 

(Rapoport, Giedd, and Gogtay 2012; American Psychiatric Association 2013) These 

disorders are clinically heterogeneous and frequently co-occur with other NDDs and 

psychiatric diagnoses, such as intellectual disabilities (ID), language disorders or motor 

disorders. (American Psychiatric Association 2013; Downs et al. 2017) 

The heritability of NDDs ranges from 50 to 80%. (Colvert et al. 2015; Sandin et al. 2017; 

Hilker et al. 2018; Akingbuwa et al. 2021) During the last decade, chromosomal 

microarray (CMA) has been recommended as a first-tier clinical test for children with a 

broad range of NDDs including ASD. However, genetic screening is not systematically 

recommended for all NDDs. In particular, there are no recommendations for children 

with EOP. 

At my institution (Ste-Justine hospital), 3500 CMAs are performed annually. After ID, 

ASD is the most frequent diagnosis referred for pediatric genetic services. The routine 

implementation of CMA in clinic has allowed genome-wide detection of copy number 

variants (CNVs), which are either deletion or duplication of genomic fragments larger 

than 1 kilobase (kb). (Feuk, Carson, and Scherer 2006) CMA rapidly expanded the known 

number of genomic loci associated with ASD and deleterious CNVs are identified in 10 

to 15 % of children with NDDs. (Miller et al. 2010) 

Most studies on CNVs in NDDs are focused on the recurrent ones (Malhotra and Sebat 

2012; Sanders et al. 2019), because they are detected in multiple unrelated patients and 

can be described through association studies. However, most CNVs reported back to 

patients are ultra-rare, as they are observed only once or a few times in the patient 

population. Because there is limited data characterizing and quantifying the effect-size 

of these ultra-rare CNVs on risk for ASD and EOP, and related cognitive or behavior 
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disturbances, it is impossible to reach the statistical power required to investigate them 

in individual association studies. There is currently no strategy to study the effects of 

the extreme diversity of ultra-rare variants. As the effects of ultra-rare variants are 

undocumented, it is unlikely for clinicians to estimate the precise contribution of such 

CNVs to neurodevelopmental symptoms in a given patient.  

In this thesis, I will propose a new framework to investigate the effect-size of genome-

wide CNVs on ASD while taking into account the clinical heterogeneity instead of 

reducing it. I will study the contribution of genome-wide CNVs to ASD risk, as well as 

cognitive and behavioral traits that are thought to be related to this condition. Once this 

methodology is validated for the study of ASD risk, I will apply a similar approach to 

investigate the contribution of such genetic variants to the most severe and rare form of 

psychosis — the EOP.  

Clinical characterization of ASD and EOP 

The shifting clinical boundaries of autism spectrum disorders 

Evolution of ASD classification 

The classification of ASD has evolved over time; from the merging and splitting of 

clinical features first described as a core symptom of schizophrenia by Eugene Bleuler 

in 1911 (Bleuler 1911), to the clinically accepted definition today. In 1943, Leo Kanner 

borrowed the term "autism" from Bleuler and was the first to consider it as a distinct 

disorder from schizophrenia. (Kanner 1943) Since the fifth edition of the diagnostic and 

statistical manual (DSM-V) released in 2013, the autism spectrum unifies three 

previously separate but highly related diagnoses from the previous edition (DSM-IV): 

autistic disorder, Asperger disorder, and pervasive developmental disorders-not 

otherwise specified. (American Psychiatric Association 2013)  

ASD is now characterized by persistent deficits in social communication and interaction 

across multiple contexts, as well as restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviors, 
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interests or activities (Figure 1). A formal diagnosis can be made only when these 

deficits appear before the age of 3.  

Psychometric instruments delineating ASD diagnostic  

To confirm the diagnosis, clinicians use several standardized neuropsychological tools 

(Figure 2), such as the autism diagnostic interview (ADI) (Le Couteur et al. 1989; Lord, 

Rutter, and Couteur 1994; Rutter, Le Couteur, and Lord 2003) – a structured interview 

of retrospective questions administered to parents.  

The autism diagnostic observation schedule (ADOS) (Lord et al. 1989; Lord et al. 2000; 

Lord et al. 2012), which is a semi-structured cognitive assessment adapted to the 

developmental-level of the patient, is also used as a diagnostic tool.  

Beyond these diagnostic tools, the social responsiveness scale (SRS) is also an 

extensively used questionnaire ascertaining the presence and severity of autistic traits 

(Constantino et al. 2003; Constantino and Gruber 2012). 

Demographic characteristics of ASD 

The prevalence of autism has drastically increased in the last 20 years, from 1 in 250 

individuals in 2000, to 1 in 59 presently (Figure 2). (Christensen 2018) This increase was 

thought to be related to the extension of the diagnosis criteria over the DSM versions, 

but since there is an 86% overlap in case counts between the IVth-revised and the Vth 

editions, other factors may contribute to this phenomenon, such as the increased 

accessibility to mental health services, systematic early screening procedures for ASD 

diagnosis and public awareness campaigns since the last two decades. The sex ratio of 

males to females is of 4:1 in clinical sample and decreases to 3:1 in the general 

population. (Loomes, Hull, and Mandy 2017) Despite this difference, both genders seem 

to have similar progression of symptoms and prevalence of language regression. 

(Fountain, Winter, and Bearman 2012; Barger, Campbell, and McDonough 2013; 

Pearson et al. 2018)  
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Figure 2: Evolution of the ASD prevalence, DSM-versions, and neuropsychological tools available 
to quantify ASD traits 

The prevalence of ASD is based on Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data published 
since 1975. (Christensen 2018) 
 

Comorbidities defined as specifiers of ASD 

ASD occurs rarely in isolation and is characterized by an extreme clinical heterogeneity. 

To avoid the creation of subgroups and to take into account this heterogeneity in the 

diagnosis, the DSM-V recommends the use of “specifiers" to record the severity of 

cardinal symptoms, current language and intellectual ability, onset age and 

environmental/acquired conditions (Figure 1). (American Psychiatric Association 2013) 

The specifiers of ASD also include the recording of any known genetic syndromes (e.g., 

Fragile X syndrome, DiGeorge syndrome, Williams-Beuren syndrome) or medical 

conditions, and other NDDs. The most prevalent specifiers are ID and language 

impairment. Out of the specifiers, motor disorders are also highly prevalent in ASD.  
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The clinical heterogeneity of ASD and the high prevalence of comorbidities are a 

challenge when studying its etiology, notably when investigating its genetic 

architecture. 

NDD comorbidities increasing the challenge in ASD modelling 

The complex relationship between intellectual disability, IQ, and ASD 

ID is the main specifier of ASD, which also occurs during the developmental period. This 

disorder is diagnosed in 19% to 48% in ASD cases and ranges from mild to severe. 

(Braun et al. 2015; Croen et al. 2015; Postorino et al. 2016; Rydzewska et al. 2018) 

However, many individuals with ASD have above-average intelligence quotient (IQ), as 

well as high levels of academic and occupational functioning. (Duncan and Bishop 2015; 

Kim, Bal, and Lord 2018) 

ID is characterized by deficits in both intellectual and adaptive functioning relative to 

peers of the same age, gender, linguistic and social background. (American Psychiatric 

Association 2013)  

This disorder has a high heritability and the world-wide prevalence in the pediatric 

population has been estimated at up to 1.3% (Westerinen et al. 2017; Plomin and von 

Stumm 2018; McGuire et al. 2019), and the prevalence of severe ID is approximately 1 

per 1000 births. (American Psychiatric Association 2013) Males are more likely to be 

diagnosed compared to females, with a sex ratio of 1.8:1. (McGuire et al. 2019) Sex-

linked genetic factors and male vulnerability to brain injury may account for a small 

portion of these gender differences. (Maulik et al. 2011; Lubs, Stevenson, and Schwartz 

2012; Printzlau, Wolstencroft, and Skuse 2017) 

Commonly, IQ tests are used to measure intellectual functioning deficits, and the 

Vineland adaptive behavior scales (VABS) assesses adaptive functioning deficits. 

(Sparrow, Balla, and Cicchetti 1984; Sparrow, Balla, and Cicchetti 2005; Boat et al. 2015) 
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Thus, a diagnosis of ID can be made when standardized IQ and Vineland scores are 2 

standard deviations (SDs) below the population mean1 (Figure 3).  

The severity of ID is divided into four levels: Mild (85% of cases), moderate (10% of 

cases), severe (3.5% of cases), and profound (1.5% of cases) (Table 1). (Boat et al. 2015)  

The bimodal or trimodal IQ distribution often observed in ASD populations (Figure 3) is 

not observed in other psychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia. This high 

distribution of cases in several distinct IQ categories may suggest different subtypes of 

ASD with different underlying biological mechanisms. For example, most cases of 

prodigies or high functioning children with ASD express exacerbated attention to details 

and problems in communication or social skills. (Chiang et al. 2014; Yahya 2020) 

General intelligence may be an important dimension in ASD. Many of the core social 

communication deficits that characterize ASD may lead to failure in the acquisition of 

developmentally expected skills and, therefore, are expected to be present to some 

extent in individuals with ID. (Thurm et al. 2019) The DSM-V classification of ID severity 

is based on adaptive functioning across conceptual, social, and practical domains, and 

the social ability expectations defined as not being met, overlap with the social deficits 

that define ASD. (American Psychiatric Association 2013)  

However, even the most comprehensive and well-researched tools used in the diagnosis 

of ASD, such as the ADI and the ADOS, are far less specific when used for individuals 

with very low intellectual functioning. (Thurm et al. 2019; Myers et al. 2020) An 

unintended consequence is that people with co-occurring severe ID may not be included 

in ASD research, which reduces the generalizability of results. 

The relationship between ASD and intelligence complexifies the delineation of whether 

social communication and interaction deficits are beyond what can be attributed to ID.  

  

 
1 This corresponds to a score of less than 70 points (generally ±5 points) for both tests which share the same 
normal-shaped distribution. 
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Figure 3: IQ distribution in the general population and in ASD populations 

Distribution of IQ in large pooled ASD and general populations. The pooled ASD population (red) 
combines IQ data from Simons foundation powering autism research for knowledge (SPARK, 
N=2,111), Simons simplex collection (SSC, N=2,569) and MSSNG (N=1,394) datasets. The pooled 
general population group (blue) combines IQ data from Lothian birth cohort (LBC, N=504), 
Generation Scotland (N=13,745), Imagen (N=1,757), and Saguenay youth study (SYS, N=1,590) 
datasets. The mean IQ score defined with the reference populations is 100 points of IQ (dashed 
grey line), and the standard deviation is of 15 points of IQ. Intellectual deficiency (ID) is 2 
standard deviations below the reference population mean, including a margin of error (generally 
±5 points) The levels of ID severity (delimited by the grey lines) are based on the DSM-IV 
classification: IQs from 50 to 70 = mild ID; IQs from 36 to 49 = moderate ID; IQs from 20 to 35 = 
severe ID; and IQs below 20 are = profound ID. Red arrows point to the trimodality of the ASD 
curve observed in distinct IQ categories. 
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Table 1: Levels of ID severity 

Severity 
Category 

Distribution of 
Cases 

DSM-V Criteria  
(severity classified on the basis of 
daily skills) 

DSM-IV Criteria 
(severity levels based only 
on IQ) 

Mild 85% 
Can live independently with 
minimum levels of support. 

IQ range 50–70 

Moderate 10% 

Independent living may be 
achieved with moderate levels of 
support, such as those available in 
group homes. 

IQ range 36–49 

Severe 3.5% 
Requires daily assistance with self-
care activities and safety 
supervision. 

IQ range 20–35 

Profound 1.5% Requires 24-hour care. IQ <20 

Adapted from Boat et al. (2015). In the DSM-V, the levels of severity are defined based on adaptive 
functioning over IQ score, because it determines the level of support required. IQ measures are 
less valid in the lower IQ range, but in the DSM-IV they were classified in function of the IQ score. 
(Bell 1994) 
 

Clinical overlaps between ASD and language disorders 

Language disorders are the most prevalent communication disorders in ASD and are 

considered as one of the main specifiers of the diagnosis. These impairments are 

diagnosed in 10% to 30% of ASD cases. (D. V. M. Bishop, 2010; Bennett et al., 2014; T. W. 

Frazier, Georgiades, et al., 2014) Approximately 30% of children diagnosed with ASD are 

non-verbal (Tager-Flusberg, Paul, and Lord 2005; Boterberg et al. 2019). These children 

acquire no spoken language (i.e., fewer than 30 words) or present a regression of 

language, which is an abrupt or gradual loss of previously acquired skills after 

apparently normal language development.  

Language impairments affect the form, function, and use of a conventional system of 

symbols (e.g., spoken words, sign language, written words, pictures), which are usually 

organized in a rule-governed manner for communication. (American Psychiatric 

Association 2013)  
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Epidemiological studies estimate that approximately 7% of children starting school 

have clinically significant language disorders of unknown origin (Law et al. 2000; 

Norbury et al. 2016), and the sex ratio in this population is of 1.8:1 in favor of males. 

(Pinborough-Zimmerman Judith et al. 2007; Rudolph and Leonard 2016) An additional 

2.3% of children experiencing language impairments as part of a pervasive NDD such 

as ID or ASD. (Norbury et al. 2016)  

Language impairments can be due to deficits in comprehension or the production of 

vocabulary, sentence structure and discourse, which are unrelated to sensory (e.g., 

hearing), motor, or other medical conditions (e.g., ASD or ID).  

ASD diagnosis also involves impairments of communication, but these are much 

broader, affecting pragmatics (i.e., the appropriate use of language in context), as well as 

nonverbal communication (e.g., deficits in initiating and responding joint attention). 

Nevertheless, many children with ASD struggle with both structural and functional 

aspects of communication. (Bishop 2010)  

Although ASD and language impairment have traditionally been regarded as distinct 

disorders, they often involve similar language deficits, raising the question of whether 

this is merely a superficial resemblance, or indicative of a deeper similarity, with 

overlap in etiology. Tager-Flusberg and Joseph argued that the existence of cases of ASD 

whose language features resembled those of language impairment suggested overlaps 

between these disorders at a deeper level, but the precise nature of this overlap has been 

the subject of debate. (Tager-Flusberg and Joseph 2003; Bishop 2010; Eicher and Gruen 

2015; Nudel et al. 2020)  

Motor disorders in ASD 

Developmental coordination disorders (DCD) are the most common motor disorders in 

neurotypical children, as well as in children with ASD or ID. They occur in 25% to 80% 

of ASD cases. (Dewey, Cantell, and Crawford 2007; Emck et al. 2009; Green et al. 2009; 

Kopp, Beckung, and Gillberg 2010; Bishop et al. 2016; Bhat 2020)  
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The DCD, previously referred to as dyspraxia, are characterized by a substantial delay in 

reaching milestones of fine or gross motor skills development and execution in 

comparison to peers of the same age, gender and education. (American Psychiatric 

Association 2013) These impairments must be unrelated to other visual or neurological 

impairments. Among others, secondary consequences may be hypotonia, language 

impairment, dysgraphia, learning disorder, and sensory processing disorder.  

The prevalence in school-aged children has been estimated at 5% to 6%, with a sex ratio 

of 1.7:1 to 7:1 in favor of males. (Lingam et al. 2010; Blank et al. 2012)  

The most common motor impairments in ASD are hypotonia (25% to 51%) and apraxia 

(34% to 53%), followed by toe-walking (19%), and gross motor delay (9%). (Rapin 1996; 

Ming, Brimacombe, and Wagner 2007; Matson, Matson, and Beighley 2011)  

Numerous studies show an enrichment of motor impairments in ASD compared to 

neurotypical (e.g., an effect-size of +1.2 z-score to +2.9 z-score on motor skills scales 

(Fournier et al. 2010; Miyahara 2013)) or other NDD populations, such as attention-

deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and children with developmental delay. (Pan, 

Tsai, and Chu 2009; Fournier et al. 2010; Bhat, Landa, and Galloway 2011; Matson, 

Matson, and Beighley 2011)  

Several studies demonstrate that the presence of DCD is a predictor of social impairment 

(Bhat, Landa, and Galloway 2011; Caeyenberghs et al. 2016; Sumner, Leonard, and Hill 

2016; Hawks and Constantino 2020) and is associated with more severe forms of ASD. 

(Ming, Brimacombe, and Wagner 2007; Green et al. 2009; Kopp, Beckung, and Gillberg 

2010; Hawks and Constantino 2020)  

Of note, stereotyped and repetitive motor movements in ASD are distinct from the 

diagnosis of stereotypic movement disorder (which is one of DSM-V motor disorders). 

The latter is not associated with deficits of social communication and reciprocity that 

are usually present in ASD.  
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On the other hand, stereotyped and repetitive motor movements in ASD are diagnosed 

only when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to become a focus of treatment or if they 

cause self-injury. Self-injury occurs in 35.8% of ASD cases (Rattaz, Michelon, and 

Baghdadli 2015), yet there is insufficient data available regarding the prevalence of such 

stereotypic movement that lead to self-injury.  

The clinical delineation and heterogeneity of early-onset psychosis 

Definition of EOP symptoms and demographic characteristics 

The early-onset variant of psychosis is a rare presentation occurring before the age of 

18 and represents up to 19% of the psychotic cases reported in the clinic. 

(Schimmelmann et al. 2007) Very early-onset psychosis (VEOP) is rarer (1% of 

individual with psychosis) and refers to an onset before the age of 13 (Schimmelmann 

et al. 2007)  

Psychosis is a common and functionally disruptive condition associated with many 

psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., schizophrenia, bipolar disorder 

(BD)), and is both a contributor to disability and a barrier to normal functioning (e.g., in 

work, interpersonal relations or self-care).  

Psychotic symptoms include hallucinations and delusions. (American Psychiatric 

Association 2013) Hallucinations are sensory perceptions occurring in the absence of 

corresponding external or somatic stimuli. (Arciniegas 2015) Delusions are beliefs 

based on incorrect inferences about reality external to, or about, oneself and maintained 

firmly despite the presentation of evidence that obviously and incontrovertibly 

contradicts the belief. (Arciniegas 2015) Psychosis is diagnosed in the patient referred 

in clinic when hallucinations and/or delusions interferes with the capacity to meet the 

ordinary demands of life. (Arciniegas 2015)  
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The category of primary psychotic spectrum disorders includes schizophrenia, affective 

psychosis (i.e., schizoaffective disorders - bipolar type or depressed type, major 

depressive disorders with psychotic features and bipolar disorder with psychotic 

features) and other psychotic disorders (i.e., schizophreniform disorders, brief 

psychotic disorders, other specified or unspecified schizophrenia spectrum and other 

psychotic disorder). (Arciniegas 2015) 

EOP prevalence in the general population is 5.9 per 100 000 individuals and the sex ratio 

of male to female is around 1.6:1 in clinical populations. (Boeing et al. 2007; Stentebjerg-

Olesen et al. 2016)  

Comorbidities in EOP 

Children and adolescents with psychosis are more likely to have severe outcomes and a 

greater number of comorbidities, such as NDDs and other medical disorders. Up to 57% 

of children with EOP may meet diagnostic criteria for childhood-onset schizophrenia 

(COS). (Downs et al. 2017)  

The most prevalent comorbidities of EOP are ASD (18% to 38% of cases), ADHD (10 to 

33% of cases) and ID (10% to 38% of cases) (Stentebjerg-Olesen et al. 2016; Downs et al. 

2017; Petruzzelli et al. 2018; Downs et al. 2019). The mean IQ in the EOP population is 

1.5 SD below the general population mean and among individuals with ID, 52% have 

mild ID, 38% have medium ID and 9% are in the severe range. (Petruzzelli et al. 2018; 

Smelror et al. 2021)  

Tools assessing categorical diagnoses and measuring dimensional traits 

As pointed out in the previous sections, co-morbidities in ASD and EOP are the rule 

rather than the exception. In clinical settings, most clinicians will typically extend their 

assessments beyond diagnostic items to evaluate other traits and to subsequently 

implement a management plan. This approach remains valuable, as patients recruited 

will be characterized beyond a single core diagnosis across different dimensions of 

symptoms, functioning, and social factors. 
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Over the last two decades, research has strongly advocated for investigating mental 

disorders along dimensional constructs which transcend diagnostic categories and 

integrate information across multiple measurement levels. (Thapar, Cooper, and Rutter 

2017) To do so, a set of tools has been used in research to capture traits in affected 

individuals as well as those with subthreshold symptoms. However, the relevance of 

these dimensions remains debated and categorical diagnoses remain the norm in clinic. 

Here, I will describe some of these assessment tools used for my thesis to validate the 

ASD and EOP diagnoses and to quantify the most common traits altered in ASD.  

Assessing ASD diagnosis and quantifying autistic traits  

Standardized instruments developed to establish a categorical diagnosis 

The ADI consists of a structured interview of retrospective questions addressed to the 

parents or the caregivers. (Le Couteur et al. 1989; Lord, Rutter, and Couteur 1994) It was 

developed by Ann Le Couteur et al. in 1989 to help clinicians in the assessment of autism 

diagnosis. It yields a description of past and current functioning, in areas of 

development related to ASD. This tool allows clinicians to measure the severity of ASD 

impairment in the reciprocal interactions, the verbal and non-verbal communication, 

as well as the repetitive, restricted and stereotyped behaviors domains (Table 2). Each 

item of the main domains is rated on a 4-point severity scale from “not present” to 

“extremely invasive for the family and children functioning”. Diagnosis of ASD is met 

when each of these three domains score under the cut-offs (Table 2). 

Table 2: Domains assessed in the ADI and their corresponding cut-off for the ASD diagnosis 

Domain assessed N items Cut-offs (points) 

Reciprocal social interactions 16 10 

Verbal and non-verbal communication 13 8 (7 if non-verbal) 

Restricted, repetitive and stereotyped behaviors 8 3 

Adapted from Rutter et al. (2003). 
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The ADOS is a semi-structured cognitive assessment adapted to the expressive 

language-level of the patient. (Lord et al. 1989; Lord et al. 2000; Lord et al. 2012) The 

first version was created by Catherine Lord et al. in 1989 and was introduced as a method 

of standardizing direct observations of social behavior, communication, and play in 

children suspected of having autism. It was proposed as a complementary instrument 

to the ADI. This tool is available in four age-adapted modules, and measures social affect, 

the severity of repetitive, restricted and stereotyped behaviors, and a total calibrated 

severity score (Table 3). Diagnosis of ASD is met when the total calibrated severity score 

is over the cut-off of 3 points.  

Table 3: Organization of the four modules age-adapted versions of the ADOS and the 
corresponding domains assessed 

Module 
Language level of  
the patient 

Calibrated  
severity score 

Social  
communication 

R.R.S.B. 
Social  
affect 

1 
Non-verbal or one 
word ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

2 Phrase ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

3 Fluent ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

4 
Fluent adolescents 
and adults ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ 

Domains can be either tested (✓) or not tested (✘) in function of the module used. R.R.S.B.: 
repetitive, restricted and stereotyped behaviors. Adapted from Lord et al. (2012). 
 

Both tools were developed primarily for research on autism over a range of cognitive 

levels, from moderate ID to normal intelligence, with training required on each. Since 

their creation, they have been updated to better suit a wide age range, and for both verbal 

and non-verbal children. Nowadays, these instruments are complementary and broadly 

used in clinical and research settings to assess an ASD diagnosis. 
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Quantifying autistic traits in clinical and general populations 

The SRS is an extensively validated quantitative measure used to ascertain the presence 

and severity of social communicative and repetitive behaviors that characterize ASD 

across the entire range of severity that occurs in nature. (Constantino et al. 2003; 

Constantino 2011; Constantino and Gruber 2012) It was developed in 2003 by John 

Constantino et al. for use in the general population, and in educational and clinical 

settings. This tool was created in response to the lack of established quantitative 

assessment tools. Since its creation, the SRS has been broadly used in behavior-genetic, 

epidemiological and intervention studies.  

The SRS questionnaire can be filled either by a self-report, by a relative or a teacher. It 

contains 65 items rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale and is organized in 5 subscales: 

Social Awareness, Social Cognition, Social Communication, Social Motivation, and 

Restricted Interests and Repetitive Behavior. The generated total score serves as an 

index of severity of social deficits in the autism spectrum. This score can be either raw 

(not corrected) or a T-score (corrected for sex and the type of the questionnaire used 

(preschool-form, school-age form, adult form and adult self-report)). Higher scores on 

the SRS indicate greater severity of social impairment.  

The SRS T-score allows for the creation of social impairment categories as follows (Bruni 
2014): 

- 75 < T-score: Clinically significant deficits in social functioning that interfere with 
interactions with others; 

- 65 < T-score ≤ 75: Moderate, signaling some clinically significant social deficits; 

- 60 < T-score ≤ 65: Mild to moderate deficiencies in social behavior; 

- T-score ≤ 60: Probably does not have social difficulties indicative of a possible ASD 
diagnosis. 
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Instruments developed to establish a diagnosis of EOP 

 The structured clinical interview for DSM-V (SCID-V) is used to assess EOP diagnosis 

according to the DSM-V criteria for any current or lifetime axis I psychotic disorder2  with 

onset prior to age 18. (First et al. 2015) This semi-structured interview is administered 

by a trained professional (clinician or researcher). EOP can be evaluated using module 

B in the core configuration of the SCID-V, which tests for the presence of psychotic and 

associated symptoms. This section includes the assessment of delusion and 

hallucination, as well as associated symptoms such as disorganized speech behavior, 

catatonic behavior, and negative symptoms.  

The Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (K-SADS) is a semi-

structured interview which can also help in the assessment of EOP. (Kaufman et al. 

1996) It is administered by trained professionals to both the parent and child separately. 

This test serves to diagnose childhood mental disorders in school-aged children from 6 

to 18. The first version of the K-SADS was developed by Puig-Antich and Chambers in 

1978 and was modeled after the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia, an 

interview schedule for adults. (Endicott and Spitzer 1978; Puig-Antich and Chambers 

1978) The interview is intended to assess both past and current episodes 

of psychopathology. It is focused on affective disorders, but also covers psychotic 

disorder. The structured sections cover about 50 psychiatric symptoms, each including 

11 observational items. Each item is rated on a seven-point scale ranging from « not at 

all » to « very extreme ». The K-SADS has been found to be reliable and valid in multiple 

research and treatment settings. (Geller et al. 2001)  

 
2 Axis I disorders include substance use disorders and any mental health conditions other than 
personality disorders and mental retardation. 
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Measurement of general intelligence and daily adaptive functioning 

General intelligence 

 IQ is commonly used to measure intellectual functioning and one of the most studied 

human traits throughout history. Its measurement has been used for controversial 

purposes before being largely implemented in the clinic. 

The English statistician Francis Galton made the first attempt to rate intelligence with a 

standardized test in 1882. This test was based on measures of reaction time, sensory 

acuity, muscular power and body proportion. In his biological determinist theory, he 

believed that intelligence was mainly inherited. He was a pioneer in the research of 

genetic contribution to human traits through statistical methods. (Galton 1870) In 1905, 

when school became mandatory, two French psychologists, Alfred Binet and Theodore 

Simon, invented the Binet-Simon intelligence test under a government request. (Binet 

and Simon 1905) It was intended to identify children with mental retardation in school 

and provide them special care and education classes. This intelligence measure was 

based on mental age which was derived from the average performance for a particular 

age range in a reference population. In 1912, William Stern adapted this concept of 

mental age to create the concept of IQ. He developed the ratio IQ by dividing the mental 

age by the chronological age. (Stern and Whipple 1912) In 1916, Lewis Terman 

developed the Stanford-Binet test, which combined the method of Binet-Simon and 

William Stern. (Terman 1916) He tested this method in a longitudinal study including 

more than 1,400 high functioning individuals, from 1921 to his death in 1955 (the study 

continued until 1986). (Burks, Jensen, and Terman 1930) He believed in the heritability 

of intelligence and was a member of numerous eugenic organizations. In 1939, David 

Wechsler created the eponym tests of intelligence which measures ability in various 

features such as verbal comprehension, non-verbal reasoning, working memory, and 

information speed processing. (Wechsler 1939) This test measures the deviation IQ, 

which is the score of the individual compared to the average score of a reference 
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population in the same age range. The Wechsler tests have been adapted to multiple age 

ranges since its creation and are still largely used.  

Nowadays, intellectual abilities are measured using standardized tests according to the 

cognitive level of the participant. Given the abstract nature of its concept, absolute 

measures of intelligence cannot be achieved. Consequently, IQ tests only allow an 

estimation of an individual’s intelligence. The population mean is centered on 100 

points and the SD is of 15 points (Figure 3). 

Because individuals with ASD are either non-verbal or have a language impairment, and 

consequently are not able to complete the verbal tasks in the cognitive tests, non-verbal 

IQ was preferentially used in the analyses. 

Daily adaptive functioning 

Levels of adaptive functioning can be measured through the VABS, a psychological 

assessment developed by Sara S. Sparrow et al. in 1984. (Sparrow, Balla, and Cicchetti 

1984; Sparrow, Balla, and Cicchetti 2005) They proposed to use this instrument in 

conjunction with standardized measures of cognitive development (e.g., IQ) as a valuable 

clinical assessment tool. The test is organized in 5 domains: adaptive skills, 

communication, interaction, motor and daily living skills. The scores obtained in each 

domain allows for the measurement of a total scaled score of daily living skills. Similar 

to the IQ score, the population mean total score is centered on 100 points and the SD is 

of 15 points. 

As aforementioned, both IQ and the VABS help in the diagnosis of ID. An ID is generally 

stated when standardized IQ and Vineland scores are 2 SD below the population mean, 

including a margin of error. This corresponds to a score of less than 70 (generally ±5 

points) for both tests which share the same normal-shaped distribution. 
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Measuring language impairment  

Language milestones  

Delayed acquisition of early expressive language milestones, such as the age at first 

word or phrase, is the first indication of a NDD or language impairment that will persist 

throughout childhood, interfering with everyday communication and academic 

attainment. (Rescorla and Schwartz 1990; Dale Philip S. et al. 2003; Rudolph and 

Leonard 2016) Such delays can be diagnosed if the age reported is greater than 24 

months for the first words and 33 months for the first phrase. (Rudolph and Leonard 

2016) The age at first word or phrase are extensively used as they are generally well 

reported by the parents or in the follow-up of the pediatrician.  

Phonological processing 

The comprehensive test of phonological processing (CTOPP) measures phonological 

processing skills. (Wagner, Torgesen, and Rashotte 1999) This tool was developed by 

Richard K. Wagner et al. in 1999 to aid in the identification of individuals from nursery 

through to college who may profit from instructional activities to enhance their 

phonological skills. This test is organized into 13 subtests that assess phonological 

awareness, phonological memory, rapid symbolic naming, rapid non-symbolic naming, 

and the alternate phonological awareness composite. The subtest scaled scores have a 

mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 3. The composite score indexes have a mean of 

100 and a standard deviation of 15. 

Assessing the quality of motor skills development  

Motor milestone 

The age of onset for walking is an important milestone which is shifted in ID and ASD 

compared to neurotypical populations and has also been associated with more severe 

ASD symptoms. (Bishop et al. 2016; Reindal et al. 2019; Sumner, Leonard, and Hill 2016) 

Walking delay can be diagnosed if the age of first walking is greater than 18 months. 
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(WHO and de Onis 2006) Similar to the language milestones, this measure is broadly 

used as it is well reported by the parents or recorded during a pediatric follow-up. 

Motor coordination 

The developmental coordination disorder questionnaire (DCDQ) was created in 1998 by 

Branda N. Wilson et al. to respond to the need for a valid and reliable assessment tool in 

identifying children who have motor coordination problems. (Wilson et al. 2000) The 

last version consists of a 15-item parent questionnaire.  

For each item, parents were asked to compare the degree of coordination of their child 

with other children of the same age, and to rate this on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging 

from “Not at all like this child” to “Extremely like this child.” This test allows three 

subscores: control during movement, fine motor/handwriting, and general 

coordination. The total raw score can be used as a quantitative measure or can be 

transformed in function of the age of the participant to indicate its DCD-level 

(“indication of/suspected DCD” or “probably not DCD”).  

Recent studies reported that impairments identified with DCDQ score were associated 

with lower quality of life (Karras et al. 2019), atypical sensory processing (Delgado-

Lobete et al. 2020) and persistent DCD in ASD adolescents. (Bhat 2020)  

Overall, all these measures have been widely validated and adopted by both clinicians 

and researchers. Notably, they have been extensively used to investigate biomarkers 

associated with NDDs and associated traits.   

In search of biomarkers and risk factors associated with ASD and 

EOP 

Technological and methodological advances in imaging and genomics helped to 

formally associate various endophenotypes and biological risk factors with ASD and 

EOP. Such studies were driven by the needs to better understand the biological 

mechanisms underlying each disorder, and by extension to create adapted therapies or 
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medications, predict the progression and the severity of the disorder, as well as 

identifying the risk factors that may be encounter during the lifetime (e.g., informing 

future parents of the risk factors during the peri-natal period).  

Most recent findings on neuroimaging endophenotypes of ASD and EOP 

Such advances in technologies and methodologies in magnetic resonance imagery (MRI) 

allowed to identify alterations of the central nervous system, which are now well-known 

biomarkers in several NDDs. These anatomical and functional alterations have been 

observed systematically in post-mortem, neuroimaging and electrophysiological 

studies. The following sections describe the most recent and robust neuroimaging 

endophenotype associated with ASD and EOP. 

Neuroanatomical signatures and functional connectivity patterns associated with 

ASD 

Structural MRI studies consistently report a higher total brain volume in children with 

ASD compared to controls during the first years of life, suggesting an early overgrowth 

of the brain in autism caused by abnormal cortical development and expansion. (Li, 

Karnath, and Xu 2017; Pagnozzi et al. 2018; van Rooij et al. 2018) In addition to this early 

biomarker, lower volumes of the cerebellum and corpus callosum in individual with ASD 

compared to controls are other robust biomarkers of ASD. (Li, Karnath, and Xu 2017; 

Pagnozzi et al. 2018; Valenti et al. 2020) Lower volume in these structures were 

associated with lower IQ, reduced integration of information and slower processing; and 

reflect the aberrant connectivity mediating the intra- and inter-hemispheric 

communications typical in autism. (Li, Karnath, and Xu 2017; Pagnozzi et al. 2018; 

Valenti et al. 2020) Another important early brain endophenotype of ASD is the 

increased cerebrospinal fluid volume compared to controls, which is also associated to 

an increased symptom severity measured by the ADOS. (Shen et al. 2013; Pagnozzi et al. 

2018; van Rooij et al. 2018) Cerebrospinal fluid plays an important role in circulating 

nutrients and removing waste products from the brain and its alteration may reflect an 
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improper filtering and draining of waste particles, potentially leading to neuro-

inflammation. (Shen et al. 2013; Pagnozzi et al. 2018) 

Less consistent brain volumes alterations with smaller effect-sizes have also been 

identified in ASD individuals compared to controls, notably, in the putamen and 

amygdala, which are suspected to contribute to the repetitive and stereotyped and 

impaired social behaviors respectively. (Pagnozzi et al. 2018; van Rooij et al. 2018) 

Cortical thickness (CT) was observed as higher in the frontal and prefrontal cortex, as 

well as in the posterior cingulate gyri of ASD individuals compared to controls; and these 

modulations were positively correlated with the severity of ASD symptoms measured by 

the ADOS. (van Rooij et al. 2018; Bedford et al. 2020)  

Multiple alterations in brain connectivity have also been highlighted by functional MRI 

studies. Resting state MRI studies have shown a widespread underconnectivity in ASD 

compared to controls, notably in the default mode network, the visual and auditory 

networks. (Di Martino et al. 2014; Holiga et al. 2019; Lau, Leung, and Lau 2019) A 

thalamocortical overconnectivity has also been observed, specifically between the 

thalamus and the somatosensory-motor network. (Woodward et al. 2017; Postema et al. 

2019; Tomasi and Volkow 2019) However, some of these results have not been 

replicated, likely due to a lack of standardization in acquisition, ascertainment, or 

analytical strategies used by the different groups.  

Interestingly, several of these alterations of brain structure and connectivity identified 

in ASD overlapped with other established psychiatric diagnoses, such as EOP or 

schizophrenia. (Goodkind et al. 2015; Cauda et al. 2017; Gurholt et al. 2020)  

Neuroanatomical signature of EOP 

Recent neuroimaging studies show a similar pattern of brain alterations in EOP 

compared to adult psychosis, schizophrenia and BD. (Hibar et al. 2016; van Erp et al. 

2016) In 2020, Gurholt et al. demonstrated lower intracranial and hippocampal volumes 

and higher caudate and pallidum volumes in 263 patients with EOP in comparison to 

359 individuals from the general population. (Gurholt et al. 2020) These results 
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replicated findings in much smaller EOP and COS datasets. (Frazier et al. 1996; Arango 

et al. 2008; El-Sayed et al. 2010) In contrast, while higher intracranial volume was 

reported in ASD in comparison to controls, the magnitude of alterations in EOP was 

greater. (van Rooij et al. 2018) Further, the directionality of effects on volume were 

similar for limbic structures, while opposing for basal ganglia structures between EOP 

and ASD, which may indicate differential neurodevelopmental mechanisms. Finally, 

given the relative stability of intracranial volume from mid-adolescence onwards, the 

decrease in volume found in EOP suggests an aberrant neurodevelopment, which is 

more severe and/or established earlier than in adult-onset psychosis. (Mills et al. 2016)  

However, structural brain MRI studies of EOP are rare and most studies so far have 

focused on COS, which do not entirely reflect the heterogeneous population of people 

that first present to EOP intervention services. More generally, both EOP and COS 

studies are limited by their sample sizes. 

Main environmental risk factors associated with ASD and EOP 

ASD is multifactorial in origin with risk factors ranging from environmental to biological 

endogenous biological factors. The risk of ASD can be increased by exogenous factors 

(Figure 4) such as substance abuse during pregnancy (e.g., alcohol, other drugs, 

teratogens), perinatal complications including labor and delivery-related events leading 

to neonatal encephalopathy, or postnatal causes. (Xie, Peltier, and Getahun 2016; Lyall 

et al. 2017; Modabbernia, Velthorst, and Reichenberg 2017) Postnatal factors include 

extreme malnutrition, hypoxic ischemic injury, traumatic brain injury, infections, 

seizure disorders (e.g., infantile convulsions), social deprivation, and intoxications. Age 

of parents during the conception and maternal diseases (including placental disease) 

also contribute to these conditions.  

Similarly to ASD, EOP risk factors can be environmental as well as endogenous. The 

major environmental exposures implicated in psychosis are represented in Figure 5. 

They can be classified based on the influence of exposure during the development. 

(Zwicker, Denovan-Wright, and Uher 2018) 
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Figure 4: Main robust environmental risk factors for autism 

Data can be broadly split into three categories: those with evidence supporting an association. 
Bars represent ranges. Having an older sibling with ASD is one of the most robust estimators for 
having a younger child with ASD (more than 10% (Xie, Peltier, and Getahun 2016; Lyall et al. 
2017) ). This Figure is adapted from Lord et al. 2020 (Lord et al. 2020). It combines findings from 
selected reviews and empirical papers aiming to identify risk factors for autism: neonatal 
hypoxia estimate (Modabbernia et al. 2016; Modabbernia, Velthorst, and Reichenberg 2017), 
gestational diabetes (Modabbernia, Velthorst, and Reichenberg 2017), valproate used during 
pregnancy (Christensen et al. 2013), interpregnancy interval (Cheslack-Postava, Liu, and 
Bearman 2011; Conde-Agudelo, Rosas-Bermudez, and Norton 2016; Xie, Peltier, and Getahun 
2016; Lyall et al. 2017), parent age (Xie, Peltier, and Getahun 2016; Lyall et al. 2017; 
Modabbernia, Velthorst, and Reichenberg 2017), siblings (Conde-Agudelo, Rosas-Bermudez, and 
Norton 2016; Xie, Peltier, and Getahun 2016; Lyall et al. 2017), preterm birth (Schendel and 
Bhasin 2008; Guy et al. 2015; Lyall et al. 2017). 
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In pre- and perinatal periods, exposures that activate the immune system and 

subsequent inflammation (e.g., infectious agents or maternal stress) are robustly 

associated with an increase of psychosis risk by contributing to abnormal 

neurodevelopment. (Buka et al. 2008; Malaspina et al. 2008; Brown and Patterson 2011; 

Torrey, Bartko, and Yolken 2012; Canetta et al. 2014; Fineberg et al. 2016) Interestingly, 

studies suggest that childhood trauma is associated with increased levels of 

inflammatory markers, which is in line with the biological pathway dysregulated by 

these exposure risk factor. (Baumeister et al. 2016)  

Early adversity occurring in childhood (e.g., physical, sexual, psychological abuse, 

neglect, and involvement in bullying) also consistently increase the risk of psychosis. 

(Varese et al. 2012; Wolke et al. 2014; Trotta et al. 2013; Trotta et al. 2015)  

The risk factors with the highest effect-sizes during late development are the exposure 

to psychostimulants (e.g., methamphetamine, tobacco, prescribed stimulant 

medication) and cannabis. (Gurillo et al. 2015; Kelley et al. 2016; Marconi et al. 2016; 

McGrath et al. 2016; McKetin et al. 2016; Hajebi et al. 2018) Recreational drug 

consumers with a family history of psychopathology are more vulnerable to persistent 

psychotic symptoms. (MacKenzie et al. 2016)  

As most individuals are exposed to more than one of these risk factors, individual effects 

are difficult to investigate. Moreover, the effect of these factors differs between 

individuals likely to develop NDDs because genetic factors may modulate them. 

(Zwicker, Denovan-Wright, and Uher 2018)  
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The quest for genetic risk factors associated to NDDs such as ASD and EOP 

The diagnostic-first approach: from a common clinical condition to associated 

genetic variants 

It is twins! The concomitant birth of advanced statistics and heritability 

calculation 

In the early XXth century, twin study was the first methodology used to investigate the 

genetic contribution to human complex traits. This method is based on the equal 

environments assumption, which is the assumption that environments for monozygotic 

twins are not more similar than the environments of dizygotic twins. Thus, the genetic 

contribution is estimated by comparing the similarity on a trait in monozygotic and 

dizygotic twins who grow up and experience the same degree of environmental 

similarity, but are of differing genetic relatedness. (Boomsma, Busjahn, and Peltonen 

2002)  

J.-C. Smith (1930), Kallmann and Roth (1956) and Suzan Folstein (1977) were the first 

to study pairs of twins with at least one with a diagnosis of ID, COS and autism, 

respectively, and to suggest the strong genetic contribution to the etiology of these 

conditions. (Smith 1930; Kallmann and Roth 1956; Folstein and Rutter 1977)  

During the 1960’s, the work of the geneticist Douglas Falconer on the computation of 

heritability3 based on twin populations greatly contributed to a better understanding of 

the inheritance of liability to human complex diseases. (Falconer 1967)  

Since, measurement of heritability evolved, and larger samples allowed to compute 

accurate and reliable estimations of the genetic contributions to several NDDs. 

Throughout the last three decades, studies converge on the high contribution of genetics 

to the etiology of NDDs. The larger up to date studies estimated an heritability of ASD 

 
3 The heritability estimates the relative contribution of genetics versus the environment to variation in a 
particular trait of interest. 
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ranging from 51% to 97%. (Bai et al. 2019; Taylor et al. 2020) The heritability of 

psychosis, schizophrenia and COS were estimated at up to 90%, 80% and 84%, 

respectively. (Kallmann and Roth 1956; Rijsdijk et al. 2011; Hilker et al. 2018; Sullivan 

and Geschwind 2019)  

However, these heritability estimates from twin studies are based on models that do not 

take into account the interaction between genetics and the environment. (Zwicker, 

Denovan-Wright, and Uher 2018) Therefore, these values may be inflated by 

mechanisms such as assortative mating or dynastic effect4. (Morris et al. 2020)  

Studies have demonstrated a complex genetic architecture of NDDs with contributions 

from both rare5 and common6 variants to the etiology of NDDs. Notably, common 

variants contributed at 14% to 59% to the heritability of hallucinations and paranoia in 

adolescents. (Zavos et al. 2014; Sieradzka et al. 2015; Pain et al. 2018) In ASD, studies 

have demonstrated that common variants accounted for at least 41% of the heritability 

and are enriched in regulatory elements, as well as in genes expressed in central 

nervous system cells. (Gaugler et al. 2014; Grove et al. 2019) This functional enrichment 

is similar to findings for rare structural variants and the genetic architecture of other 

psychopathologies such as schizophrenia, COS, BD and major depression disorder. 

(Bulik-Sullivan et al. 2015; Wray, Ripke, et al. 2018; Satterstrom et al. 2020) Rare 

variants account for less than 3% of the heritability of ASD (Gaugler et al. 2014), but 

historically, they were the first to be detected in individuals with ASD and other NDDs 

due to their large effect-size.  

 
4 A dynastic effect occurs when offspring inherit both phenotype-associated variants and phenotype-
associated environments from parents, leading to biased genetic associations. It refers to the “inheritance” 
of environment in addition to genotype.  
5 Rare variants are defined as genomic variation with a minor allele frequency < 1% but still polymorphic in 
one or more major human populations. 

6 Common variants are defined as genomic variation with a minor allele frequency > 1% in the general 
population. 
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The identification of rare variants contributing to NDDs  

The pace of rare variant discovery in NDDs is tightly related to the rapidly evolving 

genotyping and sequencing technologies. The Figure 6 represents the genetic discovery 

timeline in ID and ASD.  

The first genetic syndromes were discovered through the investigation of groups of 

individuals with recognizable clinical features. In 1959, trisomy 21 was the first genetic 

diagnosis discovered under the microscope in a population of individuals with the Down 

syndrome. (Lejeune, Turpin, and Gautier 1959). Traditional thinking held that ASD was 

rare in individuals with trisomy 21, but the prevalence is up to 20%. (DiGuiseppi et al. 

2010; Moss et al. 2013)  

This discovery started the implementation of cytogenetics in the research on NDDs 

which allowed the discovery of rare CNVs. A CNV is defined as a deletion or duplication 

of a stretch of DNA as compared with the reference human genome. CNVs may range in 

size from a kilobase to several megabases (Mb) or even an entire chromosome (trisomies 

and monosomies) and can involve one or more genes. On average, each individual has 

more than 1000 CNVs in the genome accounting for 4 million base pairs of genomic 

difference and contributing to 0.1% of the genetic variation at the structural level. 

(Malhotra and Sebat 2012) CNVs are either recurrent or ultra-rare (non-recurrent). 

Recurrent CNVs are genomic loci flanked by low copy repeats (LCR)7 sequences, also 

called breakpoints (BPs), that greatly increase the risk of homologous recombination. 

These non-allelic homologous recombinations arise at meiosis and result in similar or 

identical CNVs in unrelated individuals. The non-recurrent CNVs are structural 

variants with non-recurrent end-point. On the other hand, the non-recurrent junctions 

do not coincide with LCRs, but tend to occur in the vicinity of regions that are rich in 

LCRs resulting in complex regional genomic architecture.  

 
7 Low copy repeats, or breakpoints, are highly homologous sequences which can cause a misalignment and 
an unequal crossing-over. These regions are susceptible to chromosomal rearrangements such as non-
allelic homologous recombination during meiosis. 
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Ten years after the discovery of trisomy 21, a smaller marker on chromosome X was 

discovered for the fragile X syndrome. (Lubs 1969) In 1991, an expansion of a CGG 

repeated nucleotide sequence in the FMR1 (fragile X mental retardation 1) gene was 

identified as the cause of fragile X syndrome. (Pieretti et al. 1991; Verkerk et al. 1991) 

This was the first rare gene-disrupting variant associated with ID. More recently, this 

variant was associated with ASD, with 20% to 50% of cases in individuals with fragile X. 

(Kaufmann et al. 2017) 

Rare pathogenic copy number variants  

In the 80’s and 90’s, cytogenetic studies revealed large (above the 3 megabase (Mb) 

resolution of a karyotype) rare recurrent autosomal8 deletions and duplications 

associated with clinically recognizable neurodevelopmental syndromes. Thus, Prader-

Willi syndrome was linked to a deletion of the paternal copy in the 15q11-139 locus 

(Ledbetter et al. 1981), Angelman syndrome to a deletion of the maternal copy of the 

15q11-13 locus (Magenis et al. 1987), the 22q11.2 deletion was associated with DiGeorge 

syndrome (de la Chapelle et al. 1981), the 17p11.2 deletion with the Smith-Magenis 

syndrome (Smith et al. 1986), and the 7q11.23 deletion was associated with Williams-

Beuren syndrome (Robinson et al. 1996).  

Around 2008, the implementation of CMA analysis in the clinic was a diagnostic 

revolution and allowed for the genome-wide detection of deleterious CNVs. This 

triggered a wave of discovery and rapidly expanded the number of genomic loci 

associated with NDDs. A handful of deleterious recurrent CNVs were rapidly identified 

due to their relatively high frequency and large effect-sizes: 3q29 (Willatt et al. 2005), 

16p11.2 (Weiss et al. 2008), 1q21.2 (Brunetti-Pierri et al. 2008; Mefford et al. 2008), 

15q13.3 (Sharp et al. 2008), and 17q12 (Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2010) deletions and 

duplications. 

 
8 Autosomal variants are genetic variants occurring on the non-sexual chromosome (from chromosome 1 
to 22).  
9 This nomenclature can be read as follow: For the locus 15q11-13, this CNV is located in the chromosome 
15, “q” indicates the larger arm of the chromosome (it will be “p” if it is the small one) and at the position 11 
to 13. 
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Since their discovery, these recurrent pathogenic CNVs have been extensively 

investigated in a genetic-first approach described later in this thesis. Thus, the ASD and 

schizophrenia risks associated with these rare variants are well-established (Table 4).  

Rare recurrent CNVs associated with COS have mainly been identified in one cohort and 

the majority were already associated with ASD or adult-onset schizophrenia (Ahn et al. 

2014; Fernandez et al. 2019) Studies of EOP are even scarcer. Case series describing EOP 

have been reported in individuals with 22q11.2 deletion (Ivanov et al. 2003; Vorstman 

et al. 2006), also well known to be more enriched in schizophrenia than in ASD (Sanders 

et al. 2019), the 16p13.11 deletion and duplication (Brownstein et al. 2016), and the 

3q29 deletion (Sagar et al. 2013). These limited findings in EOP are in part linked to the 

lack of genomic screening in the clinical care of such patients, which is a major 

constraint to identify the disease mechanisms and drug targets underlying this 

disorder.  

Rare structural variants are identified in up to 28% of individuals with COS versus 15% 

in adult-onset schizophrenia, suggesting a greater genetic component in the early-onset 

form of the disorder. (Walsh et al. 2008; Ahn et al. 2014) Nevertheless, the limited 

number of individuals included in COS and EOP genetic studies do not allow to 

accurately measure the effect-size of CNVs identified.  

Thanks to large ASD samples, such as the Simons simplex collection (SSC) (Fischbach 

and Lord 2010), MSSNG database (Yuen et al. 2015) or the Simons foundation powering 

autism research for knowledge (SPARK) (Feliciano et al. 2018), an increased burden of 

rare and large pathogenic CNVs in ASD has been clearly demonstrated. (Sebat et al. 

2007; Girirajan et al. 2011; Girirajan et al. 2013; Sanders et al. 2015; Zarrei et al. 2019) 

Girirajan et al. found that the severity of ASD was positively correlated to the size of 

deletions and duplications. (Girirajan et al. 2013) The positive correlation observed for 

deletions was also associated with a decrease of non-verbal IQ. (Girirajan et al. 2013) 
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However, individual effect-size of non-recurrent CNVs on ASD risk remain 

undocumented and can’t be computed using case-control association studies due to 

their scarcity.  

Relationship between de novo frequency and effect-size  

Most of the rare variants previously discussed occur de novo10 in over 20% of patients 

(Table 4). (DECIPHER v9.17: Mapping the Clinical Genome n.d.) The de novo frequency of 

a variant is highly correlated to fitness11 and reflects its pathogenicity and effect-size: 

the more a variant occurs de novo, the more it is submitted to negative selection 

pressure12. Variants with effects on intelligence equal or above 2 SD are observed de novo 

in close to 100% of the cases (Figure 7). (cf. co-authored publications: Huguet et al. 2018; 

Sanders et al. 2019) Even variants with mild effects on general intelligence are under 

negative selection.  

For example, carriers of a 1q21.2 deletion or s 15q11.2 deletion from the general 

population have a mean decrease of 0.30 and 0.15 IQ z-scores respectively, and these 

CNVs occurs de novo in 16 and 6% of cases. (DECIPHER v9.17: Mapping the Clinical 

Genome n.d.; Jønch et al. 2019; Kendall et al. 2019) Overall, de novo variants have been 

hypothesized to represent an important cause of severe early-onset NDDs, and the 

occurrence is estimated around 0.5 % of live births, explaining why severe NDDs under 

negative pressure remain frequent in the population. De novo variants were reported in 

COS at a similar rate as in ASD and adult-onset schizophrenia, but the small sample size 

(N = 17 trios) did not allow to establish a clear prevalence. (Ambalavanan et al. 2016) 

  

 
10 De novo variants are genetic alterations that are present for the first time in one family member as a result 
of a structural variation in the germ cell of one of the parents, or in the fertilized egg itself. 
11The fitness describes individual fecundity/reproductive success. 

12 Meaning that the structural variation will be under strong purifying selection and quickly eliminated from 
the population. 
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De novo CNVs and single nucleotide variants (SNVs) associated with ASD and identified 

in COS are enriched in loss-of-function (LoF) intolerant gene13. (Iossifov et al. 2014; 

Ambalavanan et al. 2016; An et al. 2018; Satterstrom et al. 2020) De novo variants were 

also associated with a negative impact on cognition and the de novo burden is higher in 

individuals with ASD or schizophrenia which have a lower IQ. (Bishop et al. 2017; Singh 

et al. 2017; Weiner et al. 2017) Coe et al. demonstrated that the proportion of patients 

 
13 Loss-of-function (LoF) variants, also called inactivating variants, result in the gene product having less or 
no function. 

Figure 7: Probability to be de novo in function of the estimated IQ loss conferred by deletions and 
duplications (in z-score) 

Probability of de novo (Y-axis) estimated by a logistic regression model according to the loss of IQ 
estimated by a model using pLI for deletions and duplications (X-axis). The de novo model was 
fitted on 13,114 deletions (red) and 13,323 duplications (blue) with available inheritance 
information observed in DECIPHER, CHU Sainte-Justine cytogenetic database, Simons simplex 
collection, MSSNG, Saguenay youth study and Generation-Scotland datasets. Circles represent 
the de novo or inherited occurrences in the pooled dataset. This Figure is based on analyses that I 
conducted for Huguet et al., 2021. (Previous versions describing the estimated probability to be 
de novo for deletions were also published in Huguet et al., 2018 and Sanders et al., 2019). 
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with a de novo variations is significantly higher for ID compared to ASD (Odds Ratio (OR) 

= 3.70). (Coe et al. 2019) They are over-represented in females with ASD and can 

contribute to 45% of females diagnosed. (Jacquemont et al. 2014; Iossifov et al. 2015; 

Bishop et al. 2017; Satterstrom et al. 2020) 

However, de novo variants including CNVs, missense14 and likely gene-disruptive (LGD)15 

variants collectively explain less than 5% of the overall liability of ASD, and far less of 

the heritability. (Gaugler et al. 2014; Iossifov et al. 2014) There is evidence that ASD risk 

can be conferred by both rare and common inherited variants of smaller effect-size that 

disrupt genes intolerant to variations. (Krumm et al. 2015; Niemi et al. 2018; 

Constantino 2019) The transmission of such variants may often originate from the 

mother, who carry a variant without experiencing severe consequences. (Iossifov et al. 

2015) These inherited variants are also seen more often in ASD offspring with lower IQ. 

Both inherited and de novo mutations also contribute to risks for schizophrenia and COS. 

(Singh et al. 2017; Fernandez et al. 2019; Forsyth and Asarnow 2020) 

In search of causative genes: example of the elusive “ASD-genes”  

In the past 10 years, next generation sequencing16 technologies, such as exome17 and 

whole-genome sequencing, as well as the inception of large cohorts, have accelerated 

the identification of genes associated with NDDs. (Boycott et al. 2013; Vissers, Gilissen, 

and Veltman 2016) Genes associated with psychopathologies were defined as those with 

an excess of SNVs in patients with overlapping clinically defined disorders, such as ASD, 

psychosis or schizophrenia. To identify such disease-causing genes, efforts were 

 
14 Missense variants are single base pair substitution which alter the genetic code (codon) in a way that 
produces an amino acid in the protein that is different from the usual amino acid at that position. 

15 Likely gene-disruptive are disruptive variations, either a frameshift, nonsense, or destroying a consensus 
splice site. 

16 Next generation sequencing is a collective term to describe the modern high-throughput sequencing 
technologies in the post-Sanger sequencing era. 

17 Exome sequencing is a genomic technique for sequencing all of the protein-coding regions of genes in a 
genome, also called exome. 
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focused on rare variants of large effect-size that are thought to account for the observed 

phenotype in participants.  

The first genes associated with ASD were NLGN3 (neuroligin 3) and NLGN4 (neuroligin 

4). (Jamain et al. 2003) Subsequently, SHANK3 (SH3 and multiple ankyrin repeat 

domains 3) was associated with Phelan-McDermid syndrome (Phelan, Rogers, and 

Boccuto 1993; Durand et al. 2007), NRXN1 (neurexin 1) with Pitt-Hopkins-like syndrome 

2 (Bourgeron 2007; Zweier et al. 2009), and ARID1B (AT-rich interaction domain 1B) 

associated with Coffin-Siris syndrome (Santen et al. 2012; Iossifov et al. 2015). Other 

genes associated with ASD, but without or less syndromic clinical manifestation, were 

also identified, such as FOXP2 (forkhead-box P2) (Wassink et al. 2002), CHD8 

(chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 8) (O’Roak et al. 2012), or CNTN5 

(contactin 5). (van Daalen et al. 2011) 

From the accumulated literature on ASD-associated variants, Larsen and colleagues 

developed a scoring algorithm to rank the candidate genes based on the strength of the 

evidence linking it to the development of ASD. (Larsen et al. 2016) This algorithm was 

implemented to create the Simons foundation autism research initiative (SFARI) Gene 

database, with currently 1,231 scored genes out of which 206 are ranked as high 

confidence and 221 as strong candidates’ genes contributing to ASD. 

(https://gene.sfari.org/database/gene-scoring/) These genes are enriched in two major 

functional groups: gene expression regulation, including chromatin regulators and 

transcription factors, and neuronal communication, including synaptic functions. (De 

Rubeis et al. 2014; Satterstrom et al. 2020) They are expressed at high levels in the 

human cortex and cerebellum, and early in the development. (Chang et al. 2015; 

Satterstrom et al. 2020)  

Several recent studies have attempted to identify genes that are “ASD-predominant” 

genes which are preferentially associated with ASD compared to other NDDs – by 

comparing the frequency of de novo LGD variants between cohorts of individuals with 

ASD and/or other NDD. Using this methodology, Satterstrom et al. have recently 
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identified 102 genes implicated in ASD risk. (Satterstrom et al. 2020) Based on the ratio 

of the frequency of such variants in 11,986 individuals with ASD and in 5,264 individuals 

with severe ID, 53 of the 102 genes were relatively ASD-predominant, and the others 

were associated with more global developmental impairment. Previously, Coe et al. also 

compared the frequency of de novo LGD variants between 5,624 individuals with ASD and 

5,303 individuals with ID, but did not find evidence of ASD specificity for any of the 253 

genes they identified as candidates for NDD. (Coe et al. 2019) In fact, after subsequent 

analyses, 72% of these genes showed evidence of excess of de novo variants in both ASD 

and ID cohorts, and the ID cohorts evaluated in these two studies were overlapping at 

99%. (Myers et al. 2020)  

However, potential bias introduced by the lack of uniform phenotyping across studies 

and phenotypic overlap between the groups is unclear. Furthermore, other studies 

demonstrate that such pathogenic ASD-predominant variants in the same genes are 

identified in individuals with a variety of different clinically defined brain disorders, 

including schizophrenia, COS and ID. (Singh et al. 2017; Fernandez et al. 2019; Wang, 

Corominas, and Lin 2019; Zarrei et al. 2019; Forsyth and Asarnow 2020; Myers et al. 

2020; Ambalavanan et al. 2016) There is a clear lack of sufficient evidence to establish 

disorder specificity, as well as the possibility that other sources of genetic variation, 

such as common variation, may contribute to NDD susceptibility.  

The contribution of common variants and the emergence of polygenic models in 

NDDs 

Numerous evidences point toward a polygenic theory of NDDs – meaning that many 

genetic loci, mostly with small effect-sizes, contribute to NDD susceptibility – and that 

most of the genetic contribution is due to common variants. (Gaugler et al. 2014; Wray, 

Wijmenga, et al. 2018; Grove et al. 2019; Sullivan and Geschwind 2019; Myers et al. 

2020) Collectively, rare pathogenic variants are identified in 15 to 28% of cases referred 

in the genetic clinic. (Walsh et al. 2008; Tammimies et al. 2015; Huguet et al. 2018) 

Conversely, common variants have been estimated to account for a major portion of 
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NDD heritability, and recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) reveal a handful 

of disease-associated loci, such as in ASD, schizophrenia and COS. (Sieradzka et al. 

2014; Sieradzka et al. 2015; Anney et al. 2017; Grove et al. 2019; Wang, Corominas, and 

Lin 2019; Akingbuwa et al. 2021; Guo et al. 2021)  

In 2019, Grove et al. published the first common risk variants robustly associated with 

ASD. (Grove et al. 2019) They identified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)18 from 

18,381 ASD cases and 27,969 controls from the combination of the iPSYCH sample19 and 

five family-based trio samples of European ancestry from the Psychiatric Genomics 

Consortium. In this study, SNP-based heritability of Asperger syndrome (hG
2 = 0.097) 

was estimated to be twice the heritability of both autism (hG
2 = 0.049) and a group of 

other/unspecified PDD (hG
2 = 0.045). The heritability of ASD without ID (hG

2 = 0.086) was 

also three times higher than that for ASD with ID (hG
2 = 0.029). These results suggest that 

the contribution of common variants may be more prominent in high-functioning ASD, 

such as Asperger’s syndrome, than in autism with lower functioning, for which rare 

variants may contribute more to their heritability. These results align well with the 

observation that de novo variants are more frequently observed in ASD cases with ID 

than in cases without comorbid ID. (Robinson et al. 2014) A total of 93 SNPs at three 

separate loci were significantly associated with ASD after Bonferroni correction (p < 5 x 

10-8). These results were confirmed by five other studies. (Akingbuwa et al. 2021) Grove 

et al. identified significant enrichment of common variations in conserved DNA regions, 

in histones, as well as in genes expressed in central nervous system cells, in line with 

observations for common and rare variants in other NDDs. (Wray, Ripke, et al. 2018; 

Collins et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019; Smeland et al. 2020; Satterstrom et al. 2020) These 

genes were specifically expressed in brain cells during the development. The common 

variations were located in regions that are highly enriched in regulatory elements 

 
18 SNPs are the most common type of genetic variation among people (almost once in every 1,000 
nucleotides on average). Each SNP represents a substitution in a single nucleotide in the genome. 
19 The integrative psychiatric research (iPSYCH) dataset is a Danish nationwide population-based case–
cohort sample including nearly all individuals born in Denmark between 1981 and 2005 and diagnosed with 
ASD before 2014. 
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predicted to be active in human corticogenesis, such as enhancer marks in the fetal 

brain. Interestingly, both common and rare variation associated with ASD preferentially 

affects elements regulating genes expressed during brain development. (Chang et al. 

2015; Satterstrom et al. 2020)  

The largest GWAS on multi-stage schizophrenia to date included 36,989 cases and 

113,075 controls and found 108 genome‐wide significant distinct risk loci. (Ripke et al. 

2014) In these loci, there was an enrichment of coding genes expressed in brain, among 

which some were encoding calcium channels, as well as proteins involved in 

glutamatergic neurotransmission and synaptic plasticity. Previous studies on rare 

genetic variations reported that such gene functions were independently implicated in 

schizophrenia. (Kirov et al. 2012; Fromer et al. 2014; Purcell et al. 2014) These results 

suggests convergence at a broad functional level between studies of common and rare 

genetic variations. None of the coding genes highlighted in this study were overlapping 

with those found in Grove et al. 2019. 

A recent GWAS on 2,159 children with COS and 6,561 controls identified 4 significant 

risk loci (MTHFR, TDGF1, ANGPTL2, and RALGPS1) in genes which are also crucial for the 

brain development, contributing to the regulation of genes expressed in the brain and 

previously associated with other brain disorders. (Guo et al. 2021) Yet, none of these 

genes were overlapping with those highlighted in the previous multi-stage 

schizophrenia GWAS.  

The concordance of results in different symptomatology highlights potential 

spatiotemporal convergence of genetic risk across different psychiatric diagnoses, on 

this specific developmental epoch, despite the profound genetic heterogeneity.  
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Genetic overlaps and genetic correlations between ASD, schizophrenia and 

phenotypic traits 

Through the last decade, multiple evidence demonstrated strong clinical and genetic 

correlations across NDDs and complex traits, confirming shared etiology and 

pleiotropic effects20 of variants contributing to NDDs.  

Cross-disorder genetic correlations 

Rare and common variants individually associated to ASD, schizophrenia and COS were 

overlapping across disorders and alter similar expression pathways. (Ahn et al. 2016; 

Anney et al. 2017; Marshall et al. 2017; Gandal et al. 2018; Fernandez et al. 2019; Lee et 

al. 2019; Forsyth and Asarnow 2020; Guo et al. 2021) 

For the analysis performed on common variants, the linkage disequilibrium score21 and 

the polygenic risk score (PRS)22 have been increasingly used to measure genetic overlaps 

between different disorders. With these methods, multiple studies found a significant 

association between ASD diagnosis and schizophrenia. (Weiner et al. 2017; Savage et al. 

2018; St Pourcain et al. 2018; Grove et al. 2019) The rare studies on common variations 

in COS also reported a significant correlation with ASD PRS as well as schizophrenia 

PRS. (Ahn et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2021) This is in line with other studies on psychotic 

experiences in adolescents reporting overlap in polygenic susceptibility with ASD 

(mediated by social impairment) and schizophrenia. (Pain et al. 2018; Velthorst et al. 

2018; Perkins et al. 2020)  

 
20 A pleiotropic effect of a variant is defined as a gene variation associated to multiple seemingly 
unrelated disorder or phenotype. 
21 LD occurs when single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are non-randomly correlated with other SNPs 
at different loci i.e. they are more or less frequently associated than would be expected at random. LD score, 
is estimated for each SNP by taking the sum of correlations between that SNP and all nearby SNPs. 

22 A polygenic risk score is based on a set of trait-related single nucleotide polymorphism, detected by 
GWAS, that may not achieve significance at the individual level, but collectively may explain a substantial 
portion of the trait variance. It captures the aggregated effect of common variants in a disorder. 
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Genetic correlations between disorders and related phenotypic traits 

Genetic correlations between disorders and IQ 

Rare large effect-size variants are well-known to be associated with lower IQ in ASD and 

schizophrenia populations. (Bishop et al. 2017; Singh et al. 2017; Myers et al. 2020; 

Satterstrom et al. 2020) Interestingly, a consistent positive correlation with ASD risk and 

negative correlation with schizophrenia risk with IQ and educational attainment was 

found in multiple studies, and all ASD, schizophrenia and general intellectual 

functioning share contributing genes and hubs. (Weiner et al. 2017; Mistry et al. 2018; 

Niemi et al. 2018; Plomin and von Stumm 2018; Savage et al. 2018; Grove et al. 2019; 

Yahya 2020; Smeland et al. 2020) The contrasting observations in ASD suggest that 

common variant-associated risk may load on cognitive dimensions that are distinct 

from those affected by rare variants and may be more specific to ASD core symptoms. 

The possibility that, for a given effect-size on IQ, rare variants in some genes may have 

a substantially greater or lesser effect-size on core ASD features is worth exploring. It 

may facilitate elucidation of the genomics and neurobiology of social communication 

and interaction. (Myers et al. 2020)  

Genetic correlations between ASD and other related traits 

In a study based on genetic model fitting in twins, a negative genetic correlation between 

the severity of ASD and IQ was mainly explained by autistic trait items assessing 

communication difficulties. (Hoekstra et al. 2010) In line with these results, a genetic 

correlation between ASD and impairment in social communication was also observed in 

other studies. (St Pourcain et al. 2018; Grove et al. 2019) Several contributing genes are 

shared between ASD and language impairment. (Eicher and Gruen 2015) Nevertheless, 

rare large effect-size variants have been previously associated with an atypical ASD 

profile characterized by less impairment in social communication and language, as well 

as greater motor delay. (Bishop et al. 2017; Buja et al. 2018) Satterstrom et al. observed 

that ASD individuals carrying disruptive de novo variants in one of the 102 genes 

associated with ASD, which are implicated either in expression regulation or neuronal 
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communication, showed delayed age of walking and reduced IQ compared with those 

with no variants in these genes. (Satterstrom et al. 2020) Yet, carriers of disruptive 

variants in expression regulation genes showed significantly greater delays in age of 

walking compared with those with disruptive variants in neuronal communication 

genes. Other studies suggested an overlap between genes contributing to ASD and motor 

skills. (Bishop et al. 2017; Buja et al. 2018; Yahya 2020) Recently, ASD PRS was 

negatively correlated with empathy and positively correlated with systemizing. (Warrier 

et al. 2019) This suggests that social and non-social core ASD symptoms are partially 

genetically dissociable, and it is possible that such distinct genetic backgrounds might 

influence the diagnostic classification and clinical trajectory of individuals 

The genetic-first approach: understanding the impact of structural variations on 

risks for NDDs and on other cognitive and behavioral traits 

Some results emerging from diagnostic-first approach highlighted knowledge gaps, 

such as the unknown effect-size of genomic variants on core symptoms or 

comorbidities, the understudied genomic overlap in several diagnoses, or the 

hypothesis of a potential impact on a single dimension contributing to all diagnoses. The 

relevance of conducting genetic-first studies emerged from these knowledge gaps. 

Investigating pathogenic recurrent CNVs to measure a gene-dosage contribution 

to ASD, schizophrenia, and other cognitive traits  

Pathogenic CNVs are amongst the most frequently identified rare variants in over 10% 

of cases from the NDD clinic (Huguet et al. 2018; Zarrei et al. 2019), but limited progress 

has been made in identifying phenotype-genotype relationships. Indeed, the effect-size 

of CNVs on cognitive and behavioral dimensions are only characterized for a handful of 

recurrent CNVs (e.g., 22q11.2 and 16p11.2 loci). These CNVs show reproducible effect-

sizes on cognition, language, socio-communication, and brain structure, suggesting that 

these alterations drive their over-representation in neurodevelopmental and 

psychiatric conditions, such as ID, ASD and schizophrenia (Table 4). (Moreno-De-Luca 

et al. 2015; Bernier et al. 2016; D’Angelo et al. 2016; Sanders et al. 2019) The interest of 
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a genetic-first recruitment based on the presence of a common genetic risk factor is that 

it allows the investigation of pathways related to a particular biological risk for 

psychiatry irrespective of any clinical phenotype.  

The 22q11.2 deletions and duplications 

The 22q11.2 deletion was the first rare recurrent CNV associated with a distinct 

neurodevelopmental syndrome: the DiGeorge or velocardiofacial syndrome. (de la 

Chapelle et al. 1981) The reciprocal duplication was reported eighteen years later. 

(Edelmann, Pandita, and Morrow 1999) The micro-arrangement results in a hemizygous 

deletion or duplication of the long arm (q) of chromosome 22. This region is highly prone 

to non-allelic homologous recombination during meiosis due to the presence of 8 LCR, 

also named breakpoints (BPs), designated as LCR A to H. About 85–90% of micro-

arrangement in this region are a 3 Mb deletion or duplication between LCR A and D 

(18.9–21.9 Mb, hg1923), which is referred to as the common 22q11.2 region including 46 

protein-coding genes (Figure 8A). (Merico et al. 2014; Morrow et al. 2018)  

The 22q11.2 deletions are the most common human microdeletion syndromes. 

Estimated prevalence of the deletion is one in every 6,000 live births. (Botto et al. 2003; 

Oskarsdottir, Vujic, and Fasth 2004) The prevalence of the duplication in the general 

population of UK Biobank was of 279 within the 419,861 individuals (1/1,500). (Kendall 

et al. 2019) In newly diagnosed cases, about 68% of deletions and 25% of duplications 

are de novo. (DECIPHER v9.17: Mapping the Clinical Genome n.d.)  

  

 
23 Genomic coordinates under the human genome reference build version 19 (also called genome reference 
consortium human build 37, or GRCh37) 
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Figure 8: 22q11.2 locus 

A. 22q11.2 locus with RefSeq genes codes and segmental duplications corresponding to low 
copy repeat A to D. Coordinates are based on Hg19. B. Coding genes encompassed in the 
22q11.2 locus and corresponding constraint scores. These scores reflect intolerance to 
haploinsufficiency (pLI, observed/expected (o/e), and LOEUF defined by gnomAD v.2.1.1, 
Karczewski et al., 2020). Genes in red are intolerant to haploinsufficiency.  
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The 22q11.2 deletion is enriched in NDD and is widely considered to be the 

genetic mutation with the highest effect-size for schizophrenia (OR = 92) (Table 4), with 

a lifetime prevalence of the disorder estimated to be about 25% in carriers. (Rees et al. 

2014; Sanders et al. 2019) A study also suggested a higher prevalence of 22q11.2 

deletions in COS compared to adult-onset schizophrenia (Ahn et al. 2014), and several 

studies reported this deletion in EOP cases (Ivanov et al. 2003; Vorstman et al. 2006) 

This CNV is also formally associated to ASD (OR = 32). (Sanders et al. 2019) At the 

contrary, duplications seem to be protective for schizophrenia (OR = 0.2) and is not 

significantly enriched in ASD (Table 4). (Rees et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2019) 

Cognition, behavior, language and motor disorders  

The effect-size of the 22q11.2 deletion on cognition and other phenotypic traits have 

been extensively studied since its discovery. Its mean effect-size on IQ was estimated at 

-1.9 SD, with no significant difference between the verbal and the performance IQ. (Aken 

et al. 2009; Butcher et al. 2012; Vangkilde et al. 2016) Individuals with this deletion also 

show high impairment in daily functioning and adaptive skills, as measured by the 

VABS, with a mean effect-size of -2.3 SD. (Butcher et al. 2012) The social skills are 

affected, with +3.2 SD on the SRS raw score (Vangkilde et al. 2016), and the expressive 

language is significantly most impaired than the receptive one. (Solot et al. 2000; Glaser 

et al. 2002) Thus, expressive language and speech disorders dominate early and are 

persistent, with delay in language milestones. In a study with 305 children, the onset of 

language was delayed in approximately 70% of cases who did not speak or used only a 

few words or signs at 24 months of age or older. (Solot et al. 2000) The majority of 

children with 22q11.2 deletion demonstrate significant motor disorders persisting 

during the development, with gross and fine motor difficulties, as well as balance and 

coordination impairments. (Swillen et al. 2005; Sobin et al. 2006; Aken et al. 2009; Boot 

et al. 2015) Compared to controls, stationary positioning and locomotion were 

negatively affected by a mean effect-size of -1 and -1.5 z-scores, respectively, of the 
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corresponding subtest of the Peabody developmental motor scale – 2nd edition. (Swillen 

et al., 2005)  

It is very likely that the duplication may be largely undetected in persons having almost 

no clear clinical symptoms. Thus, due to the low penetrance, estimated at 14% (Kendall 

et al. 2019), the exact effect-size of this microduplication is rather difficult to establish, 

because carriers are not systematically referred to clinics, conversely to the reciprocal 

deletion. Overall, the clinical phenotype associated with the duplication is mild but has 

a very heterogeneous expression. IQ seemed to be slightly affected with an intelligence 

ranging from mild ID to normal. (Campenhout et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2019) In the general 

population of UK Biobank24, the mean effect-size was of -0.32 z-scores point of IQ. 

(Kendall et al. 2019) Behavioral problems are frequent in 22q11.2 duplication carriers, 

with reported aggressive and impulsive behaviors, as well as social deficits with 

behavior not adapted to the social demands of the situation. (Campenhout et al. 2012; 

Yu et al. 2019) Motor and language disorder are also present, with delayed onset for 

walking and speech, as well as gross and fine motor skills impairments. (Campenhout 

et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2019)  

Anthropometric phenotypes, congenital malformations and neurological symptoms 

Height and weight seemed to not be affected in deletion or duplication. Head 

circumference was either in the range of macrocephalia or microcephalia in the 8 

duplication cases reported by Campenhout and colleagues, but it is not a characteristic 

feature of the 22q11.2 deletion or duplication. (Campenhout et al. 2012; McDonald-

McGinn et al. 2015)  

Typical congenital physical features associated with the 22q11.2 deletion can be 

ascribed to problems with the morphogenesis and subsequent abnormal function of 

pharyngeal arch system derivatives, including the craniofacial structures, thymus, 

 
24 UK Biobank is a national and international health biomedical research resource, following the health and 
well-being of 500,000 volunteer participants. This cohort provides extensive phenotypic and genetic data 
on half a million adults from the general population. 
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parathyroid, aortic arch and the cardiac outflow tract. (McDonald-McGinn et al. 2015) 

Thus, congenital facial or skeletal dysmorphia are systematically reported in deletion 

and duplication carriers (Campenhout et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2019) Notably, structural 

abnormalities of the palate are extremely common and characteristic of the 22q11.2 

deletion, with over 71% of cases with this feature. Cardiovascular defects are often the 

initial manifestation that leads to diagnosis for deletions, which is not the case of 

duplications. (Campenhout et al. 2012; McDonald-McGinn et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2019) 

Overall, congenital heart disease represents the main cause of mortality of children with 

the 22q11.2 deletion (around 87%). (McDonald-McGinn et al. 2015) 

Finally, epilepsy occurs in 15% of patients carrying the deletion and is rare in 

duplication carriers. (Campenhout et al. 2012; McDonald-McGinn et al. 2015; Wither et 

al. 2017; Yu et al. 2019)  

How gene dosage of the 22q11.2 locus modulates brain structure and functional 
connectivity 

The largest neuroimaging study to date in children and adults with 22q11.2 deletion 

syndrome (aged 8–50 years) reported a clear cortical phenotype in individuals with 

22q11.2 deletion in comparison to controls, with thicker cortex bilaterally in major 

regions, thinner cortex in the superior temporal, cingulate, and parahippocampal 

cortex. (Sun et al. 2018) Extending these analyses to surface area showed a global 

reduction in deletion compared to controls. Analyzing these neuroanatomical patterns 

with a classifier successfully delineate carriers and controls with 93.8% of accuracy. For 

the first time, a genetic syndrome - highly associated with schizophrenia - was 

correlated to anatomical abnormalities converging with those found in idiopathic 

schizophrenia. Recent follow-up work comparing volume and subcortical morphometry 

data from deletion carriers and controls showed lower intracranial, thalamus, putamen, 

hippocampus, and amygdala volumes, as well as a greater lateral ventricle volume in 

deletion carriers. (Ching et al. 2020) Deletion carriers with psychosis, and carriers of the 

common deletion (LCR A to D), exhibited a higher effect on volumetric data compared to 
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carriers without psychosis or with the smaller deletion (LCR A to B). Lower CT and 

surface area in the same subcortical structures were also observed. Overall, the overlaps 

found between effect-sizes associated with CNVs and idiopathic psychiatric conditions 

may highlight the mechanistic homogeneity provided by a genetic-first approach.  

Only few studies have investigated brain organization using functional connectivity 

during rest in 22q11.2 deletion, the reciprocal duplication or their relation. A study of 

association between functional network connectivity and severity metric of psychosis 

and CNV status reported an underconnectivity in visual, frontoparietal, and default 

mode networks in deletion, compared to control. (Mattiaccio et al. 2018) Decreased 

connectivity in the posterior cingulate and overconnectivity in the precuneus and 

superior parietal lobule were associated with higher thought disturbance score. 

Knowing the penetrance of schizophrenia in 22q11.2 deletion carriers and the 

alterations of the hippocampus and the thalamus in schizophrenia, Schleifer et al. 

performed hypothesis-driven functional analysis in these two regions of interest. 

(Schleifer et al. 2019) The thalamus displayed overconnectivity with somatomotor 

regions and underconnectivity with frontoparietal networks in deletion carriers 

compared to controls. The opposite pattern was reported for the hippocampus.  

The 22q11.2 duplication effect on brain structure and connectivity has been far less 

investigated. In a study comparing deletion and duplication carriers to controls, a 

negative gene dosage effect on CT and a positive gene dosage effect on intracranial 

volume were reported (deletion<control<duplication). (Lin et al. 2017) Mirror patterns 

were extended into subcortical regions volumes for the hippocampus. 
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The 16p11.2 deletions and duplications25 

Recurrent deletions and duplications between BPs 4 and 5 on chromosome 16p11.2 

(29.6–30.3 Mb, hg19) were first associated with ASD and neurodevelopmental disorders 

in 2008 (Figure 9A). (Weiss et al. 2008) This genomic region encompasses 31 unique 

genes and is flanked by LCRs. 16p11.2 CNVs are the most frequently identified recurrent 

CNVs in patients with ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders. Their rather high 

population frequency (1/1000 individuals from unselected populations carries either a 

deletion or a duplication) (Kendall et al. 2017) has allowed for the collection of large 

samples. Deletions and duplications occur de novo respectively in 60% and 24% of the 

cases (DECIPHER v9.17: Mapping the Clinical Genome n.d.) and have been associated 

with a range of neurodevelopmental disorders. (Sanders et al. 2019) The 

overrepresentation of deletions and duplications has been demonstrated in ASD cohorts 

with an OR of 14 (Table 4). (Sanders et al. 2019) The latter would translate into a risk for 

ASD of 15% based on the ASD population prevalence of 1.5%. 16p11.2 deletions and 

duplications occur in 0.31% to 1% of ASD cases. (Weiss et al. 2008; D’Angelo et al. 2016) 

As opposed to deletions, duplications are over-represented in schizophrenia (OR = 9.4) 

and an association study suggested a higher prevalence in childhood- than in adult-

onset schizophrenia. (Ahn et al. 2014; Marshall et al. 2017)  

Cognition, behavior, language and motor disorders  

Several studies have measured the effect-size of 16p11.2 CNVs on cognition and other 

clinical traits. Deletions and duplications have a mean effect-size of approximately -1.5 

SD on IQ. (D’Angelo et al. 2016) In the general population of UK Biobank, the prediction 

of the effect-size was smaller, with -0.3 to -0.4 z-score points of IQ for deletion and 

duplication, respectively. (Kendall et al. 2019) They both affect social responsiveness by 

approximately +3 SD, and negatively impact gross and fine motor skills.   

 
25 The following review about the 16p11.2 have been integrated in a chapter from a collaborative Notebook 
on ASD. Elise Douard and Sébastien Jacquemont are the authors of this chapter. 
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Figure 9: 16p11.2 locus 

A. 16p11.2 locus with RefSeq genes codes and segmental duplications corresponding to 
breakpoints 4 to 5. Coordinates are based on Hg19. B. Coding genes encompassed in the 16p11.2 
locus and corresponding constraint scores. These scores reflect intolerance to haploinsufficiency 
(pLI, observed/expected (o/e), and LOEUF defined by gnomAD v.2.1.1, Karczewski et al., 2020). 
Genes in red are intolerant to haploinsufficiency.  
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(Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2015; D’Angelo et al. 2016; Martin-Brevet et al. 2018) Language 

disorders are also major symptoms in deletion carriers. Measures of phonological 

memory (non-word repetition task) are decreased by -1.4 SD in deletion carriers 

whereas duplication carriers show no differences or even outperform intrafamilial 

controls when adjusting for IQ. (Hippolyte et al. 2016; Martin-Brevet et al. 2018) Overall, 

deletion carriers show a variety of speech and/or language difficulties. Studies have 

characterized these speech deficits as meeting diagnostic criteria for childhood apraxia 

of speech26 or dysarthria. A majority of carriers demonstrate phonological errors, with 

final consonant deletion, gliding, weak syllable deletion, cluster reduction and cluster 

simplification most common. (Fedorenko et al. 2016) 

Anthropometric phenotypes, congenital malformations and neurological symptoms 

These reciprocal CNVs are also associated with mirror anthropometric phenotypes such 

as obesity and being underweight, as well as increased and decreased global and 

regional brain volumes in deletion and duplication carriers, respectively. (Jacquemont 

et al. 2011; Maillard et al. 2015) A large case-control obesity study showed that deletions 

were absent from healthy non-obese controls and accounted for 0.7% of morbid obesity 

cases (body mass index (BMI) ≥ 40 kg/m2 in adults or ≥ 2 SD in children), demonstrating 

the potential importance in common disease of rare variants with large effects. 

(Jacquemont et al. 2011) Conversely, the duplication was associated with being 

underweight, defined as a BMI < 18.5 kg/m2 in adults and < 2 SD from the mean in 

children, as well as failure to thrive, feeding and eating disorders. Effect-sizes on BMI 

and head circumference were both approximately -1 and +1 z-score for duplications and 

deletions on both measures when compared to controls. (D’Angelo et al. 2016) 

Peripheral nervous system problems have been reported in individuals with 16p11.2 

deletions. Height is slightly below average and vertebral anomalies are observed in 20% 

of carriers. (Zufferey et al. 2012) More infrequent features of the 16p11.2 deletion 

 
26 Apraxia is a motor speech disorder affecting the production, sequencing and timing of syllables and 
words. 
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include congenital anomalies of kidney and urinary tract. (Knoers and Renkema 2019) 

Although studies have reported various dysmorphic features (Rosenfeld et al. 2010; 

Reinthaler et al. 2014), larger studies have not confirmed a characteristic pattern of 

dysmorphic features that would facilitate a clinical diagnosis. 

In a large clinical series (D’Angelo et al. 2016), epilepsy was reported in 35 of 180 

duplication probands (19.4%) but only in 2 of 90 of their carrier relatives (2.2%). In 

deletions the reported frequency of epilepsy is similar: 69 of 317 probands (21.8%) and 

4 of 73 relatives (5.5%).  

How gene dosage of the 16p11.2 locus modulates brain structure and functional 
connectivity 

Brain abnormalities have been reported by structural MRI studies (D’Angelo et al. 2016): 

out of a subset of 86 duplication carriers, enlarged ventricles and cerebellar hypoplasia 

were the most frequent findings (13 [15.1%] and 10 [11.6%], respectively). In deletion 

carriers, posterior fossa abnormalities were observed most frequently (36 of 108 

[33.3%]), along with Chiari type I malformations (11 of 36 [30.6%]). Beyond these 

abnormalities detectable by the naked eye in a diagnostic setting, several quantitative 

neuroimaging studies reported gene dosage effects on global and regional brain metrics, 

demonstrating an association between brain anatomy changes and 16p11.2 copy 

number, with significant negative correlations between number of copies at this locus 

and both total intracranial volume and global cortical surface area. (Maillard et al. 2015; 

Martin-Brevet et al. 2018)  

Regions affected by CNVs at the 16p11.2 locus include the insula, transverse temporal 

gyrus, and calcarine cortex (negative gene dosage), as well as the precentral gyrus and 

superior and middle temporal gyri (positive gene dosage). (Maillard et al. 2015; Martin-

Brevet et al. 2018) Reciprocal changes in the language areas (middle, superior temporal 

gyrus and caudate), may underlie the language deficits reported in deletion but not in 

duplication carriers. Opposing volume changes in the reward circuitry (striatum, 

medio-dorsal thalamus, orbito-frontal cortex and insula) which are associated with 
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eating behavior, may explain the mirror BMI phenotype in 16p11.2 CNVs carriers. These 

regions overlap with those identified by studies of gray matter (GM) alterations present 

in individuals with psychosis or at high risk for developing psychosis as well as ASD. 

These regions include the anterior insular, anterior cingulate cortex and superior 

temporal gyrus. (Goodkind et al. 2015; Cauda et al. 2017)  

A recent resting state MRI study has shown that the 16p11.2 deletion is associated with 

global overconnectivity which predominantly involved the ventral attention, motor, and 

frontoparietal networks. (Moreau et al. 2020) Duplication showed mirror effect with a 

global underconnectivity involving the anterior and lateral default mode network and 

the limbic network. Regional functional connectivity signatures defined by the 16p11.2 

deletions and duplications, in particular, those implicating the thalamus, somatomotor, 

posterior insula and cingulate regions, contributed to the complex architecture of 

idiopathic ASD as well as schizophrenia.     

Estimation errors related to ascertainment in gene first studies 

Clinical and unselected population ascertainment can bias the estimated effect-size on 

cognitive or behavioral phenotypes. This is exemplified by the difference between 

16p11.2 deletion effect-sizes on IQ estimated at -1.5 SD in the clinical cohorts and at -

0.3 SD in the general population. (D’Angelo et al. 2016; Kendall et al. 2019) Systematic 

overestimations of the effect-size are observed in the clinical cohorts, which enroll 

individuals with sufficiently severe impairment to be referred, in comparison to the 

general populations, including mostly individuals with typical functioning. 

Linking genes within recurrent loci to clinical phenotypes 

The 22q11.2 example 

The common 22q11.2 locus encompassed 46 protein-coding genes, 27 pseudogenes, 10 

non-coding RNAs (including one read-through transcript), and 7 microRNAs (Figure 

8A). (Merico et al. 2014; Morrow et al. 2018)  
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With respect to neuropsychiatric phenotypes, multiple candidate genes within the 

22q11.2 region are expressed in the brain. (Guna, Butcher, and Bassett 2015) Many 

studies have investigated the potential effects of 22q11.2 genes using mouse models. 

This process was accelerated with the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium, 

which screens mouse models of several 22q11.2 genes in translational phenotypes, 

including working memory, vocalization, and behavioral phenotypes seen in 22q11.2 

carriers and idiopathic cases of schizophrenia and other NDDs. (Koscielny et al. 2014) 

These studies allow to delineate 22q11.2 candidate genes that are likely to contribute to 

the associated NDDs, such as EOP and ASD. 

The most studied gene encompassed by the 22q11.2 region is TBX1, which encodes a T-

box transcription factor. Heterozygous LoF variants of TBX1 in mice result in partially 

penetrant cardiovascular, thymic and parathyroid glands defects. (Lindsay et al. 2001; 

Merscher et al. 2001) TBX1 knock-out mice are embryonic lethal with persistent truncus 

arteriosus, cleft palate, and absence of thymus and parathyroid glands. At the cellular 

level, reduced proliferation and premature differentiation of progenitor cells expressing 

TBX1 were detected in the mouse model. (Caprio and Baldini 2014) TBX1 was also 

implicated in brain microvascular development and may play some part in cognitive 

and behavioral deficits related to schizophrenia. (Paylor et al. 2006; Cioffi et al. 2014)  

DGCR8, DiGeorge syndrome critical region gene 8, encodes the DGCR8 microprocessor 

complex subunit, a double-stranded RNA-binding protein that mediates the biogenesis 

of miRNAs27. (Stark et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2013) An increase in the global DGCR8 

expression in the superior temporal gyrus and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was 

previously observed in post-mortem study of individuals with schizophrenia. (Beveridge 

et al. 2010) In mouse models, heterozygosity of DGCR8 results in neuronal deficits 

characteristic of the 22q11.2 deletion syndrome, whereas inactivation of both alleles in 

neural crest cells results in cardiovascular defects. (Stark et al. 2008; Chapnik et al. 

 
27 miRNAs are small non-coding RNAs that regulate the expression of target genes by binding to specific 
sites in mRNAs for translational repression or degradation.  
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2012) Small alterations in miRNA expression levels can have profound effects on brain 

development and plasticity, notably in synapses. (Beveridge et al. 2010; Follert, Cremer, 

and Béclin 2014; Petri et al. 2014) Recent studies propose that DGCR8 may play a role in 

modulating the expression of genes outside of the 22q11.2 region that contribute to the 

phenotypes associated with 22q11.2 deletion. (Stark et al. 2008; Brzustowicz and 

Bassett 2012; Merico et al. 2014)  

SCARF2 encodes the scavenger receptor expressed by endothelial cells 2 protein 

(SREC2). This receptor contains putative epidermal growth factor-like domains and may 

be involved in intracellular signaling. Homozygous or heterozygous variants of SCARF2 

are associated with Van den Ende-Gupta syndrome, which is characterized by severe 

contractural arachnodactyly, facial dysmorphism, as well as skeletal anomalies. 

(Bedeschi et al. 2011)  

Recently developed genomic metrics also provide evidence for the contribution of genes 

to the clinical phenotype. Notably, the “probability of being loss-of-function intolerant” 

(pLI)28 and “loss-of-function observed/expected upper bound fraction” (LOEUF)29 scores 

are measuring when genes are intolerant to LoF variations. (Lek et al. 2016; Karczewski 

et al. 2020) Such scores directly reflect the level of negative selection pressure or 

reproductive success. Based on these scores, 7 genes are classified as highly intolerant 

to haploinsufficiency30: HIRA, HIC2, SCARF2, DGCR8, UFD1L, MED15, RTN4R (Figure 8A 

and 7B).  

 
28 The pLI measures a gene’s intolerance to variation by comparing the expected to the observed amount of 
LoF variation in a gene using a reference population. (gnomAD v2.1.1). Genes that are significantly depleted 
of their expected LoF variants (pLI > 0.9) are considered intolerant of such variants. (Karczewski et al. 2020) 

29 The LOEUF score is the measure of loss-of-function observed/expected upper bound fraction based on 
similar principles than the pLI (gnomAD v2.1.1). Genes with a LOEUF < 0.35 are considered intolerant to 
LoF variants. (Karczewski et al. 2020) 

30 Haploinsufficiency of a gene arises when a single copy of the allele is insufficient to produce the standard 
phenotype, such that it produces little or no gene product. Such phenomenon may arise from LoF variants.  
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The 16p11.2 example 

Linking genes within the BP4-BP5 region to phenotypes has been hindered by the 

number of genes (31 known protein-coding genes) at this locus and the diversity of 

clinical symptoms associated with these CNVs. 

Several studies have attempted to identify major genes contributing to the 

neurodevelopmental and/or anthropometric phenotypes. Mouse models suggested that 

gene dosage of TAOK2 (Thousand and one amino-acid kinase 2) increases brain size and 

impacts synapse development. (Richter et al. 2019) The absolute brain volume of TAOK2 

knock-out mice was significantly enlarged compared with wild type mice derived from 

absolute and relative volumetric increases in the hindbrain, midbrain, hypothalamus, 

thalamus, and cerebellum. The somatosensory cortex showed a relative decrease in 

volume. TAOK2 Heterozygotic mice (similar to the heterozygous deletions in humans) 

also showed significant increases in brain volume, but not as dramatic as knock-out 

mice, consistent with a gene dosage effect. One de novo LoF variant and two de novo 

missense variants in TAOK2 have also been reported in patients with 

neurodevelopmental disorders but these observations do not yet constitute a significant 

excess of de novo variants. (Coe et al. 2019)  

KCTD13 (Potassium Channel Tetramerization Domain containing 13) may also be a 

major driver of neuroanatomical phenotypes. Overexpression of human KCTD13 in 

zebrafish embryo can induce microcephaly, whereas suppression of the zebrafish 

ortholog yields a macrocephalic phenotype, potentially mimicking the phenotypes seen 

in 16p11.2 CNV carriers. (Golzio et al. 2012) KCTD13 has also been linked to alteration 

of hippocampal synaptic transmission and dendritic complexity. (Golzio et al. 2012)  

MAPK3 gene encodes the MAP kinase, ERK1. Variants in upstream elements regulating 

the ERK pathway have been genetically linked to ASD. Specifically, MAP kinases are 

important for normal cortical development and function. (Pucilowska et al. 2015; 

Blizinsky et al. 2016) While an excess of de novo missense variants has been reported for 

MAPK3 in patients with neurodevelopmental disorders (Coe et al. 2019), this gene is also 
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currently considered as tolerant to haploinsufficiency and has not been associated with 

any human phenotype. 

Of note, TAOK2 interacts with KCTD13 in the RhoA signaling pathway (Richter et al. 

2019), and with MAPK3 by activating MAPK pathway. (Ultanir et al. 2014) 

Genes with the high intolerance to haploinsufficiency, measured by pLI and LOEUF, also 

provide evidence for several candidate genes including TAOK2, CORO1A and MAZ (Figure 

9A and 8B). (Lek et al. 2016; Karczewski et al. 2020) Importantly, an excess of de novo 

LoF variants has not been reported in any of the genes within this region.  

Overall, these observations have highlighted potential candidates and they suggest that 

multiple genes within 22q11.2 or 16p11.2 may contribute to the phenotypes via additive 

effects or interactions. (Iyer et al. 2018). The genes altered individually in these loci are 

not enough to explain the clinical presentation, given that none of the associated 

phenotypes show complete penetrance. For many neurodevelopmental CNVs, multiple 

genes with smaller individual effects appear to contribute to the overall risk. In addition, 

even among individuals with similarly sized recurrent CNVs, the clinical phenotypes are 

highly heterogeneous, suggesting the involvement of other genetic, environmental or 

stochastic factors. (Rees et al. 2014) The pleiotropic effect associated with these loci 

could be due to activity of proteins coded by the non-altered copy, or compensatory 

mechanisms. (Zinkstok et al. 2019) For example, evidence suggests that the 22q11.2 

region contains regulatory genes and miRNAs that affect gene expression outside of the 

locus, and that genetic background variation might affect phenotypic expression. (Stark 

et al. 2008; Brzustowicz and Bassett 2012; Merico et al. 2014; Zinkstok et al. 2019)  

Non-recurrent CNVs points towards a polygenic and additive model for NDDs 

The statistical power required to conduct the studies described above limits this 

approach to most frequent variants. However, beyond the most recurrent CNVs 

associated with NDDs, genomic burden studies suggest that many more loci contribute 

to these disorders. (Krumm et al. 2015; Marshall et al. 2017; Wray, Wijmenga, et al. 2018; 
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Sanders et al. 2019; Sullivan and Geschwind 2019; Zarrei et al. 2019) In the genetic and 

NDD clinic, most of the CNVs identified in patients are non-recurrent and their effect-

size on cognitive and behavioral traits as well as ASD risk remains undocumented. 

(Huguet et al. 2018) To my knowledge, no study measured the effect-sizes of non-

recurrent CNVs on such traits and it remains unclear whether the overrepresentation of 

these CNVs in NDDs is related to their effect on core symptoms or on DSM-V-defined 

clinical specifiers (such as intelligence, language or co-occurring conditions in ASD). 

Using constraint scores to estimate the effect-size of genome-wide deletions and 
duplications burden31 

Statistical models using constraint scores such as the pLI and the LOEUF, trained on 

deletions and duplications in populations not selected for a clinical condition as well as 

individuals with ASD can accurately estimate the effect-size of CNVs on IQ. These 

models explain the mean effect-size of any CNV on IQ with an accuracy close to 80%. 

(Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021) These additive models suggest that 1) the effect-

size of CNVs on IQ is highly associated with constraint sores such as pLI and LOEUF 

(Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021), 2) the effect-size of a CNV on IQ is the sum of 

small effects associated with each gene encompassed in the CNV and 3) a large 

proportion of the genome decrease IQ when deleted or duplicated, consistent with a 

highly polygenic model. (Weiner et al. 2017; Wray, Wijmenga, et al. 2018; Sanders et al. 

2019) Models estimate that one third of the coding genes affected IQ by >1 point, when 

deleted. (Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021) These statistical models show that 

among many genetic and functional scores, measures of genetic fitness (i.e., pLI and 

LOEUF) remain the best variable to explain the effect of CNVs on IQ. This link between 

genetic fitness and cognitive ability is in line with studies showing an excess of de novo 

variants in ID, ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders. (Sanders et al. 2015; 

Deciphering Developmental Disorders Study 2017)  

 
31 The following review about the constraint scores have been integrated in a chapter from a collaborative 
Notebook on ASD. Elise Douard and Sébastien Jacquemont are the authors of this chapter. 
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To our knowledge, no publication to date has used these models to measure the effect-

sizes of CNVs on risk for NDDs, such as ASD or EOP.  

Knowledge Gap and Hypothesis 

Rare deleterious SNVs and CNVs are identified in 15 to 20% of individuals with ASD. 

(Jiang et al. 2013; Sanders et al. 2015; Tammimies et al. 2015). The largest ASD case-

control studies to date identified more than 400 genes and 14 CNVs. (Abrahams et al. 

2013; Sanders et al. 2019; Satterstrom et al. 2020). These studies were only able to 

identify gene with the highest level of de novo SNVs and within the most recurrent CNVs. 

However, there is evidence that a much broader spectrum of rare variants may be 

implicated, as suggested by the overall increase in CNV burden associated with ASD. 

(Krumm et al. 2015; Wray, Wijmenga, et al. 2018; Sanders et al. 2019; Sullivan and 

Geschwind 2019; Zarrei et al. 2019) 

Even less is known about rare variants contributing to EOP. To date, no variant was 

formally associated with this disorder. The lack of genetic data in EOP is reinforced by 

the absence of clinical guideline recommending genetic screening for these patients.  

Knowledge gap: The effect-sizes on ASD risk of non-recurrent CNVs remain undocumented and 

even less is known about their contribution to EOP.  

This is particularly problematic in the neurodevelopmental clinic, where these 

undocumented CNVs are routinely identified in patients referred for NDDs.  

In addition, limited progress has been made in identifying phenotype-genotype 

relationships in ASD. The effect-size of genome-wide CNVs on the cognitive and 

behavioral dimensions related to ASD is understudied and have only been characterized 

for a handful of recurrent CNVs (e.g., 22q11.2, 16p11.2). De novo variants have been 

associated with lower IQ, an atypical ASD profile characterized by less impairment in 

social communication and language, as well as greater motor delay. (Bishop et al. 2017; 

Buja et al. 2018; Satterstrom et al. 2020) Overall, the reasons underlying the 

overrepresentation of CNVs in autistic individuals remains unclear. It may be due to 
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their effect on core symptoms of ASD, or the clinical specifiers of ASD (e.g., intellectual 

disabilities or language impairment co-occurring conditions). However, this has not 

been quantified to date.  

To tackle the issue of non-recurrent CNVs, my research group recently developed 

statistical models, trained on deletions and duplications in the general population and 

showed that they can accurately estimate the effect-size of deleterious recurrent CNVs 

on IQ. (Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021) 

Hypothesis: Genes with the same genetic and functional characteristics confer the same risk for 

ASD or EOP. Therefore, statistical models trained on large case-control datasets with CNVs 

encompassing genes covering a broad range of genetic and functional characteristics can predict 

ASD or EOP risks conferred by any CNVs. 

Overarching Aim: Developing statistical models based on genomic scores to estimate the ASD and 

EOP risks conferred by any genome-wide CNV. 

Specific Objectives 

Aim 1: Estimating the effect-size of genome-wide CNVs on ASD risk 

Only few recurrent CNVs have been associated with a clear effect-size on ASD risk 

through the genetic-first approach. To estimate the ASD risk conferred by any genome-

wide deletion or duplication, I propose to develop statistical models based on constraint 

scores (e.g., pLI, LOEUF) of genes encompassed in CNVs.  

I will train the models using data on deletions and duplications identified in large ASD 

cohorts (i.e., SSC, MSSNG) and unselected populations (i.e., Generation Scotland, 

IMAGEN, Lothian Birth Cohort (LBC), Saguenay Youth Study (SYS)).  
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Aim 2: Estimating the effect-size of genome-wide CNVs on traits altered in 

ASD: intelligence, language and motor skills 

ID, language impairment, and motor disorder are the rules rather than the exception in 

ASD; and the overlap between ASD and these disorders complicate the delineation of the 

phenotype-genotype relationships in ASD. In this aim, I will investigate whether the 

over-representation of CNVs in ASD is due to their effect on core symptoms or clinical 

specifiers. 

To achieve this, I will apply the same statistical models (aim 1) to measures the effect-

size of genome-wide CNVs on IQ, language impairment, and motor disorder in ASD 

cohorts (i.e., SSC, MSSNG) and unselected population cohorts (i.e., IMAGEN, SYS) when 

available.  

Aim 3: Investigating the contribution of genome-wide CNVs to EOP in a 

unique sample and deducting substantial arguments to discuss the need 

of genetic screening for patient with EOP 

To my knowledge, no CNVs have been associated with EOP risk and the etiology of this 

pathology remains understudied. In contrast with ASD, no guidelines for genetic 

screening in children with EOP exist yet.  

To shed the light on the genetic architecture of EOP, I will: 

3a) Provide the first rare recurrent CNVs association analysis in EOP, by comparing 

recurrent CNVs prevalence in EOP sample to the rate in controls from the unselected 

population (i.e., Generation Scotland, IMAGEN, LBC). 

3b) Estimate the EOP risk conferred by any genome-wide deletion or duplication by 

applying similar statistical models previously presented for ASD based on constraint 

score (i.e., LOEUF) of genes encompassed in CNVs. I will train the models using genome-

wide deletions and duplications identified in the EOP sample referred to the genetic 
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clinic of the Boston Children’s hospital and unselected populations (i.e., Generation 

Scotland, IMAGEN, LBC).  

Effect-sizes of CNVs on EOP risk will be compared to effect-sizes of CNVs on ASD risk. 

This work provides a novel framework to model ASD and EOP risk and the phenotypic 

profile of genomic variants. 
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II. Paper #I: Effect-Sizes of Deletions and 

Duplications on Autism Risk Across the Genome 

Substantial contributions of the candidate:  

1) Conception and design of the project with A. Zeribi (Biomedical M.Sc.), C. 

Schramm (Statistic Post.-Doc.), G. Huguet and S. Jacquemont. 

2) CNV filtering and annotation of the ASD sample - MSSNG and SSC (controls were 

already published in Huguet et al., 2018); and selection of the phenotypes. (CNVs 

detection was done by Z. Saci and J.-L. Martineau). 

3) Main and supplementary analyses (statistical models were reviewed by our Post.-

Doc. in Statistics: C. Schramm and M. A. Loum) with A. Zeribi (preliminary 

analyses, seizure, regression, ADOS and ADI-R analyses); as well as P. Tamer (SRS 

analyses) and S. Nowak (CBCL analyses), two students that I supervised during 

their Master. 

4) Interpretation of the statistical analyses with A. Zeribi, C. Schramm, G. Huguet & 

S. Jacquemont. 

5) Creation of all tables and figures (Figure 4 with G. Huguet). 

6) Main author when drafting (with C. Schramm, P. Tamer and S. Jacquemont) and 

answering to the AJP reviewers (with M. A. Loum and S. Jacquemont). 



4,230 words, 1 table, 4 figures 
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ABSTRACT 

Objective: Deleterious copy number variants (CNVs) are identified in up to 20% of 

individuals with autism. However, levels of autism-risk conferred by most rare CNVs 

remain unknown. We recently developed statistical models to estimate the effect-

size on IQ of all CNVs including undocumented ones. We aimed to extend this model 

to autism susceptibility. 

Methods: We identified CNVs in two autism (Simons Simplex Collection and MSSNG) 

and two unselected populations (IMAGEN and Saguenay Youth Study). Statistical 

models tested 9 quantitative variables associated with genes encompassed in CNVs 

to explain their effect on IQ, autism susceptibility and behavioural domains. 

Results: The “probability-of-being loss-of-function intolerant” (pLI) best explains the 

effect of CNVs on IQ and autism risk. Deleting 1 point of pLI decreases IQ by 2.6 points 

in autism and unselected populations. The effect of duplications on IQ is three-fold 

smaller. Autism susceptibility increases when deleting or duplicating any point of 

pLI. This is true for individuals with high or low IQ and after removing de novo and 

known recurrent neuropsychiatric CNVs. Once CNV effects on IQ are accounted for, 

autism susceptibility remains mostly unchanged for duplications but decreases for 

deletions. Model estimates for autism risk overlap with previously published 

observations. Deletions and duplications differentially affect social communication, 

behaviour, and phonological memory, whereas both equally affect motor skills. 

Conclusions: Autism risk conferred by duplications is less influenced by IQ 

compared to deletions. Our model, trained on CNVs encompassing >4,500 genes, 

suggests highly polygenic properties of gene dosage with respect to autism risk and 

IQ loss. These models will help to interpret CNVs identified in the clinic.
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INTRODUCTION 

Autism is a neurodevelopmental condition currently defined by atypical social 

communication and interaction, intense interests, and repetitive behaviour (American 

Psychiatric Association 2013). Levels of general intelligence and language are not 

diagnostic criteria but are recognized as clinical specifiers which have been defined as 

important features of the heterogeneity of autism. (Ousley and Cermak 2014) 

Neurodevelopmental and psychiatric comorbidities occur in up to 70% of children with 

autism. (Simonoff et al. 2008) The heritability of autism has been estimated between 50-

80%. (Gaugler et al. 2014; Sandin et al. 2017) Deleterious Single Nucleotide Variants 

(SNV) and Copy Number Variants (CNVs) are identified in 15 to 20% of individuals with 

autism. (Jiang et al. 2013; Sanders et al. 2015; Tammimies et al. 2015) The largest rare 

variant autism case-control association studies to date have formally associated 102 

genes and 16 CNVs at 13 genomic loci. (Malhotra and Sebat 2012; Moreno-De-Luca et al. 

2013; Satterstrom et al. 2018; Sanders et al. 2019) Many more genomic loci are likely 

implicated as suggested by the overall increase in CNV burden associated with autism. 

(Girirajan et al. 2011; Malhotra and Sebat 2012; Krumm et al. 2015; Marshall et al. 2017; 

Sanders et al. 2019) Therefore, the susceptibility to autism conferred by most CNVs 

remains undocumented. This is particularly problematic in the neurodevelopmental 

clinic, where undocumented CNVs are routinely diagnosed in a large proportion of 

patients. 

Even less is known about the effect-size of CNVs on the cognitive and behavioural 

dimensions related to autism, which have only been characterized for a handful of 

recurrent CNVs (e.g. 22q11.2, 16p11.2, 15q11.2, and 1q21.1 loci). These CNVs show 

reproducible effect-sizes on cognition, language, socio-communication, and brain 

structure, suggesting that these alterations drive their over-representation in autism or 

other neurodevelopmental and psychiatric conditions. (Butcher et al. 2012; D’Angelo et 

al. 2016; Bernier et al. 2016) 
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Limited progress has been made in identifying phenotype-genotype relationships in 

autism. Studies have demonstrated that rare de novo variants are associated with lower 

intelligence quotient (IQ) and are over-represented in females. (Girirajan et al. 2011; 

Girirajan et al. 2013; Iossifov et al. 2014; Jacquemont et al. 2014; Mottron et al. 2015) De 

novo variants have also been associated with an atypical autism profile characterized by 

less impairment in social communication and language, as well as greater likelihood of 

motor delay. (Bishop et al. 2017; Buja et al. 2018) Overall, the reasons underlying the 

overrepresentation of rare variants in autistic individuals remains unclear. It may be 

due to their effect on core symptoms of autism, or DSM-5-defined clinical specifiers of 

autism (intelligence, language, co-occurring conditions). Since CNVs have a strong 

influence on IQ and behavioural problems, including autism symptoms, it is of interest 

to examine the effect-size of CNVs on autism risk while accounting for their effect-size 

on IQ. 

We previously reported that statistical models, trained on benign deletions in 

populations not selected for a clinical condition, can accurately estimate the effect-size 

of deleterious deletions on non-verbal IQ (NVIQ). (Huguet et al. 2018) These results 

suggest that 1) the effect-size of deletions on NVIQ can be estimated using constraint 

scores, such as the “probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant” (pLI, definition in 

textbox, Figure 10) (Lek et al. 2016), and 2) the effect of haploinsufficiency on NVIQ 

applies to a large proportion of the genome, consistent with a highly polygenic model. 

(Weiner et al. 2017; Wray et al. 2018) Using pLI as an explanatory variable, we estimated 

that one third of the coding genes affect NVIQ by >1 point, when deleted. (Huguet et al. 

2018) Previously, we were unable to establish the effect-size of duplications, likely due 

to inadequate power with the then-available sample size. Here, we propose to develop 

similar models to estimate autism susceptibility conferred by undocumented CNVs. We 

also aim to estimate their effects on cognitive and behavioural dimensions, which may 

underpin their overrepresentation in autism.  

We 1) tested whether the effect-size of gene dosage on NVIQ is the same across 

unselected populations and autism cohorts, 2) selected models that best explain the 
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autism risk conferred by any deletions or duplications, while accurately adjusting for 

their effect on NVIQ established in step 1, and 3) investigated the cognitive, behavioural, 

and motor phenotypes that may explain the association between gene dosage and 

autism. 

Models integrating genomic and functional scores of genes included in CNVs were 

trained on all CNVs ≥ 50 kb identified in two autism cohorts and two cohorts recruited 

from unselected populations. We provide a novel framework to model autism risk and 

the phenotypic profile of rare variants, regardless of effect-size and inheritance. This 

approach contrasts with previous genotype-phenotype studies restricted to small 

groups of individuals with de novo or recurrent variants. 

 

METHODS 

Cohorts 

Autism cohorts 

We studied two autism samples and intra-familial controls when available (Figure 10 

and Table S1 in the online supplement). The Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) 

(Fischbach and Lord 2010), a cohort of 2,569 simplex families: 2,074 quads (one autistic 

proband, unaffected parents, and one unaffected sibling) and 495 trios (one autistic 

proband and unaffected parents). The MSSNG database, used as an independent 

replication cohort, includes 1,381 probands with autism. (Yuen et al. 2017)  

Unselected cohorts 

We included 2,769 individuals from two community-based cohorts that we previously 

studied (Huguet et al. 2018): IMAGEN (N=1,802) (Schumann et al. 2010) and the 

Saguenay Youth Study (SYS; N=967) (Pausova et al. 2017) (Figure 10 and Table S1 in the 

online supplement).  
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aProbands from the SSC and the MSSNG database are defined as individuals recruited on the basis of a diagnosis of autism. Siblings and parents from the SSC did 
not meet diagnostic criteria for autism. Ten individuals from the IMAGEN cohort and none in the SYS met criteria for autism spectrum disorder (as estimated by 
the Development and Well-Being Assessment). A total of 1,490 unaffected siblings from the SSC, 3,660 unaffected parents from the SSC, and 1,465 individuals 
from the general population carry at least one CNV >50 kb (see Table S1 in the supplementary material 1). ADI-R=Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised; 
ADOS=Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; CBCL=Child Behavior Checklist; CNV=copy number variant; DEL=deletions; DS score=differential stability 
score; DUP=duplications; eQTLs=expression quantitative trait loci; ExAC=Exome Aggregation Consortium; N.A.=not applicable; NVIQ=nonverbal IQ; 
pLI=probability of being loss-of-function intolerant; PPIs=protein-protein interactions; RVIS=residual variation intolerance score; SRS=Social 
Responsiveness Scale; SSC=Simons Simplex Collection; SYS=Saguenay Youth Study. 
bMicroarray quality control and CNV selection and annotation were performed as previously described (Girirajan et al. 2011) (see also the Methods section in the 
supplementary material 1). 
cThe model used and the available data for each phenotype are detailed in Table 5 and Tables S7–S10 in the supplementary material 1.

Figure 10: Methodological pipeline for a study of effect-sizes of deletions and duplications on autism 

risk across the genomea 
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CNV calling and annotation 

We analyzed genotyping data from SSC, IMAGEN, and SYS and whole genome 

sequencing data from MSSNG. CNV detection, filtering, and annotation are detailed in 

Methods in the online supplement. We attributed 9 scores to deletions and duplications. 

These included size, number of genes, number of expression quantitative trait loci 

regulating genes expressed in the brain (Ramasamy et al. 2014). Each coding gene with 

all isoforms fully encompassed in CNVs was annotated using 4 constraint scores which 

reflect genetic fitness. The pLI score (ExAC v1.0), which is available for 18,224 genes and 

ranges from 0 (the gene is tolerant to haploinsufficiency) to 1 (the gene is intolerant to 

haploinsufficiency with a 100% probability). (Lek et al. 2016) Genes with 80% or 90% 

probabilities of being intolerant are considered as intolerant (Lek et al. 2016; 

Karczewski et al. 2019; Sanders et al. 2019). The 3 other constraint scores included the 

residual variation intolerance score (RVIS) (Petrovski et al. 2015), the deletion and 

duplication scores from ExAC (Ruderfer et al. 2016). Coding genes were also scored 

using the number of protein-protein interactions (Szklarczyk et al. 2015) and the 

differential stability score (Hawrylycz et al. 2015). We computed the ancestry in the SSC, 

IMAGEN and SYS cohorts based on HapMap3 reference population. (International 

HapMap Consortium 2003) 

Clinical assessments 

NVIQ data were available across all cohorts. (Fischbach and Lord 2010; Schumann et al. 

2010; Pausova et al. 2017; Yuen et al. 2017) The assessment methods are detailed in 

Methods and Table S2 in the online supplement. All other cognitive, behavioural, and 

motor phenotypes are detailed in Table 5, Methods and Table S1 in the online 

supplement. Participants underwent age- and development-appropriate standardized 

cognitive and behavioural tests.
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Table 5: Effect-size of gene dosage measured by pLI on phenotypes in autistic probands from the 

Simons Simplex Collectiona 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No Adjustment for NVIQ Adjustment for NVIQ 

 
Phenotypic Measurements  N 

 

CNV 
Variable 

 

b or 
Odds Ratio 

 

SE or 
95% CI p 

 

b or 
Odds Ratio 

 

SE or 
95% CI p 

Autism-related symptoms  
Regression 2,568 pLI DEL 0.86 0.75-0.95 8.4x10–3

  0.8 0.70-0.89 1.9x10–4
 

  pLI DUP 0.99 0.92-1.04 0.65  0.96 0.90-1.02 0.19 

Language and phonology          
CTOPP score 1,988 pLI DEL –0.08 0.02 5.5x10–4

  –0.02 0.02 0.24 

  pLI DUP –0.02 0.02 0.25  0.006 0.01 0.66 
Word delay 2,567 pLI DEL 1.16 1.07-1.27 5.0x10–4  1.12 1.03-1.22 0.01 

  pLI DUP 1.03 0.98-1.09 0.24  1.02 0.96-1.08 0.6 
Phrase delay 2,567 pLI DEL 1.04 0.98-1.09 0.42  0.95 0.87-1.04 0.25 

  pLI DUP 1.06 1.00-1.14 0.08  1.03 0.96-1.11 0.46 

Adaptive skills (VABS-II)          
Total score 2,569 pLI DEL –0.07 0.02 3.1x10–5  –0.004 0.01 0.72 

  pLI DUP –0.03 0.01 2.6x10–3  –0.01 0.01 0.4 
Daily living 2,569 pLI DEL –0.07 0.02 1.2x10–4  –0.004 0.01 0.8 

  pLI DUP –0.04 0.01 3.4x10–3  –0.01 0.01 0.38 
Communication 2,569 pLI DEL –0.07 0.02 3.4x10–4  0.01 0.01 0.54 

  pLI DUP –0.04 0.01 4.5x10–3  –0.005 0.01 0.6 
Socialization 2,569 pLI DEL –0.06 0.02 4.8x10–4  –0.01 0.01 0.67 

  pLI DUP –0.03 0.01 0.02  –0.004 0.01 0.66 

Motor skills          
VABS-II motor skills 919 pLI DEL –0.11 0.04 4.1x10–3  –0.08 0.03 0.01 

  pLI DUP –0.07 0.02 1.3x10–3  –0.04 0.02 0.02 
VABS-II gross motor skills 926 pLI DEL –0.08 0.03 0.01  –0.07 0.03 0.02 

  pLI DUP –0.05 0.02 4.6x10–3  –0.04 0.02 0.03 
VABS-II fine motor skills 923 pLI DEL –0.1 0.04 0.01  –0.07 0.03 0.04 

  pLI DUP –0.06 0.02 8.8x10–3  –0.03 0.02 0.14 
Onset for walking in months 2,550 pLI DEL 1.03 1.02-1.04 2.2x10–11  1.03 1.02-1.04 4.6x10–9 

  pLI DUP 1.02 1.01-1.03 7.0x10–9  1.02 1.01-1.03 5.3x10–8 

Delayed onset for walking 2,564 pLI DEL 1.16 1.05-1.28 2.0x10–3  1.11 1.00-1.22 0.03 

  pLI DUP 1.2 1.11-1.30 6.1x10–6  1.19 1.09-1.29 4.2x10–5 

DCDQ score 2,209 pLI DEL –0.07 0.02 2.5x10–3  –0.03 0.02 0.16 

  pLI DUP –0.03 0.01 0.04  –0.01 0.01 0.33 

Associated neurological          
condition          

Nonfebrile seizure 2,566 pLI DEL 1.12 1.01-1.23 0.02  1.07 0.96-1.17 0.19 

  pLI DUP 1.04 0.95-1.11 0.3  1.02 0.94-1.09 0.63 

aPhenotypic measures were z-scored using normative data when available or computed using the full autistic proband group (see the Methods section in 
the supplementary material 1). Boldface indicates p values significant bellow the statistical threshold (p≤2.7x10-3). Effects in this table represent either the 
normalized b z-scores with their standard errors or odds ratios with their 95% confidence intervals. CTOPP=Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing; 
CNV=copy number variant; DCDQ=Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire; NVIQ=nonverbal IQ; pLI=probability of being loss-of-function 
intolerant; pLI DEL or pLI DUP=deleted or duplicated point of pLI score; VABS-II=Vineland Adaptive Behavior Rating Scales, Second Edition. 
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Statistical analyses 

Effect-size of gene dosage on general intelligence in probands and the unselected 

populations 

For each individual, we computed the sum of a given score for deletions and 

duplications separately (Figure 10, Methods in the online supplement). These deletion 

and duplication scores were used as two independent main effects in the model. We 

performed a stepwise variable selection procedure based on Bayesian information 

criteria to identify which score (among the 9 tested) best explain NVIQ for deletions and 

duplications. This was performed independently for the SSC probands, the unselected 

populations, and MSSNG as a replication dataset. To investigate the influence of the 

presence of lower IQ in the SSC, we assessed the effect-size of gene dosage on NVIQ in 

the SSC probands after performing 1:2 matching with MSSNG probands based on NVIQ 

(Methods and Figure S2 in the online supplement). Age, sex, ancestry and familial 

relatedness were used as covariates when applicable (Methods in the online 

supplement). 

Effect-size of gene dosage on autism risk  

We performed the same stepwise variable selection procedure to identify CNV scores 

that best explain the effect-size of deletions and duplications on autism risk. The 

dependent variable was the binary diagnosis (autism/control) and independent 

variables were the selected CNV scores. Conditional logistic regression was used when 

matching SSC probands with their unaffected siblings. Simple logistic regression was 

used when comparing SSC probands with the unselected populations. We assessed the 

effect-size of gene dosage on autism risk beyond its effect on NVIQ by adjusting for NVIQ 

or performing 1:1 matching of probands with individuals from the unselected 

populations based on NVIQ (Methods and Figure S1D in the online supplement). 

Replication analyses were performed using the MSSNG dataset. Sex, ancestry and 
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familial relatedness were used as covariates when applicable (Methods in the online 

supplement). 

To estimate the proportion of autism-risk potentially mediated by NVIQ for deletions 

and duplication, we performed a counterfactual-based mediation analysis on the pooled 

dataset. 

Sensitivity analyses 

For sensitivity analyses, we pooled all samples and excluded individuals with CNVs > 10 

points of pLI (deletions with an effect > 2 standard deviations of NVIQ) or recurrent CNVs 

associated with neurodevelopmental disorders or rare de novo CNVs (Tables S3, S4 and 

S5 in the online supplement).  

Estimating and validating the level of autism risk  

We compared the autism risk estimated by our model to that previously published for 

recurrent CNVs. Our literature search identified 16 CNVs with available odds ratios 

(ORs) (Sanders et al. 2019; Malhotra and Sebat 2012; Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2013; Chaste 

et al. 2014) (Table S6 in the online supplement). The model was trained using a pooled 

dataset including SSC and MSSNG probands, unaffected siblings, and unselected 

populations, excluding these 16 CNVs.  

To illustrate the output of our model, we computed the autism risk for each CNV called 

in both autism cohorts including at least one gene with a pLI annotation. We also 

computed autism risk for any 1MB CNV across the genome, generating a series of 1Mb 

deletions and duplications (Human Gene Nomenclature) by moving a sliding window in 

50Kb steps across the genome. (Wain et al. 2002) We chose 1Mb CNVs based on 

thresholds for deleteriousness used in previous studies. (Cooper et al. 2011; Jacquemont 

et al. 2014) 
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Effect-size of gene dosage on measures of core symptoms and specifiers of autism 

We investigated the effect of the previously selected CNVs score on cognitive, 

behavioural, and motor phenotypes to understand why they increase susceptibility to 

autism. The choice of the statistical model depended on the distribution of the 

phenotypic measure (Methods and Table S7 in the online supplement). The Social 

Responsiveness Scale (SRS) was investigated using the entire SSC, MSSNG probands and 

IMAGEN cohorts (Methods and Table S8 in the online supplement). The Autism 

Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) and Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised 

(ADI-R) were investigated using probands from SSC and MSSNG (Methods and Table S9 

in the online supplements). The Child behaviour Checklist (CBCL) was investigated on 

probands and unaffected siblings from the SSC (Methods and Table S10 in the online 

supplements). All other phenotypic measurements were analysed using SSC probands 

alone. For all analyses, age, sex, ancestry and familial relatedness were used as 

covariates when applicable. Phenotypic measures were also tested with and without 

adjustment for NVIQ and/or autism diagnosis when available (Methods in the online 

supplement). Computation of the significance threshold is detailed in Methods in the 

online supplement. 

 

RESULTS  

Effect-size of gene dosage on general intelligence in probands and the 

unselected populations 

As we previously observed in unselected populations (26), the variable selection 

procedure identified the sum of pLI scores as the variable that best explains the variance 

of NVIQ in the SSC for deletions (r2=0.014) and duplications (r2=0.004), compared to the 

8 other scores. The sum of pLI scores per individual ranges from 0 to 18.92 and 35.71 

for deletions and duplications respectively. As an example, a CNV scoring 2 points of pLI 
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may include either 2 genes with a 100% probability of being intolerant or 3 genes with 

moderate to high probabilities (60 to 90%). 

Deleting 1 point of pLI has the same effect-size on z-scored NVIQ in autism probands of 

both samples (SSC: β=-0.17, SE=0.03, p=8×10-10; MSSNG: β=-0.20, SE=0.07, p=3×10-3) 

and unselected populations (β=-0.19, SE=0.04, p=7×10-5). The pLI is also the score that 

best explains the impact of duplications on NVIQ, showing a three-fold smaller effect of 

pLI points on z-scored NVIQ in the SSC (β=-0.06, SE=0.02, p=1×10-3). No effect of 

duplications is detected in unselected populations or the MSSNG dataset (Table S11 in 

the online supplement, Figure 11A).  

Matching the SSC and MSSNG based on NVIQ, or removing ratio NVIQ from the SSC, does 

not influence these effect-sizes (Figure S2 and Table S4 in the online supplement). In 

the pooled dataset, an autism diagnosis does not influence the effect of deleted or 

duplicated points of pLI on NVIQ. There is also no interaction with sex. Removing 

carriers of CNVs with a pLI sum > 10, with a known psychiatric association, or one 

occurring de novo, results in similar effect-sizes for deletions. For duplications, our 

limited power only allowed us to observe an effect when removing CNVs enriched in 

neurodevelopmental disorders (Table S4 in the online supplement). 

Effect-size of gene dosage on autism risk  

The variable selection procedure identified again the sum of pLI scores as the variable 

that best explains the diagnosis of autism for deletions (r2=0.004) and duplications 

(r2=0.004). Susceptibility to autism increases for each deleted point of pLI and the effect-

size is identical when comparing autistic probands with their paired siblings or 

unselected populations (OR=1.43, 95%CI=1.23-1.66, p=4×10-6; OR=1.40, 95%CI=1.23-

1.64, p=2×10-6, respectively). A duplicated point of pLI also increases autism 

susceptibility (comparing with siblings: OR=1.32, 95%CI=1.17-1.49, p=5×10-6; and the 

unselected populations: OR=1.30, 95%CI=1.19-1.42, p=2×10-8) (Figure 11B, Table S12 in 

the online supplement). Of note, there is no difference in pLI burden between intra- and 

extra-familial controls (unselected populations) (Table S5 in the online supplement). 
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a Panel A shows the effect-size of deleted (DEL) or duplicated (DUP) points of probability of being loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) on nonverbal IQ (NVIQ) in autistic 
probands and unselected populations. Y-axis values are z-scores for NVIQ (e.g., 0.2 z-score=3 points of NVIQ). Panel B shows autism risk conferred by a deleted 
or duplicated point of pLI. Y-axis values are odds ratios computed using a logistic regression to explain an autism diagnosis. Control subjects include unaffected 
siblings or unselected populations. Replication was performed using autistic probands from the MSSNG data set and the unselected populations. Panel C shows 
autism risk potentially mediated by NVIQ on the pooled data set. Y-axis values are odds ratios computed using a counterfactual-based mediation analysis on a 
logistic regression. Direct effects of copy number variants (CNVs) are those not mediated by NVIQ. Indirect effects are those potentially mediated by NVIQ. 
Percentage of effect mediated by NVIQ=(indirect effect/total effect)x100. Total effects are those computed without adjusting for NVIQ. In panel D, we 
compared the risk of autism estimated by our model and the risk observed in previous published studies on 16 recurrent CNVs (Malhotra et al. 2012; Moreno 
de Luca et al. 2013; Chaste et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2019) (see Table S3 in the supplementary material 1). dds ratio estimates from the model overlap with the 
95% confidence intervals of odds ratios from previous publications for 14 recurrent CNVs. For three CNVs, the horizontal dotted arrows represent the 
extreme variability for odds ratios reported in previous publications. Values are detailed in Table S3 in the supplementary material 1. 1=DEL 15q11.2; 2=DUP 
15q11.2; 3=DUP 16p11.2 distal; 4=DUP 15q13.3; 5=DUP 16p13.11; 6=DEL 1q21.1; 7=DEL 16p11.2 distal; 8=DUP 22q11.2; 9=DEL 17p12; 10=DEL 16p13.11; 11=DUP 1q21.1; 
12=DEL 16p11.2; 13=DEL 15q13.3; 14=DUP 16p11.2; 15=DEL 17q12; 16=DEL 3q29; 17=DUP 7q11.23; 18=DUP 17p11.2. Panel E shows genes covered by deletions, 
duplications, or both in autistic probands. The gray line represents the excess of genes encompassed in CNVs in autistic probands relative to the unselected 
populations. The y-axis represents the number of distinct genes encompassed in CNVs (each gene is only counted once). The x-axis represents the number of 
individuals. The mean and 95% confidence interval were obtained using 1,000 iterations (bootstrap procedure). Panel F shows the distribution of the estimated 
effects of deletions and duplications. The solid lines indicate the estimated effects computed for all CNVs ≥50 kb identified in both autism cohorts. The dotted lines 
indicate autism risk computed for any CNV of 1 Mb across the genome including at least one gene with a pLI annotation. 

Figure 11: Effect of gene dosage on nonverbal IQ and autism susceptibility in a study of effect-sizes of 
deletions and duplications on autism risk across the genomea 
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The risk conferred by deletions measured by pLI decreases substantially but remains 

borderline significant when the model is adjusted for NVIQ (OR=1.22, 95%CI=1.05-1.45, 

p=0.01) or when both autism and unselected populations are matched for NVIQ. In 

contrast, the autism risk conferred by each duplicated point of pLI remains unchanged 

when adjusting (OR=1.27, 95%CI=1.15-1.42, p=5×10-6) or matching for NVIQ (Figure 

11B and Table S12 in the online supplement). 

The replication analysis with the MSSNG dataset shows the same effect of deleted or 

duplicated points of pLI on autism susceptibility. We also replicate the differential effect 

of NVIQ adjustment on autism risk conferred by deletions and duplications (Figure 11B 

and Table S12 in the online supplement).  

In the pooled dataset mediation analysis suggested that 43% and 25% of the autism risk 

conferred by deletions and duplications are potentially influenced by NVIQ (Figure 11C 

and Table S13). However, the effect-size of autism risk for deletions and duplications 

measured by pLI is the same in both subgroups of individuals above and below median 

NVIQ (Figure S3 and Table S14). There is no interaction with sex. Autism susceptibility 

related to gene dosage is unaffected by removing carriers of CNVs with a pLI sum > 10, 

CNVs with a known association to neurodevelopmental disorder, occurring de novo, or 

individuals from the unselected populations with a suspected diagnosis of autism 

(n=10) as well as no diagnostic information from the Development and Well-Being 

Assessment (DAWBA) (N=124) (Table S5 in the online supplement).  

Estimating and validating the level of autism risk  

ORs have previously been computed for a few recurrent CNVs with broad confidence 

intervals. The autism risk estimated by our model overlaps with that previously 

published for 16 recurrent CNVs, except for the 15q13.3 BP4-BP5 deletion and the 

1q21.2 duplication, which are discordant (Malhotra and Sebat 2012; Moreno-De-Luca et 

al. 2013; Chaste et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2019) (Figure 11D, Table S6 in the online 

supplement). The results are similar whether we include or exclude the 16 CNVs from 

the training dataset (Figure S3 in the online supplement). Our model is trained on 
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deletions and duplications covering over 4,500 different genes in the autism and 

unselected populations (Figure 11E). The sharply ascending slope of genes 

encompassed in the CNVs shows no asymptotic effects. Model estimates show that any 

1Mb coding deletion or duplication across the genome should increase autism 

susceptibility, with a median OR of 1.6 and 1.3, respectively (Figure 11F and Table S15 

in the online supplement). 

Effect-size of gene dosage on measures of core symptoms and specifiers 

of autism 

We assessed the cognitive and behavioural symptoms that underlie autism 

susceptibility conferred by gene dosage. 

Autism related symptoms 

The pLI increases the SRS, with a 2:1 effect-size ratio for deletions and duplications in 

the pooled SSC and IMAGEN dataset (deletions: β=3.72 points of raw SRS score per point 

of pLI,, SE=0.57, p=5×10-11; duplications: β=1.87 points of raw SRS score per point of pLI, 

SE=0.43, p=1×10-5). The effect-size of pLI on SRS remains the same after adding data 

from MSSNG (deletions: β=3.68, SE=0.56, p=4×10-11; duplications: β=1.63, SE=0.42, 

p=1×10-4). This effect of gene dosage is entirely explained by NVIQ and the autism 

diagnosis (Figure 12A, Figure S5, Table S8 in the online supplement). 

Deletions and duplications measured by pLI do not affect the ADOS or ADI-R scores in 

probands of the SSC and MSSNG datasets, pooled or separately (Table S9 in the online 

supplement). Moreover, deletions measured by pLI protect against regression in autism 

and this effect is enhanced after adjusting for NVIQ (OR=0.80, 95%CI=0.70-0.89, 

p=2×10-4) (Table 5, Figure 12D, Figure S6B in the online supplement).
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a Panel A shows the effect-size of a deleted (DEL) or duplicated (DUP) point of probability of being loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) on the z-
scored Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) in autistic probands from the Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) pooled with their unaffected relatives 
(siblings and parents) and the unselected populations from the IMAGEN data set. Effects were measured with and without adjustment for 
the diagnosis of autism and for nonverbal IQ (NVIQ). The y-axis represents the estimated effect of pLI on the SRS z-score, computed 
using the mean and standard deviation of unaffected individuals (0.10 z-score=1.28 SRS raw score point). The analysis adjusting for NVIQ 
contains only probands from the SSC and individuals from IMAGEN. Panel B shows the effect-size of a deleted or duplicated point of pLI 
on the z-score of the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) in autistic probands from the SSC pooled with their unaffected siblings. Effects were 
measured with and without adjustment for the diagnosis of autism and for NVIQ. The estimates were originally computed as odds ratios 
using a negative binomial regression. The y-axis represents the estimated effect of pLI on z-scored CBCL, computed using the mean and 
standard deviation of unaffected individuals (0.10 z-score=1.52 CBCL raw score point). The analysis adjusting for NVIQ was performed 
only on probands from the SSC. Panels C and D show the effect-size of a deleted or duplicated point of pLI on continuous and categorical 
phenotypes in autistic probands from the SSC, unadjusted for NVIQ. Results adjusted for NVIQ are detailed in Figure S4 in the supplementary 
material 1. The y-axis values in panel C are measures z-scored using normative data (see Table S7 in the supplementary material 1) except 
for the Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire (DCDQ), which was z-scored using the SSC autistic proband group. The y-axis 
values in panel D are odds ratios computed by logistic regression. To correct for the number of independent tests, the significance 
threshold (p≤2.7x10-3). was computed using the eigenvalues of the correlation coefficients between the measures investigated (see the 
Methods section in the supplementary material 1). CTOPP=Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing; VABS-II=Vineland Adaptive 
Behavior Rating Scales, Second Edition. 

 

 

Figure 12: Effect of gene dosage on phenotypic measurements in a study of effect-sizes of deletions and 
duplications on autism risk across the genomea 
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Language and phonological memory  

There is a clear dissociation between the effect of deletions and duplications on 

language. Deleted points of pLI are associated with a delay of first-words (OR=1.16, 

95%CI=1.07-1.27, p=5×10-4) and negatively affects phonological memory, assessed by 

the non-word repetition of the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP) 

(β=0.08, SE=0.02, p=6×10-4). No effects are observed for deletions after adjusting for 

NVIQ and for duplications with or without adjusting for NVIQ (Table 5, Figure 12C and 

12D, Figure S6A and 6B in the online supplement). 

Behavioural and emotional symptoms 

In the sample pooling probands and unaffected siblings, haploinsufficiency measured 

by pLI impacts the score of total problems from the CBCL (OR=1.05, 95%CI=1.03-1.08, 

p=2×10-6). The effect of duplications is weaker (OR=1.02, 95%CI=1.01-1.04, p=3×10-3) 

(Table S10, Figure 12B). This translates into an increase of 20.63 [95%CI=19.55-21.73] 

and 7.85 [95%CI=7.28-8.44] points for a deletion or a duplication encompassing 10 

points of pLI, respectively. These effects are not observed within SSC probands or 

unaffected siblings samples. 

Adaptive Skills  

Adaptive skills measured by the second edition of the Vineland Adaptive behaviour 

Rating Scales (VABS-II) are negatively affected by the pLI, with a decrease of 2 and 1 

point of VABS per deleted or duplicated point of pLI, respectively (p=3×10-5 and p=3×10-

3). Total scores and all subscales are equally affected. NVIQ appears to account for most, 

if not all, of this effect (Table 5, Figure 12C, Figure S6A in the online supplement). 

Motor skills and epilepsy  

The relationship between the onset of walking measured in months and pLI (deletion: 

OR=1.03, 95%CI=1.02-1.04, p=2×10-11; duplication: OR=1.02, 95%CI=1.01-1.03, 

p=7×10-9) translates into a 5.46 [95%CI=5.27-5.65] or 3.58 [95%CI=3.45-3.72] month 

delay for a deletion or duplication encompassing 10 points of pLI, respectively (Figure 
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S7 in the online supplement). This remains significant after adjusting for NVIQ for 

duplications only. The effect-size of gene dosage on motor skills, measured by the VABS-

II and the Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire (DCDQ), shows a 2:1 

ratio for deletions and duplications with a similar effect for gross and fine motor skills. 

Gene dosage does not affect the risk of non-febrile seizures (Table 5, Figure 12C and 

12D, Figure S6A and 6B in the online supplement). 

Potential applications in the clinic 

We developed a prediction tool available online (https://cnvprediction.urca.ca/) to 

estimate the effect-size of deletions and duplications on NVIQ, autism risk and the SRS 

score. As an illustration, our model estimates a decrease in NVIQ of 26.78 

[95%CI=26.19-27.37] and 30.89 [95%CI=30.30-31.48] points, an increase in the SRS raw 

score of 36.93 [95%CI=35.82-38.04] and 42.59 [95%CI=41.48-43.70] points, and an 

increase in autism risk of 21.05 [95%CI=6.10-72.26] and 33.58 [95%CI=8.05-139.99] for 

the 16p11.2 and 22q11.2 deletion respectively. We detail the model output for 21 

recurrent CNVs in Table S6. Briefly summarized, this tool should be viewed as a 

translation of gnomAD (Karczewski et al. 2019) information into phenotypic effect-sizes. 

 

DISCUSSION 

We propose a model to estimate the effect-size of gene dosage on autism susceptibility, 

core autism symptoms, general intelligence, and autism specifiers. Haploinsufficiency 

measured by pLI increases autism susceptibility across the genome but NVIQ drives a 

large proportion of this effect. Language, motor, social communication, and behavioural 

problems are also strongly affected by deletions. While these manifestations may 

increase the probability for deletion carriers of receiving an autism diagnosis, there is 

no evidence that core symptoms are affected (Figure 13). In contrast, duplicated points 

of pLI increase autism risk, genome-wide, and the influence of NVIQ is smaller. 

Increased risk measured by pLI is similar in subgroups of individuals with NVIQ below 

and above median. 
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Figure 13: Interpretation of the effect of gene dosage on autism riska 

 
 

a The figure presents a summary interpretation of the differential effects of deletions and duplications on autism risk. Effect-sizes of deletion 
on most autism specifiers are larger than those of duplications. Duplications and, to a lesser extent, deletions increase the probability of 
an autism diagnosis after adjusting for their effect on nonverbal IQ (transparent arrows). NVIQ=nonverbal IQ; pLI=probability of being 
loss-of-function intolerant. 
 

Differential effects of deletions and duplications on autism core symptoms 

and specifiers 

Model estimates show that any 1Mb coding deletion or duplication across the genome 

should increase autism susceptibility, with a median OR of 1.6 and 1.3, respectively 

(Figure 11F). GWAS conducted on common variants also showed that the bulk of the 

heritability for complex conditions (i.e. schizophrenia) is spread across the genome and 

largely driven by genes with no clear relevance to disease. (Boyle, Li, and Pritchard 2017; 

Wray et al. 2018) Gene dosage affects NVIQ, social communication, and adaptive 

behaviour, with a deletion:duplication effect-size ratio of 2-3:1. Although both CNVs 
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equally affect motor skills, phonological memory may be predominantly affected by 

haploinsufficiency. Similar differential profiles have been reported for 16p11.2 CNVs 

with phonological memory deficits in deletion but not duplication carriers. (Hippolyte 

et al. 2016) We posit that general phenotypic profiles may be associated with deletions 

and duplications irrespective of the genomic loci. Genes included in the CNVs may 

mostly influence the effect-size but not the profile of symptoms. Consistent with this 

interpretation, the phenotypic profile of haploinsufficiency delineated by our model has 

been similarly reported in patients with de novo loss of function variants (Bishop et al. 

2017; Buja et al. 2018). In addition, excluding large effect-size de novo variants from our 

analyses does not modify the effect-size of gene dosage, measured by pLI, on NVIQ and 

autism risk. Therefore, molecular functional networks enriched in genes with an excess 

of de novo mutations (chromatin remodelling, synaptic function) (Huguet, Ey, and 

Bourgeron 2013; Pinto et al. 2014; Krumm et al. 2015) may be related to large effect-

sizes rather than specific effects on autism risk. Interestingly, although previous studies 

have shown lower NVIQ and a higher burden of deleterious CNVs in females from the 

SSC (Jacquemont et al. 2014), we did not identify any interaction between the effect of 

pLI and sex. This suggests that deleting or duplicating one point of pLI affects NVIQ and 

increases autism risk similarly in both sexes.  

Potential clinical applications 

Our models are implemented in a prediction tool (https://cnvprediction.urca.ca/), which 

is designed to predict the effect-size of CNVs, not the symptoms of the individual who 

carries the CNV. If symptoms are discordant, the clinician may conclude that additional 

factors should be investigated. Discordance may be defined when the estimated effect-

size of the CNV is 1 SD (15 IQ points) lower than the IQ loss observed in the carrier 

(compared to the population mean = 100). If a CNV with an effect-size of -10 IQ points is 

identified in a carrier with mild intellectual disabilities and an IQ of 60 (-40 compared to 

population mean) the majority of the cognitive deficits are caused by additional factors. 

The estimates of autism risk provided by models in this study overlap with risk 
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computed in previous studies. As an example, our model estimates for 16p11.2 and 

22q11.2 deletions are similar to the previously published effect for NVIQ, (loss of 25 

(Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2015) and 29 (Vangkilde et al. 2016) points), autism risk (OR of 

11.8 (Malhotra and Sebat 2012) and 32.37 (Sanders et al. 2019)) and SRS (gain of 44 

(Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2015) and 49 (Vangkilde et al. 2016) points). Overall, the output 

of these models can help interpret CNVs in the clinic, but estimates should be 

interpreted with caution. 

Limitations 

Discordance between autism risk estimated by the model and literature observations 

allows for the identification of CNVs, which may encompass genes with specific 

properties. For example, autism susceptibility and deficits associated with the 15q13.3 

(CHRNA7) deletion appear to be underestimated by our model. This CNV may include 

genes for which the assigned pLI score does not capture the effects on psychiatric traits 

(e.g. gene dosage of CHRNA7, which has a pLI=0 may affect psychopathology without 

altering genetic fitness). The pLI was not developed to measure intolerance to 

duplications and results should, therefore, be interpreted with caution. Our findings 

suggest, however that pLI may be a general measure of dosage sensitivity, in line with 

recent data from gnomAD-SV. (Collins et al. 2019) Since gene dosage is not comparable 

between sex-linked and autosomal CNVs, we could not pool both types of CNVs. Sex-

linked CNVs were excluded from this study because they were too rare in our samples 

to be studied separately. The effect of gene dosage on SRS was very robust but was 

mainly explained by the autism diagnosis. This suggests that the SRS may not measure 

a continuous dimension since this score is unable to provide additional granularity 

within the autism group or the controls despite large sample size. Some phenotypic 

measures such as phonological memory and motor skills were only available for autism 

probands and results may not be generalizable to non-autism samples. Larger samples, 

with additional intrafamilial controls, novel functional annotations, and more refined 
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models are required to improve our estimates of CNV effect-sizes on cognitive 

dimensions.  

Of note, although CNV with large effect-sizes have significant impacts on the 

development of an individual, they only explain a small fraction of the variance of 

general intelligence (1.4% and 0.4% for deletions and duplications) and liability for 

autism (0.4 and 0.4% for deletions and duplications) at the population level, which is 

concordant with previous reports. (Gaugler et al. 2014)  

Conclusion 

Our study highlights the extreme polygenicity of autism susceptibility conferred by gene 

dosage. It also delineates cognitive mechanisms which may explain in part the 

overrepresentation of CNVs in autism. Among mutations over-represented in autism, 

those truly related to core symptoms may be less common than previously thought. 

Future large-scale studies simultaneously investigating the effect of genomic variants 

on categorical diagnoses and continuous dimensions are warranted. This study 

represents a new framework to study rare variants and can help in the interpretation of 

the effect-size of undocumented CNVs identified in the neurodevelopmental clinic. 
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Abstract 

Background: Copy number variants (CNVs) are strongly associated with 

neurodevelopmental and psychotic disorders. Early onset psychosis (EOP), where 

symptoms appear before 18 years of age, is thought to be more strongly influenced by 

genetic factors than adult-onset psychotic disorders. However, the prevalence and 

pathogenicity of CNVs in EOP is unclear.  

Methods. We documented the prevalence of recurrent CNVs and the pathogenicity of 

deletions and duplications genome-wide in 137 children and adolescents with EOP 

compared to 5,540 individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and 16,504 

population controls. Specifically, we first compared the frequency of regions previously 

associated with neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric illnesses. Second, the 

pathogenicity of an individual’s total CNV burden was compared using an aggregate 

index of the haploinsufficiency of each gene in every CNV across the genome.  

Outcomes. Prevalence of recurrent CNVs was higher in EOP than in ASD (OR=2.30, 

p=0.02) and controls (OR=5.06, p=3x10-5). However, the difference between the EOP and 

ASD attenuated when EOP participants with co-occurring ASD were excluded. CNV 

pathogenicity was higher in EOP compared to controls for both deletions (OR=1.30, 

p=9x10-8) and duplications (OR=1.09, p=0.02), but not compared to ASD.  

Interpretation. Given the similar CNV burdens in EOP and ASD, our findings suggest that 

all children and adolescents with a psychotic diagnosis should undergo genetic 

screening, as is recommended in ASD.  

Funding. Our work was supported by the Fuss Center for Neuropsychiatric Research, 

the Boston Children’s Hospital Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities Research 

Center Molecular Genetics Core Facility (P50HD105351) and NIH/NIMH 

U01MH119690. 
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Introduction 

 

Rare copy number variants (CNVs) are deletions and duplications of genomic segments1 

with high relative risk for psychotic disorders like schizophrenia2. Individuals with 

childhood-onset schizophrenia whose symptoms begin prior to age 13 have a nearly 3-

fold increase of recurrent CNVs relative to those with adult-onset schizophrenia, 

suggesting a greater genetic component in the childhood form of the disorder3. However, 

childhood-onset schizophrenia is a rare and understudied illness4 and only a single, 

small cohort has been genetically characterized to date3. Moreover, only around half of 

children and adolescents with a psychiatric diagnosis that includes prominent 

psychotic features meet strict criteria for schizophrenia5 and childhood diagnoses often 

change over the course of development6. Consequently, there is considerable interest in 

understanding the genetic underpinnings of the more inclusive early onset psychosis 

Text box:  

Early-onset psychosis (EOP), a broad range of psychiatric illnesses with prominent 
psychotic symptoms, including schizophrenia, bipolar disorder with psychosis, 
affective and other non-affective psychotic disorders with symptom onset prior to 18 
years of age. 

Very early-onset psychosis (VEOP), defined as symptom onset before age 13 years. 

Recurrent CNVs, genomic loci flanked by low copy repeat (LCR) sequences that greatly 
increase the risk of homologous recombination. These non-allelic homologous 
recombinations result in similar or identical CNVs in unrelated individuals. 

Non-recurrent CNVs, structural variants with non-recurrent end-point. The non-
recurrent junctions do not coincide with LCRs, but tend to occur in the vicinity of 
regions that are rich in LCRs resulting in complex regional genomic architecture. 

LOEUF score, measures a gene’s intolerance to variation by comparing the observed 
and expected number of LoF variation for a given gene in a reference population. Low 
LOEUF indicate strong selection against inactivation, and high LOEUF indicate higher 
tolerance. 

Pathogenicity score, Sum of 1/LOEUF scores of genes encompassed in CNVs identified 
in an individual. Higher pathogenicity score suggests alteration of multiple coding 
genes which score more or less against inactivation. 
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(EOP) categorization, which captures psychotic symptomatology across the spectrum of 

diagnostic criteria. EOP, defined as any psychiatric diagnosis with pronounced 

psychotic symptoms with onset prior to 18 years of age, is associated with lower 

premorbid psychosocial function, more hospitalizations, poorer cognitive functioning, 

and worse overall prognosis than adult-onset illness5,7. Functional outcomes are highly 

variable in EOP youth5,6 and CNV status has been shown to influence these outcomes8. 

Although genomic information could help to disentangle the clinical heterogeneity in 

EOP, the genetic architecture of early onset psychosis is largely unknown.  

Establishing the burden of recurrent CNVs in EOP is an important first step in 

characterizing the genetic architecture of this extreme phenotype. However, 

approximately 90% of CNVs identified in the clinic are non-recurrent and are therefore 

too rare (i.e., insufficient copies) for association studies of individual CNVs to be 

practical9. Recently, we developed a strategy to estimate an individual’s genome-wide 

CNV burden by deriving a single aggregate index of the pathogenicity of each gene 

encapsulated by every CNV across the genome, regardless of the population prevalence 

of the mutation10-12. To provide an estimate of the pathogenicity of each gene in a deleted 

or duplicated region, we use the loss-of-function observed/expected upper bound 

fraction (LOEUF) score13. The LOEUF is calculated by comparing the observed and 

expected number of loss-of-function (LoF) mutations for a given gene in a reference 

population13. Low LOEUF scores indicate strong selection against predicted LoF 

variation in a gene, while high LOEUF scores indicate relatively higher tolerance to 

inactivation. Thus, LOEUF scores provide a method for documenting the biological 

ramifications of individual mutations and inferring pathobiology14. Our aggregate 

pathogenicity score has been successfully used to model autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD)12 and general intelligence10,11. Applying this method to an EOP sample will enable 

us to model genome-wide pathogenicity in EOP and directly compare our index with 

ASD and unselected control cohorts, even in the context where the individual pathogenic 

CNVs are extremely rare. 
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Findings that up to 20% of individuals with ASD carry a deleterious genetic mutation15 

have led organizations like the American Academy of Pediatrics to recommend that 

children presenting with ASD symptoms undergo genomic screening16,17. These 

established guidelines involve routine use of chromosomal microarrays (CMA) to 

document CNVs and aid diagnosis and treatment18. The burden of recurrent CNVs was 

similar for ASD and a small childhood onset schizophrenia cohort3, suggesting that these 

disorders have comparable genetic architectures and should be subject to similar 

genetic screening approaches. Correspondingly, if the burden of recurrent CNVs is 

similar among children and adolescents with the broader EOP phenotype, this would 

strongly support the development of guidelines for genomic screening in this 

population. Such an approach could help aid diagnosis, therapeutic choices, and clinical 

staging of individuals with EOP, many of whom do not respond to first line treatments19. 

However, there are currently no genomic screening guidelines for children or adults 

with psychotic disorders20. 

In the present manuscript we aim (1) to establish the prevalence of recurrent CNVs in 

our diagnostically heterogeneous EOP cohort (n=137) and, by using bioinformatic tools, 

(2) to model the pathogenicity of recurrent and non-recurrent CNVs across the genome. 

Additionally, we will (3) compare the CNV burden and pathogenicity observed among 

EOP probands to those seen in 5,540 individuals with ASD and 16,504 unselected 

population controls.  

 

Methods 

EOP Samples 

EOP participants (N=137) were referred to the Developmental Neuropsychiatry Program 

at Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH). Prior to enrollment into the cohort, clinical 

diagnoses were ascertained by a board-certified child psychiatrist (JGH) specializing in 

EOP. Diagnoses were subsequently confirmed via medical record with a DSM-5 checklist 
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and a consensus diagnosis was reached (see Table 6 for diagnostic breakdown). 

Inclusion criteria were having a DSM-5 diagnosis for current or lifetime Axis I psychotic 

disorder with onset prior to age 18. Exclusion criteria were 1) substance- or medication-

induced psychosis; 2) psychosis secondary to a brain infection (e.g., encephalitis); 3) 

psychosis due to a neurodegenerative disorder such as Wilson’s disease, Dystonia 

muscular deformations, Huntington’s disease, Friedrich’s ataxia, Ataxia Telangiectasia, 

or Parkinson’s disorder; and 4) severe neurodevelopmental disorder or other 

impairment impacting ability to describe symptoms or provide other information 

required for this study. All EOP participants or guardians provided written informed 

consent (and participants <18 years provided assent) on forms approved by the BCH IRB 

as part of the Manton Center for Orphan Disease Research. After providing written 

informed consent/assent, each participant provided blood samples. 

ASD and Unselected Populations 

We compared the EOP participants to two pooled ASD cohorts: 2,585 children from the 

Simons Simplex Collection (SSC)21 and 3,171 probands from the MSSNG database22. We 

also compared EOP participants to individuals from three pooled unselected 

community-based cohorts: IMAGEN (N=1,802)23, Generation Scotland (GS)24 

(N=14,160), and the Lothian Birth Cohort25 (LBC) (N=554) (see Figure 14). Studies for 

each cohort were reviewed by local institutional review boards21-25. 

Genotyping and CNV Calling 

For the EOP sample, genomic DNA from blood was extracted using standard protocols. 

Dye‐swap array‐CGH experiments were performed according to the experimental 

procedures described by Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA) using standard 4×180K 

Surescan arrays and analyzed with the Agilent Cytogenomics Software. Probe sequences 

and locations are based on Genome Reference Consortium build 37 (GRCh37/hg19).  
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Table 6: Diagnostic and Demographic Breakdown of EOP Cohort  

Demographics 
Full Sample 

(n=137) 
EOP no ASD 

(n=99) 
EOP with ASD 

(n=38) 

Sex    

Male 87 59 28 

Female 50 40 10 

Race    

Caucasian 93 69 24 

Black/African American 17 12 5 

Asian/Pacific Islander 3 2 1 

Two or more races 2 2 0 

Unknown/Not available 22 14 8 

Ethnicity    

Hispanic/Latino 34 27 7 

Not Hispanic/Latino 68 46 22 

Unknown/Not available 35 26 9 

Age at Psychosis Symptom Onset    

<8 years 38 25 13 

8-13 years 76 55 21 

14-18 years 23 19 4 

Primary Psychosis Spectrum Disorder    

Schizophrenia 39 25 14 

Affective Psychosis    

Schizoaffective Disorder (Bipolar Type) 11 7 4 

Schizoaffective Disorder (Depressed Type) 8 8 0 

Major Depressive Disorder Psychotic Features 17 16 1 

Bipolar Disorder Psychotic Features 17 14 3 

Other Psychotic Disorders    

Schizophreniform Disorder 2 0 2 

Brief Psychotic Disorder 1 1 0 

Other Specified or Unspecified Schizophrenia 
Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorder 

43 29 14 

Co-Occurring Diagnoses    

Intellectual Disability 17 10 7 

History of Seizures 24 16 8 
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Figure 14: Methodological pipeline for the CNV filtering and annotation 
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The two tables describe the total CNVs identified in the EOP, ASD and UP populations before and after filtering. 
The Venn diagram represents distribution of the EOP CNVs discarded in function of the filtering criteria to which 
they belong: The size is less than 50 Kb; the number of probes is less than 10 in at least one of the technologies 
used in the cohort included; it overlaps more than 50% with a centromere or a segmental duplication, it is positioned 
on a sexual chromosome. The first density plot presents the distribution of the size of the CNVs included in the 
analyses across the different samples (EOP in green, ASD in red, Unselected population in blue). The CNV sizes 
on the x axis are represented with a square root transformation. The last density plot represents the distribution of 
LOEUF score across 19,197 coding genes. A LOEUF score ≤ 0.35 is the defined clinical threshold for intolerant 
genes. For CNV annotation, the coding gene totally encompassed in deletions and duplications were identified 
and the LOEUF score of each gene was attributed. For each individual, the number of gene encompassed and the 
1/LOEUF scores for deletions and duplications were summed separately. CNV: copy number variant; N: number; 
DEL: deletions; DUP: duplications; EOP: early-onset psychosis; BCH: Boston children hospital; ASD: autism 
spectrum disorders; SSC: Simons Simplex Collection; UP: unselected populations; G-Scot: Generation Scotland; 
LBC: Lothian birth cohort; LOEUF: loss-of-function observed/expected upper bound fraction. 1Huguet et al., Mol 
Psy (2021); 2Trost et al., Am J Hum Genet (2018). 

 

Three criteria were used to determine the presence of a CNV: 1) at least 7 consecutive 

probes in the same direction; 2) 1.5‐fold average difference between test and reference 

DNA; and 3) CNV not present in the within-slide control DNA sample. We applied the 

same pipeline to data from the ASD and unselected cohorts10-12. To harmonize the 

samples, CNVs were filtered by discarding: CNVs <50kb; CNVs that appeared on sex 

chromosomes; CNVs with >50% overlap with segmental duplication or centromere; and 

CNVs with <10 probes across all detection technologies used in all included cohorts (see 

Figure 14).  

Recurrent CNV Analyses 

We identified recurrent loci and genes previously associated with neurodevelopmental 

or neuropsychiatric disorders (see Table S1 in supplementary material 2). These loci 

were defined by >40% overlap with a specific deletion or duplication or if the genes were 

disrupted by the CNVs. To test for differences in the prevalence of recurrent loci between 

cohorts, two-sided Fisher’s exact tests were employed. When comparing the frequency 

of individual recurrent CNVs between samples, p-values were adjusted for multiple 

comparisons using Benjamin-Hochberg correction for false discovery rate (FDR). 

Secondary analyses excluding EOP participants with co-occurring ASD (n=38) were 

conducted using the same models. Fisher’s exact tests were computed using the 

fisher.test() function in R. 
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CNV Pathogenicity Analyses 

For each participant, we computed the sum of 1/LOEUF (pathogenicity score) for 

deletions and duplications separately using our previously published annotation 

pipeline (see Figure 14)10. Briefly, each coding gene with all isoforms fully encompassed 

in filtered CNVs was identified using ENSEMBL map (Gencode V19 (hg19))27 and was 

annotated using the inverse LOEUF (1/LOEUF) score (gnomAD version 2.1.1)13, which is 

available for 19,197 genes and ranges from 0.5 (gene tolerant to haploinsufficiency) to 

33.3 (gene intolerant to haploinsufficiency). A score of 0 was assigned to individuals with 

no coding genes encompassed in any CNV. We tested the genome-wide CNV burden with 

logistic regression models:  

ln(𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠(𝑌𝑖=diagnosis𝑖)) ~ β0 + β₁ Pathogenicity ScoreDELi + β₂ PathogenicityScoreDUPi + β3 

sexi 

Where PathogenicityScoreDEL/DUP are the sum of 1/LOEUF for deletions (DEL) and 

duplications (DUP) respectively. β0, β₁, β2 and β3 are the vectors of coefficients for fixed 

effects. The logistic regression models were computed using the glm() function in R. 

 

Results 

EOP Cohort 

A total of 137 EOP patients (88 (64.2%) male) were included in this study (see Table 6). 

Mean age of psychosis symptom onset was 9.8 years (range = 4-17 years old), with 99 

(72.3%) patients having psychosis onset before the age of 13 years (i.e., very early-onset 

psychosis (VEOP)). Thirty-eight (28%) of individuals with EOP had co-occurring ASD,17 

(12%) had intellectual disability, and 7 (5%) had both ASD and ID. Among individuals 

with very early-onset, 34 (34%) had co-occurring ASD. Sixty-nine CNVs meeting quality 

control criteria were identified in 55 individuals from the EOP cohort (see Figure 14).  
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Prevalence of Recurrent CNVs in EOP, ASD and Unselected Population 

Cohorts 

When focusing on regions previously associated with neurodevelopmental or 

neuropsychiatric disorders, we found 11 (8.0% of sample) recurrent CNV carriers in the 

EOP cohort (see Table S2 in supplementary material 2). In contrast, 202 (3.6%) 

individuals from the ASD cohort and 280 (1.7%) individuals from the unselected 

population were recurrent CNV carriers (see Figure 15A). Thus, the prevalence of 

recurrent CNVs in children and adolescents with EOP was double that observed in ASD 

(OR=2.30, 95% CI=1.10-4.36, p=0.02) and five times the rate in unselected populations 

(OR=5.06, 95% CI=2.43-9.50, p=3x10-5). When focusing on EOP participants without co-

occurring ASD (n=99), 6 recurrent CNVs carriers remained. In this subgroup of EOP 

youth without comorbid ASD, enrichment for recurrent CNVs was no longer significant 

compared to ASD (OR=1.70, 95% CI=0.60-3.92, p=0.18), but remained significant 

compared to unselected populations (OR=3.74, 95% CI=1.33-8.55, p=7x10-3). 

Three recurrent CNVs were individually enriched in EOP participants relative to 

unselected controls after FDR correction (Table 7): 1q21.1 duplication (OR=52.60, 95% 

CI=8.69-233.00, pFDR=6x10-4, see Table S3 in supplementary material 2 for a description 

of 1q21.1 patients), 16p13.11 deletion (OR=30.51, 95% CI=3.13-155.48, pFDR=0.01) and 

22q11.2 proximal deletion (OR=∞ [no individuals with the deletion in the unselected 

cohort], 95%CI 3.09-∞, pFDR=0.02). These same loci were also enriched in the EOP cohort 

relative to the ASD cohort, but none survived FDR correction (see Table 7).  

When EOP participants with co-occurring ASD were removed from the analysis, the 

same three recurrent CNVs were individually enriched in EOP participants relative to 

unselected controls after FDR correction (see Table S4 in supplementary material 2): 

1q21.1 duplication (pFDR=5x10-3) (see Table S3 in supplementary material 2 for a 

description of 1q21.1 patients), 16p13.11 deletion (pFDR= 5x10-3) and 22q11.2 proximal 

deletion (pFDR=0.01). No recurrent CNVs survived the FDR correction when comparing 

to the ASD cohorts (see Table S4 in supplementary material 2). 
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Pathogenicity of CNVs genome-wide in EOP, ASD and Unselected 

Population Cohorts 

The pathogenicity score of genes included in any CNV were higher in EOP participants 

relative to the unselected cohort for both deletions (1.39 vs. 0.23, OR=1.30, 95% CI=1.26-

1.35, p=9x10-8) and duplications (1.63 vs. 0.94, OR=1.09, 95% CI=1.06-1.12, p=0.02) (see 

Figure 15B). Similar results were found when comparing ASD participants to the 

unselected cohort (deletions: 0.86 vs. 0.23, OR=1.24, 95% CI=1.22-1.26, p=8x10-26; 

duplication: 1.88 vs. 0.94, OR=1.12, 95% CI=1.11-1.13, p= 3x10-26). Genome-wide 

pathogenicity scores did not differ significantly between the EOP and ASD cohorts 

(deletions: 1.39 vs. 0.86, OR=1.03, 95% CI=1.01-1.06, p=0.33; duplications: 1.63 vs. 1.88 

OR=0.98; 95% CI=0.95-1.01 p=0.61; see Figure 15B).  

Effect-sizes were similar and remained significant for deletions, but not duplications, 

after removing individuals with comorbid ASD from the EOP sample (EOP (n=99) vs. 

Unselected (n=16,504) deletions: 1.00 vs. 0.23, OR=1.24, 95% CI=1.19-1.30, p=3x10-4; 

duplication: 1.42 vs. 0.94, OR=1.07, 95% CI=1.03-1.11, p=0.17 NS). When comparing 

very early (<13 years) and early onset (13-18 years) EOP participants, no significant 

difference in CNV pathogenicity was found, either before or after removing individuals 

with comorbid ASD (see Figure 15C). Similarly, no significant differences in 

pathogenicity score were found between EOP individuals without and with comorbid 

ASD, ID, and both ASD and ID (see Figure 15D). Finally, no sex differences (49 females, 

88 males) were observed for pathogenicity scores for deletions (OR=1.01, 95% CI= 0.96-

109, p=0.70) or duplications (OR=0.97, 95% CI= 0.91-103, p=0.34). 
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A. Rates of disease-related recurrent CNVs in individuals with early onset psychosis (EOP), autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) probands and controls from the unselected population. B. Distribution of the pathogenicity score in 
controls, ASD and the EOP samples. Scores for deletions and duplications per individual are represented in red 
and blue, respectively. Individuals without a CNV or with a non-coding CNV have a score of 0. Coding CNVs have 
scores ranging from 0.5 to approximately 180. Y axis: the value (root squared) of the sum of 1/LOEUF of all genes 
encompassed in CNVs identified in each individual. The diamonds and black bars represent the mean and 
standard deviation of each group. C. Distribution of the pathogenicity score per individual in the VEOP and EOP 
sub-groups. The VEOP sub-group is defined as the child with an onset before 13 years old, all the other individuals 
are included in the EOP sub-group. D. Distribution of the pathogenicity score in the EOP samples in function of 
the co-occurring diagnoses. EOP: early-onset psychosis; ASD: autism spectrum disorder; Controls: unselected 
population; DEL: deletions; DUP: duplications; n.s.: non-significant; sd: standard deviation; ID: intellectual 
disability. 

Figure 15: Measuring the genome-wide CNVs burden in EOP 
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Discussion 

We found that children and adolescents with various early onset psychosis (EOP) 

diagnoses showed a similar prevalence of recurrent CNVs as individuals with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD)12. Prevalence of recurrent CNVs in these EOP individuals was 

also similar to previous reports of individuals with the more restrictive childhood onset 

schizophrenia diagnosis3. Initially, we selected and analyzed recurrent CNVs that have 

previously been associated with neurodevelopmental26 and psychotic2 illnesses. 

However, these recurrent CNVs represent only a fraction (~10%) of all CNVs observed in 

the population. Thus, we also used an index of genome-wide pathogenicity of deletions 

and duplications10, finding that the functional impact of CNVs regardless of their 

population prevalence in EOP youth was comparable to that of ASD cohorts. To our 

knowledge, this is the first time that prevalence of neurodevelopmentally-associated 

recurrent CNVs and pathogenicity of total CNV burden have been reported for EOP. Our 

results indicate that EOP is associated with a substantial CNV burden, strongly 

suggesting that systematic genetic screening in EOP is clinically warranted.  

Given the success of genetic screening in ASD28, our findings suggest that all children 

and adolescents with a psychotic diagnosis could substantially benefit from CMA 

testing, as well as the potential for further testing contingent upon family history and/or 

clinical features. Universal genetic screening20 would help disentangle the clinical 

heterogeneity among EOP youth6, potentially leading to specific treatment regiments. 

As detailed in Moreno-De-Luca et al.29, genetic diagnoses allow clinicians to 

communicate more effectively with patients and families, and allow the potential for 

genetic counseling. Genetic information would also connect families to additional 

resources and networks, such as other families with the same CNV. Forming cohorts of 

patients with the same CNV may also yield valuable information about comorbidities, 

the range of possible phenotypes, and disease progression. Furthermore, children and 

adolescents with EOP who carry recurrent CNVs associated with serious non-psychiatric 

medical conditions (e.g., cardiovascular abnormalities in 22q11.2 deletion syndrome or 
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the high incidence of hypotonia and epilepsy in 15q11.2 duplication carriers) could be 

more carefully monitored. Finally, information derived from genetic screening is often 

invaluable to families of children with ASD28, helping parents appreciate the biological 

nature of the illness. Similar genetic information would no doubt be well received by 

EOP families as well. Overall, genetic screening in EOP has the potential to bring us one 

step closer to true precision medicine in pediatric psychiatry.   

Among the recurrent CNVs previously associated with neurodevelopmental and 

neuropsychic illness, we documented a significant enrichment for three mutations: 

22q11.2 proximal deletion (due to a lack of carries in the population control), 16p13.11 

deletion and 1q21.1 duplication. Each of these CNVs was reported in the prior childhood 

onset schizophrenia study3 and in ASD cohorts12. While these specific CNVs could be 

particularly informative to the pathobiology of psychosis and neurodevelopment, these 

mutations were also among the most commonly observed CNVs in a large sample of 

individuals with idiopathic adult-onset schizophrenia2. As the number of CNVs observed 

is directly related to sample size, it is possible that with a larger EOP cohort, evidence 

for additional recurrent CNVs might emerge. Given this possibility, it is difficult to 

speculate about the genetic architecture of EOP and whether child and adolescent 

psychosis onset is more strongly influenced by an enumerable set of rare mutations or 

by countless mutations of small effect (e.g., polygenic model), the currently favored 

model for idiopathic adult-onset psychosis. Further investigations, with much larger 

EOP samples, are needed. 

Since recurrent CNVs reflect only a fraction of deletions and duplications observed in 

neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric illnesses, we also used a pathogenicity score 

as a global index of the functional genomic impact of CNVs across the genome. Using 

this pathogenicity score, we demonstrated a higher overall burden of genes intolerant 

to mutation in EOP compared to unselected samples. Moreover, larger effect-sizes were 

observed for deletions than duplications. Interestingly, these effect-sizes observed for 

EOP were in the same range as those found when comparing ASD to unselected 

populations12, suggesting a major contribution of haploinsufficiency in both EOP and 
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ASD. Additional work is needed to document the relative strength of our pathogenicity 

score in EOP compared to adult-onset psychotic disorders, as well as to other 

neurodevelopmental disorders. 

Our study has several strengths, such as the use of a unique sample of EOP patients with 

a range of comorbidities commonly reported in psychotic disorders, as opposed to 

previous studies which have removed all cases with comorbidities (e.g., comorbid ID).3 

Moreover, we were able to compare CNV burden in EOP to ASD and general population 

controls. However, our EOP sample is small, which is to be anticipated given the rarity 

of psychosis in children and adolescents. Future studies with larger samples might 

reveal additional recurrent CNVs or stronger effects of genome-wide duplications, 

similar to findings in larger ASD or schizophrenia samples2,12. We also did not observe 

significant differences in CNV burden between children and adolescents with early (<18 

years) compared to very early (<13 years) psychosis onset, or between EOP youth with 

and without comorbid disorders. Larger sample sizes are needed to examine whether 

factors such as illness onset and comorbid illness influence genetic predisposition in 

EOP. Nonetheless, the high frequency of CNVs in our EOP cohort suggests that routine 

screening for CNVs should be made available to EOP patients and could have important 

implications for genetic counseling and patient management. These relatively high 

penetrance risk alleles are also promising targets for biological research aimed at 

developing animal and cellular models to identify novel disease mechanisms and drug 

targets for psychotic disorders. 
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IV. Discussion 

Rare pathogenic recurrent CNVs represent only ~10% of the CNVs identified in 

neurodevelopmental clinics. (Huguet et al. 2018; Zarrei et al. 2019) It is likely that the 

remaining portion of the genome contributes to the genetic architecture of NDDs such 

as EOP and ASD. (Wray, Wijmenga, et al. 2018; Sullivan and Geschwind 2019) A reliance 

on CMA detection has restricted the focus of association studies to CNVs with the largest 

effect-sizes, and the lack of reliable reference resources has prevented the field from 

systematically studying ultra-rare variants. (Miller et al. 2010; Collins et al. 2020) 

Recently, my research group developed a strategy to estimate the effect-sizes of 

genome-wide CNVs on cognition, regardless of their population prevalence, using the 

constraint scores (i.e., pLI and LOEUF) of genes encompassed in the identified CNVs. 

(Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021) Such models were accurately predicting CNV 

effect-size on IQ at 75% when using pLI score (Huguet et al. 2018) to 78% when using 

LOEUF score. (Huguet et al. 2021) For the current thesis, similar statistical models were 

developed to estimate ASD and EOP risk conferred by any genome-wide CNV. 

Contributions 

Aim 1: Measuring the contribution of genome-wide CNVs to ASD 

diagnosis 

Among 10 genetic and functional scores, the constraint score (i.e., pLI) was identified 

as the best variable explaining ASD risk variance. Paper #1 and #2 demonstrated a 

2-fold higher effect-size of deletions over duplications with both pLI and LOEUF 

scores (ORdeletion = 1.45 vs. ORduplication = 1.25 for 1 point of pLI; ORdeletion = 1.24 vs. ORduplication = 1.12 

for 0.35 points of LOEUF). I estimated that any 1Mb CNV across the genome 

(encompassing at least one gene with a pLI value) increased ASD risk with a mean 

OR = 1.60 for deletions and 1.30 for duplications (paper #1). I also compared the 
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predicted effect-size to published empirical ASD risk for 16 recurrent CNVs, and only 

two loci were underestimated by the model (paper #1).  

 

Main message:  

 Effect-size on ASD of genome-wide CNVs can be measured using constraint scores such as pLI 

or LOEUF scores. 

 Effect-size of deletions is twice higher than the effect-size of duplications. 

 
 

Aim 2: Identifying traits which explain the enrichment of CNVs in ASD 

populations 

In paper #1, I aimed to investigate whether the CNV burden identified above affected 

core symptoms of ASD diagnosis or ASD specifiers.  

Results showed that CNVs measured by pLI did not affect any of the continuous 

measures of ASD severity (i.e., SRS, ADOS, ADI-R) when adjusting for the diagnosis of 

ASD. In other words, pLI did not explain the variance of these scores within control 

groups or ASD populations.  

ID is a major specifier of ASD (occurring in up to 48% of cases) (Postorino et al. 2016) 

and results from paper #1 showed that 45% of the effect of deletions and 23% of the 

effect of duplications on ASD risk were potentially mediated by IQ. The effect-size of 

CNVs on general intelligence - measured by IQ and VABS-II - within the ASD 

probands was 2-fold higher for deletions compared to duplications. Remarkably, 

these effect-sizes were identical to those previously published in unselected 

populations. (Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021)  

Language and motor disorders are the most prevalent comorbidities in ASD and are 

observed in up to 30% and 80% of cases respectively. (Frazier et al. 2014; Kopp, 

Beckung, and Gillberg 2010) Deletions measured by pLI altered measures of 

language skills (i.e., CTOPP, presence or absence of world delay) and these effects 
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were driven by IQ. In contrast, duplications showed no effects. Deletions and 

duplications affected similarly measures of motor skills (i.e., DCDQ, VABS-II, age of 

onset for walking, presence or absence of walking delay), and remained unchanged 

after adjusting for IQ. The latter is consistent with several studies demonstrating that 

ASD individuals with a de novo LoF variant presented a delayed age of walking or 

impaired motor skills. (Bishop et al. 2017; Buja et al. 2018; Satterstrom et al. 2020)

 

Main message:  

 Deletions and duplications increase ASD risk even after adjusting for their effect on IQ.  

 However, CNVs do not appear to affect measures of ASD core symptoms. 

 Deletions contribute to a decrease of language skills driven by general intelligence.  

 Deletions and duplications similarly contribute to motor impairment, which is not influenced by 

general intelligence. 

 

 

Aim3: Providing knowledge about the genetic architecture of EOP to shed 

light on its etiology and improve clinical care 

Paper #2 is, to my knowledge, the first study to report an association of CNVs with EOP. 

To date, etiological factors of EOP remained understudied and genetic investigations 

were limited to CNVs or single nucleotide variants reported case-studies, including 

22q11.2 deletion (Ivanov et al. 2003; Vorstman et al. 2006), 16p13.11 deletion and 

duplication (Brownstein et al. 2016), RCL1 (Brownstein et al. 2021) and TRRAP. (Mavros 

et al. 2018) Moreover, there are currently no medical guidelines for genetic screening of 

children with psychotic disorders, which results in missed opportunities for guiding 

clinical management, and improving treatment outcomes. 

Deletions and duplications increase risk for EOP 

The paper #2 is the first assessment of the contribution of CNV in a unique sample of 

137 EOP patients from the Boston Children’s Hospital.  
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I demonstrated a higher rate of NDD-associated recurrent CNVs in EOP (8.0%) than in 

the unselected population (1.7%). 

I also observed a higher genome-wide burden of deletions and duplications weighted by 

LOEUF and the effect-sizes of deletions were 2-fold higher than those observed for 

duplications.  

 

Main message:  

 Recurrent CNVs previously associated with NDDs are enriched in EOP. 

 The genome-wide burden of deletions and duplications weighted by LOEUF increase risk for EOP.  

 
 

Equal contribution of CNVs to EOP and ASD suggests that genetic screening for 

EOP should be implemented in medical practice 

Findings suggesting that up to 20% of individuals with ASD carry a rare pathogenic 

genetic variation (Jiang et al. 2013; Tammimies et al. 2015) have led to genomic 

screening recommendations for individuals with a diagnosis of ASD. (Hyman et al. 2020)  

Remarkably, the estimated effect-sizes of one deleted or duplicated gene with a LOEUF 

value of 0.35 was identical for EOP and ASD risk: ORdeletions = 1.30 in EOP vs. 1.24 in ASD; 

ORduplications = 1.09 in EOP vs. 1.12 in ASD. These effect-sizes were also similar to those 

previously published for schizophrenia when accounting for the number of genes 

encompassed in all recurrent and non-recurrent CNVs (ORdeletions = 1.40; ORduplications = 1.12). 

(Marshall et al. 2017) 

Rates of NDD-related recurrent CNVs in EOP were also in line with those previously 

reported in the largest CNV study of COS to date (12%). (Ahn et al. 2014) 

Given the medical benefits of genetic screening in ASD (Jeste and Geschwind 2014; 

Hyman et al. 2020), we recommend a systematic genetic screening for EOP in the clinic. 

Previous studies have demonstrated that genetic screening in NDDs provide valuable 
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information for genetical counselling, medical comorbidities, disease progression and 

can help parents appreciate the biological nature of the illness. (Jeste and Geschwind 

2014; Moreno-De-Luca, Ross, and Ross 2018) We expect that genetic screening in EOP 

would provide similar benefits and has the potential to promote personalized medicine 

in child psychiatry (specific treatment regiments and additional resources for children 

with EOP and their families). 

 

Main message:  

 The effect-size of deletions and duplications are the same for ASD and EOP risk.  

 We recommend the implementation of genetic screening in the clinic for children and adolescents 

with EOP. 

 
 

Contributions not directly related to initial aims 

In addition to my main aims, these papers provided substantial evidence supporting 

previously established theories on the genetic architecture of NDDs, such as the 

polygenic model of psychopathologies and the pleiotropic effect of genomic variants.  

Polygenic models: a large proportion of the genome contributes to ASD risk when 

deleted or duplicated 

In paper #1, additive models were trained on CNVs covering over 4,500 different genes 

with a full spectrum of values measuring intolerance to LoF variants. Results provided 

by these models were unchanged even after excluding previously known pathogenic 

CNVs as well as de novo CNVs. All of the findings above suggests that a broad spectrum of 

CNVs, including genes tolerant to haploinsufficiency, also contribute to ASD risk.  

In paper #2, such additive models estimated identical effect-sizes of CNVs for on ASD 

and EOP risk.  
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Other studies from my laboratory also suggested that approximately half of the genome 

(all genes with a LOEUF values <1) affects cognitive ability when deleted. (Huguet et al. 

2018; Huguet et al. 2021). Preliminary results (described later) suggests that the same 

findings apply to ASD.  

Altogether, these findings support polygenic properties of gene dosage with respect to 

ASD and EOP, with the contribution of genes with various effect-size. (Wray, Wijmenga, 

et al. 2018; Sullivan and Geschwind 2019; Myers et al. 2020)  

However, variation in one gene alone can also substantially contribute to a disorder (e.g., 

FMR1 for fragile X syndrome). Although extreme effect-size genes have been identified 

in ASD, I expect that the total number of these genes will remain low. 

The pleiotropic patterns of genomic variants associated with psychiatric disorders 

Results from paper #2 showed a clear genetic overlap of pathogenic recurrent CNVs 

identified in ASD and EOP. This is in line with several association studies showing shared 

loci between ASD, COS and adult-onset schizophrenia. (Ahn et al. 2014; Marshall et al. 

2017; Sanders et al. 2019; Collins et al. 2021) Moreover, the effect-sizes of recurrent and 

non-recurrent CNVs on ASD and EOP risk were identical, and were also similar to those 

previously published for adult-onset schizophrenia. (Marshall et al. 2017) Overall, 

results suggest pleiotropic effect of a substantial fraction of the genome which may 

increase risk for both conditions when deleted or duplicated. 

My findings are consistent with previous studies reporting pleiotropy for both common 

and rare variants. (Sanders et al. 2019; Watanabe et al. 2019; Akingbuwa et al. 2021; Lee, 

Feng, and Smoller 2021; Collins et al. 2021) Previous studies of common variants have 

demonstrated genetic overlaps in between ASD, COS, adult-onset schizophrenia and 

psychotic experience. (Ahn et al. 2016; Velthorst et al. 2018; Grove et al. 2019; Perkins 

et al. 2020) A recent PGC-CDG32 analysis applied a multivariate genetic association 

 
32 PGC-CDG (psychiatric genomics consortium-cross-disorder group) is a subdivision of the PGC created in 
2008. This group focuses on the study of cross-phenotype genetic influences that transcend diagnostic 
boundaries. 
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spanning eight psychiatric disorders (i.e., anorexia nervosa, ADHD, ASD, BD, major 

depression disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, schizophrenia, and Tourette 

syndrome). (Cross-Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium 2019) This 

study revealed three correlated genomic factors that accounted for more than 50% of the 

common genetic variation underlying these disorders. The first factor comprised 

compulsive behaviors (i.e., anorexia nervosa, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and 

Tourette syndrome), the second factor included mood and psychotic disorders (i.e., BD, 

major depression disorder, and schizophrenia), while the third factor encompassed 

three early-onset NDDs (i.e., ASD, ADHD, Tourette syndrome) as well as major depression 

disorder. Interestingly, the pervasive genetic correlation presented above has not been 

observed between psychiatric and neurological conditions (including stroke, epilepsies, 

multiple sclerosis, Parkinson disease and migraine). (Brainstorm Consortium et al. 

2018)  

Overall, genetic risk contributing to specific psychiatric diagnoses are yet to be 

convincingly demonstrated. (Myers et al. 2020; Rietz et al. 2021)  

Altogether, these results provide insights into the underlying structure of 

psychopathology that could inform the reconceptualization of psychiatric nosology, 

nourishing the ongoing debate about the validity of categorical diagnoses. (Clark et al. 

2017; Lee, Feng, and Smoller 2021) 

 

Limitations  

 Categorical diagnoses and dimensional measures 

Most of the work presented in this thesis relies on categorical diagnosis without taking 

into account comorbidities as well as continuous cognitive and behavioral traits. In 

particular, I have failed to accurately delineate the effect of CNVs on either core 

symptoms of ASD or EOP as opposed to co-occurring psychopathology. 
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In paper #1, I tried to investigate if the CNV burden in ASD was driven by their effect on 

core symptoms or on associated specifiers. However, the measures of core symptoms 

severity used (i.e., SRS, ADOS, ADI-R) did not provide additional granularity once the 

diagnosis of ASD was accounted for. Although SRS is presented as a continuous measure, 

its distribution when pooling general population and ASD probands was bimodal. This 

may suggest that the SRS is mainly categorical as opposed to a continuous trait and it did 

not provide further information on ASD severity. Alternatively, this may suggest that 

CNVs increase the risk for ASD without affecting behavioral dimensions captured by the 

SRS. 

I also investigated the ADOS and ADI-R scores (which were available for ASD probands 

only), but these instruments were designed to establish an ASD diagnosis and are not 

considered to reflect a dimensional trait. 

Limitations related to comorbidities are also present in paper #2 when comparing the 

rates of CNVs in EOP and ASD. Removing EOP patients with co-occurring ASD attenuated 

the borderline signal favoring a higher rate in EOP than in ASD. The signal detected 

before this sensitivity analysis may be driven by the individuals with a more severe and 

complex clinical phenotype.  

The differential diagnoses tend to trap patients into unadapted categories rather than 

allowing to understand the complexity of the outcomes. (Kanner 1969) The 

reassessment of the current diagnostic categories towards more dimensional measures 

is supported by the substantial genetic overlap across disorders previously discussed, 

which suggests a spectrum of psychopathology instead a clear delineation of the clinical 

outcomes.  

Recent efforts have attempted to provide dimensional measure of psychopathologies, 

such as the National Institute of Mental Health’s Research Domain Criteria (RDoC)33 from 

 
33 The RDoC is a research framework for investigating mental disorders. This tool was launched in 2009 by 
the national institute of mental health to help inform the creation of mental health screening tools, 
diagnostic systems, and treatments. It is implemented as a matrix that integrates many levels of information 
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2009 (Insel and Cuthbert 2009; Clark et al. 2017) or p factor34 from 2014. (Caspi et al. 

2014; Neumann et al. 2016; Allegrini et al. 2020) These continuous measures can be 

assessed in both neurotypical and clinical populations. However, studies have shown 

that dimensional traits systematically show lower heritability than diagnostic 

categories, and one may question the level of validity of such instruments. (Akingbuwa 

et al. 2021) On the other hand, this may be due to the small sample size used to compute 

the heritability of psychiatric traits 

Overall, such measures have not yet replaced categorical diagnoses and most genomic 

datasets lack dimensional traits. Cognitive ability is an exception, because this tool was 

developed in the late 19th century and was widely studied in both unselected and clinical 

populations. Therefore, large samples with this measure are available. It allowed us to 

accurately estimate the effect-size of genome-wide CNVs to general intelligence in both 

unselected and clinical populations. (Huguet et al. 2018; Huguet et al. 2021)  

Sample size  

An advantage of the categorical diagnosis is that multiple consortia put effort to merge 

cumulated samples with a common clinical presentation, such as ASD, schizophrenia or 

ADHD. These collaborations provided databases with sufficient statistical power to 

detect signals. Sample size remains the number one limiting factor for investigating the 

effects of rare variants on traits and risk for disease, and multiple studies failed to detect 

any significant signal due to the lack of statistical power. This pitfall was emerging in 

multiple aspects of my analyses. 

In the first paper, the sample size after pooling the ASD and unselected populations 

allowed us to obtain a significant effect-size of CNVs on categorical diagnosis. However, 

the models using continuous variables (e.g., ADOS, ADI-R, CTOPP) within the ASD 

 
- from genomics to behavior - to explore six major domains of human functioning - from normal to 
abnormal.  
34 The p factor is a measure of the general psychopathology. It is computed using confirmatory factor 
analysis across various self-, parent-, and teacher-rated measures of behavioral problems. 
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probands population were borderline significant or failed to detect any signal. Such 

difference between estimates for continuous and categorical clinical measures were 

previously discussed in the paragraph above (Akingbuwa et al. 2021) These results are 

be likely due to the lack of statistical power when investigating the continuous variables.  

Sample size and power was also a limiting factor for the investigation of duplication 

effects in both papers #1 and #2, because of a two-fold lower effect-sizes than those 

recorded for deletions. 

Sample size limited most analysis in the study of EOP and I expect that, as for cognitive 

ability and ASD, gene dosage of large proportion of the genome would contribute to EOP 

risk.  
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Perspectives  

Effect of CNVs on risk for NDDs and on general intelligence measured by 

intolerance to LoF and GWAS of CNV  

Using my models of ASD and EOP risk, I observed an additive effect of genes which score 

for moderate to high intolerance to LoF variations. Results of this project and of another 

study from my laboratory demonstrated that deleted genes with a LOEUF ≤ 0.35 have on 

average very mild effects on ASD risk (OR = 1.24) and cognitive ability (-0.25 to -0.37 z-

scored IQ for genes highly intolerant and moderately intolerant respectively,  

 

Figure 16). (Huguet et al. 2021) The second study also suggests that genes with even 

milder effects on cognitive ability (-0.01 z-score) also seemed to be tolerant to 

haploinsufficiency (0.35 ≤ LOEUF < 1).  

The interpretations of such relationship between ASD risk or cognitive ability, and 

measures of intolerance to LoF are intuitive for variants with extreme effect-size leading 

to severe conditions affecting fecundity. However, such reasoning does not apply to 

CNVs with mild effects and the reasons underlying this tight relationship remain elusive. 

For future projects of my research group, we aim to investigate the reasons why CNVs 

with small and moderate effect-sizes on ASD risk and cognitive ability are under 

negative selection. 

We also aim to study the contribution of genome-wide CNVs on ASD and EOP risk in 

function of the tolerance categories (e.g., highly intolerant, moderately intolerant, 

tolerant, highly tolerant) such as in Huguet et al. (2021). Therefore, similarly sized 

samples, if not larger, are needed to detect any signal, particularly for the tolerant genes. 

I recently applied such a method in a sample of 13,639 ASD probands compared to 

507,942 individuals from the general population; the preliminary results suggest a 

decreased effect-size on ASD risk along the axis of tolerance to LoF variations (Figure 

17).  
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Figure 16: Effect-size of individual genes encompassed in deletions on general intelligence 
The light gray histogram represents the distribution of LOEUF values for 18,451 autosomal genes. 
The blue line represents the estimates for a deleted gene in each of the four categories of LOEUF 
included in the model: highly intolerant genes (LOEUF < 0.2, n = 980), moderately intolerant 
genes (0.2 ≤ LOEUF < 0.35, n = 1,762), tolerant genes (0.35 ≤ LOEUF < 1, n = 7,442) and genes 
highly tolerant to LoF variants (LOEUF ≥ 1, n = 8,267). The orange line represents the estimated 
effect-size of 37 categories of deleted genes based on their LOEUF values (sliding windows = 0.15). 
Genes with a LOEUF below 0.35 (vertical red line) are considered as intolerant to LoF variants. 
Left Y-axis values: z-scored general intelligence (1 z-score is equivalent to 15 points of IQ) for 
deletion. Right Y-axis values: number of deleted genes represented in the histogram. This Figure 
is from Huguet et al. 2021. (Huguet et al. 2021) 
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With this method and in the current thesis project, we are not able to distinguish variants 

that may lead preferentially to ASD or EOP. To investigate differences in gene function 

associated with ASD or EOP, I conducted gene ontology (GO) terms enrichment analyses 

based on data from the paper #2 using three online tools: Panther 

(http://www.pantherdb.org), Gorilla (http://cbl-gorilla.cs.technion.ac.il), and David tools 

(http://david.ncifcrf.gov/tools.jsp.) In these analyses, genes totally encompassed in 

CNVs from the EOP sample were compared to those in the ASD sample. Panther showed 

a borderline significant enrichment of genes related to the chromatin 

remodeling/organization35 in EOP compared to ASD (OR = 7, p-FDR = 0.011). After 

removing the individuals with comorbid ASD from the EOP sample, results remained 

significant (OR = 9, p-FDR = 0.002); and two other similar GO terms were enriched in 

EOP: genes implicated in the regulation of chromatin silencing (OR = 18, p-FDR = 0.037) 

and in the regulation of gene expression (OR = 18, p-FDR = 0.016). These GO terms were 

previously enriched in genes linked to childhood-onset schizophrenia (Guo et al. 2021), 

ASD (Satterstrom et al. 2020), NDDs (Coe et al. 2019), and general intelligence. (Huguet 

et al. 2021) This is in line with the putative contribution of epigenic changes to the 

etiology of psychotic spectrum disorders. (Pidsley and Mill 2011) However, no 

enrichment of these functions was identified in the most recent and largest association 

studies in adult-onset schizophrenia (Ripke et al. 2014; Marshall et al. 2017), and no 

significant results or similar trend were found with the two other tools. Much larger EOP 

samples are required to confirm robust signal. 

To further investigate this knowledge gap, an ongoing thesis project aims to identify 

CNVs and CNV-genes which modulate risk for ASD, schizophrenia/EOP and general 

intelligence using a GWAS of CNVs inspired from the methodology of Marshall et al. 

2017. (Marshall et al. 2017) Such analyses may allow to identify CNVs that preferentially 

modulate one phenotype over the other. Additional GO terms enrichment analyses will 

be performed with the set of genes significantly associated with each phenotype to 

explore functions that may explain preferential risk.

 
35 Gene ontology category regrouping the genes implicated in nucleosome assembly/nucleosome 
modeling/histone chaperone which are related to the aggregation, arrangement and bonding together of a 
nucleosome  
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Including brain expression scores to understand the relationship between 

CNVs, brain architecture and NDD risk 

Indeed, the constraint scores selected for my models are epidemiological measures of 

the genetic fitness in human populations, without any consideration of gene function. I 

acknowledge that it is critical to identify gene functions that underly risk for NDD, but 

none of those tested in this project (differential stability score36 and expression 

quantitative trait loci regulating genes expressed in the brain) outperformed pLI or 

LOEUF.  

In Satterstrom et al., the rare disrupting variants associated with ASD were found to be 

enriched in genes involved in neuronal communication and expression regulation. 

(Satterstrom et al. 2020) These genes were also highly enriched in the cortex and 

cerebellar hemisphere, which is in keeping with prior analyses where ASD-associated 

genes were expressed at high levels in the human cortex and early in development. 

(Bourgeron 2007; Parikshak et al. 2013; Chang et al. 2015) Grove et al. identified a similar 

signal with a significant enrichment of common variations in regions with regulatory 

elements predicted to be active in the fetal brain, specifically in human corticogenesis. 

(Grove et al. 2019) Altogether, these findings highlight a potential spatiotemporal 

convergence of genetic risk on this specific developmental epoch.  

However, we argue that these enrichment analyses were applied mainly to a small group 

of genes with the largest effect-size on ASD risk and do not take into account the 

contribution of genome-wide risk factors. In a recent study showing that almost half of 

the coding genome affects cognition when deleted, enrichment in neuronal 

communication and gene regulation was replicated for genes intolerant to LoF, but most 

functional GO terms were implicated for the other more tolerant contributing genes. 

(Huguet et al. 2021) As we showed that some CNVs that decrease IQ also increase ASD 

risk, we expect that this broad functional landscape will also apply to ASD. 

 
36 The differential stability scores (Hawrylycz et al. 2015), is the mean pairwise correlation between gene 
expression patterns in brain areas using six adult human brains from the Allen human brain atlas project. 
(Arnatkevic̆iūtė, Fulcher, and Fornito 2019) 
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To make sense of this broad diversity of cellular and molecular functions implicated in 

cognition and likely ASD, we propose to investigate the macroscopic brain function of 

these genes while considering their tolerance to LoF variants. We define the 

macroscopic brain function by the implication of genes in the genesis and maintenance 

of large-scale brain networks. Indeed, cognition and behavior are conceptualized as an 

emerging property of large-scale brain networks and is quite removed from cellular and 

molecular phenotypes.  

These macroscopic functions can be measured by spatial patterns of gene expression, 

which are understudied in psychiatric genomics. Newly developed gene scores, 

measuring the level of expression of genes in the adult brain, may be potentially 

informative. For example, the differential stability scores quantify the consistency of 

gene expression patterns across brain structures (Hawrylycz et al. 2015). The cerebral 

expression modules are derived from this score and allow to classify genes enriched in 

certain categories of brain cell ontology (e.g., neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes) 

(Table 8). Finally, the measures of the cortical gradient of gene expression37 allow to 

score genes based on their expression along a gradient from sensory-motor areas to 

higher-order transmodal areas (i.e., prefrontal cortex) of the human cortex (Figure 18) 

(Burt et al. 2018; Arnatkevic̆iūtė, Fulcher, and Fornito 2019) 

These scores investigating patterns of brain expression are currently tested in another 

ongoing thesis project which hypothesize that large groups of genes with similar 

macroscopic brain functions and similar tolerance to LoF variants may be associated 

with the same effects on cognition, behavior and NDD risk. This project also aims to 

distinguish the brain expression pattern of genes modulating NDDs as well as general 

intelligence.    

  

 
37 As example, the first principal component (PC1) of spatial variation per gene scales the dominant spatial 
expression variation of genes across cortical brain areas. It results from a principal component analysis 
used to reduce the dimensions when investigating the expression pattern of genes across the adult human 
brain. 
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Table 8: Cerebral expression Modules 

Module (Hub gene) Anatomy Ontology/Pathway 

ModuleO1 (GABRB3) Telecephalon 
Synaptic transmission, regulation 
of synaptic plasticity 

Module03 (KCNAB2) Hippocampus, thalamus, pons, 
medulla 

Neurotransmitter transport, axon 
part 

Module04 (GABARAPL1) Thalamocortical Synaptic vesicle cycle, insulin 
receptor recycling 

Module06 (MEF2C) Neocortex, claustrum 
Postsynaptic membrane, cell 
signaling 

Module07(NGEF) Striatum, neocortex, amygdala 
Calcium signaling pathway, 
dendritic spine membrane 

Module09 (PGAP1) 
Hippocampus, amygdala, 
hypothalamus Synaptic membrane 

Module10 (ADORA2A) Striatum Dopamine receptor signaling 

Module11 (NTNG1) Dorsal thalamus 
Cadherin signaling pathway, 
cholinergic synapse 

Module12 (SLC6A3) 
Substantia nigra, ventral 
tegmental area 

Adrenaline, noradrenaline, and 
dopamine biosynthesis 

Module14 (TLE6) Hypothalamus Neuropeptide signaling 

Module15(NEFH) Deep cerebellar nuclei, brainstem Neuron projection, neurofilament 

Module16 (SLC47A1) Dentate gyrus Protocadherin genes 

Module17 (CBLN3) Cerebellar cortex Spinal cord development 

Module19 (VDAC2) 
Thalamus, cerebellar nuclei, 
brainstem 

Vasculature development, 
mitochondrial 

Module20 (B3GAT1) 
White matter, neocortex, basal 
ganglia, ventral thalamus 

Eukaryotic translation, ribosomal 
nucleolus 

Module21 (GBP4) Sensory-motor nuclei, choroid Vasculature development 

Module24 (POGZ) 
Cerebellar cortex, dentate gyrus, 
white matter, basal ganglia 

Chromatin organization 

Module25 (RGS10) 
Ependyma, white matter, 
substantia nigra 

Immune system regulation, 
inflammatory response 

Module26 (MYCBP) Ependyma Cilium organization, Axoneme 

Module28 (SERPINA6) Interbrain-hindbrain nuclei G-protein coupled receptors, 
olfactory receptors 

Module29 (GAS5) 
White matter, substantia nigra, 
globus pallidus 

Cytosolic ribosome, translation 
activity 

Module30 (VAMP3) 
White matter, ventral thalamus, 
globus pallidus 

Myelination, neuron 
ensheathment 

Module32 (SLC25A18) 
Striatum, amygdala, substantia 
nigra 

Glial cell differentiation, astrocyte 
differentiation 

Each module is given with a representative hub gene, anatomic description, ontology and 
pathway associations. Adapted from Hawrylycz et al., (2015). 
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Figure 18: Cortical gradient of gene expression  
A. Matrix representing the expression level of 14,080 genes across 34 brain cortical areas. This 
matrix is based on the data from the 6 human adult brains of the Allen human brain atlas project. 
(Arnatkevic̆iūtė et al., 2019) The cortical brain parcellation in 34 areas was defined using the 
Desikan brain atlas. (Desikan et al. 2006) Putting in relation the expression of sampled genes with 
defined cortical areas is done in two ways, using principal component analyses (PCA) to reduce 
the dimensionality. B. Studying the dominant expression variation pattern per brain area (PC1 
explaining 48.0% of the expression variance), with a clear gradient from the sensory-motor areas 
(positive values in red) to the transmodal areas (negative values in blue). C. Studying the 
dominant spatial variation pattern per gene (PC1 explaining 48.6% of spatial variance), with a 
smooth transition along a gradient from sensory-motor areas (positive scores) to higher-order 
transmodal areas (negative scores). The latter score can be used to investigate the contribution 
of CNVs to NDD risk. 
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The paradox between the contribution of rare and common variants to 

ASD risk  

Despite evidence that rare deleterious variants in the same genes are implicated across 

multiple neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders, there has been 

considerable interest in identifying genes that, when mutated, confer predominant risk 

for ASD. (Satterstrom et al. 2020) These efforts have led to unconvincing results and the 

debate over the specificity of potential ASD-genes remains controversial. (Wray, 

Wijmenga, et al. 2018; Coe et al. 2019; Myers et al. 2020)  

Indeed, rare variants which increase ASD risk also decrease IQ. (Bishop et al. 2017; 

Myers et al. 2020; Satterstrom et al. 2020) My results suggested that a portion of CNVs 

effect-sizes on ASD risk was mediated by their effect on IQ. On the other spectrum of the 

frequency and effect-size, several studies using linkage disequilibrium and PRS 

demonstrated that common variants increasing ASD risk also increase IQ (Plomin and 

von Stumm 2018; Savage et al. 2018; Grove et al. 2019; Yahya 2020) These paradoxical 

observations suggest that common variant associated with ASD risk may load on 

cognitive dimensions that are distinct from those affected by rare variants and may be 

more specific to ASD core symptoms.  

Currently, no study has investigated the risk for ASD conferred by rare and common 

variants simultaneously while adjusting for their effects on general intelligence. Davies 

et al. recently evaluated the use of PRS for individual risk prediction in 22q11 deletion 

syndrome, and demonstrated that polygenic scores allowed risk stratification among 

individuals with this highly, but incompletely, penetrant genetic variants. (Davies et al. 

2020) Therefore, we hypothesize that we can improve our predictive models by taking 

into account the effect of both rare and common variants measured by constraint score 

and PRS for IQ, respectively. 
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Clinical applications 

Some of my models are currently implemented in an online prediction tool 

(https://cnvprediction.urca.ca/) to help in the interpretation of the effect-size of 

undocumented CNVs identified in the neurodevelopmental clinic. This tool translates 

information provided by gnomAD (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/), into effect-sizes 

on IQ, ASD risk and other traits conferred by the CNV. 

This tool is designed to predict the effect-size of CNVs, not the symptoms of the 

individual who carries the CNV. It provides effect-sizes (and confidence intervals) on 

several traits, which allows clinician to have an idea of the developmental trajectory the 

patient may encounter. Recently, we demonstrated that the estimated effect-size of 

CNVs on cognitive ability are close to 80% accurate with empirical findings. (Huguet et 

al. 2021) For ASD risk, estimates provided by my models were overlapping with risk 

computed in previous studies. As an example, the model estimates for 16p11.2 and 

22q11.2 deletions were similar to the previously published effect for NVIQ (losses of 25 

points (Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2015) and 29 points (Vangkilde et al. 2016)), ASD risk 

(odds ratios of 11.8 (Malhotra and Sebat 2012) and 32.37 (Sanders et al. 2019)), and SRS 

score (gains of 44 points (Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2015) and 49 points (Vangkilde et al. 

2016)).  

If the effect-size of the CNV on traits is concordant with the severity of the patient, the 

clinician may conclude that the CNV contributes to most of the NDD diagnosis of the 

patient. However, if symptoms are discordant from the estimations, the clinician may 

conclude that additional factors should be investigated. Discordance may be defined 

when the estimated effect-size of the CNV is one standard deviation lower than the 

phenotype observed in the carrier compared with the population mean. For example, if 

a CNV with an effect-size of -10 IQ points is identified in a carrier with an IQ of 60 (-40 

points compared with the population mean), the majority of the cognitive deficits are 

caused by additional factors.  
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Overall, the output of these models can help interpret CNVs in the clinic, but estimates 

should be interpreted with caution. 

Conclusion 

This project highlights the extreme polygenicity conferred by gene dosage to ASD and 

EOP risk, as well as the pleiotropic properties of these variants. It also delineates 

cognitive mechanisms that may explain in part the overrepresentation of CNVs in ASD. 

Large-scale studies simultaneously investigating the effect of genomic variants on 

categorical diagnoses and continuous dimensions are warranted. This study represents 

a new framework to study rare variants and can help in the interpretation of the effect-

size of undocumented CNVs identified in the neurodevelopmental clinic. In the future, 

models combining rare and common variants will likely improve the predictive value of 

these methods. Precision medicine is coming… 
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Supplementary material 1 (paper #1) 

SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 

Definition of autism 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) refers to autism as defined in DSM-V (1). As the participants 
involved in the current study were diagnosed following DSM-IV criteria which uses a subtyping 
strategy (autistic disorder, Asperger syndrome, and PDDNOS) (2), we will use the generic term 
‘’autism” to avoid confusion. 

CNV detection, annotation and filtering 

Genotyping and whole genome sequencing  

Genotyping data 

CNV detections and standard filtering strategies were previously published (3). CNV calling was 
performed using the same pipeline for individuals from the Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) (4), 
IMAGEN (5), and Saguenay Youth Study (SYS) (6) to obtain a harmonized dataset. 
In the IMAGEN cohort (5), 2,090 individuals were genotyped using a combination of the Illumina 
610Kq (N probes=620,901; N arrays=708) and 660Wq (N probes=657,366; N arrays=1,385). The 
genotyping was performed at the Centre National de Genotypage (CNG; Paris, France).  
In SYS cohort (6), 1,994 Illumina SNP arrays were analyzed using Illumina 610Kq (N 
probes=620,901; N arrays=599) and the HumanOmniExpress BeadChip - V12 (HOE-V12) (N 
probes=730,525; N arrays=1,395). The genotyping was performed at CNG for 610Kq and at the 
Genome Analysis Centre of Helmholtz Zentrum München (Munich, Germany) for HOE-V12.  
In the SSC (4), 10,032 individuals were genotyped at Yale University using Illumina SNP genotyping 
arrays 1Mv1, 1Mv3 Duo, or Omni2.5M. 

Whole genome sequencing data 

In the MSSNG database (7), 7,233 individuals were sequenced at multiple sites using Illumina 
sequencing HiSeq, HiSeq 2,500, or HiSeqX.  
Next generation sequencing data were analysed using Broadinstitute Genome Analysis Toolkit 
(GATK) best practice (8).  
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Call of CNVs 

CNVs from SSC, IMAGEN and SYS were called using PennCNV (9) and QuantiSNP (10) with the 
following parameters: 

- Number of consecutive probes for CNV detection  3 
- CNV size  1Kb 
- Confidence scores  15. 

Then, we merged detected CNVs from both algorithms with CNVision (11).  
For MSSNG, read alignment data were used to compute CNV calling following the workflow of Trost 
et al. (12). 

Filtering of micro-array 

To ensure good quality of CNVs, we kept only micro-arrays without too much noise. 
 For IMAGEN and SYS cohorts:  

- Wave Factor (WF) < |0.05|  
- Standard deviation of the Log-R-Ratio (LRR-SD) < 0.35 
- Standard deviation of the B allele frequency (BAF-SD) < 0.08  
- Call Rate > 0.99 

 For SSC cohort: all micro-array detecting  200 CNVs were considered as noisy and were 
removed from the analysis. 

CNV coordinates 

The CNVs coordinates were updated from hg18 to hg19 using Illumina information and the liftover 
tool from the genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver and 
http://grch37.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Tools/AssemblyConverter).  

Concatenation of CNVs 

In a subsequent step, using an in-house algorithm (Pasteur) followed by visual inspection (SnipPeep, 
http://snippeep.sourceforge.net), we stitched CNVs that appeared to be incorrectly split by the calling 
algorithms, and we removed any CNVs (size of  500Kb and  100 SNPs) that spanned known large 
assembly gaps (greater than 150Kb).   
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CNV filtering 

CNVs with the following criteria were selected for analysis: 
- Size ≥ 50 Kb 
- Autosomal (Since deletions and duplications are not comparable between sex-linked and 

autosomal CNVs, we could not pool both types of CNVs. Sex-linked CNVs were therefore 
excluded from the analysis.) 

- Unambiguous type: deletions or duplications. 
- Confidence score ≥ 30 with at least one of both detection algorithms 
- Cross array criteria: CNVs overlapping  10 probes in each of the array technologies used in 

the study.  
- And additional filters were applied for CNVs which are not 40% overlapping with recurrent 

CNVs from TableS3: Overlap with Segmental duplicates or centromeric regions < 50%. 

CNV annotation and scoring  

The annotation of CNVs was performed with a R package developed by our team. This package was 
developed using RefSeq (https://genome.ucsc.edu/) and ANNOVAR (13) coding and non-coding 
genes. For these analyses, we excluded the pseudo-genes (UCSC site: https://genome.ucsc.edu/).  
Deletions and duplication were annotated for size, number of genes, number of expression 
quantitative trait loci regulating genes expressed in the brain (14), and each coding gene with all 
isoforms fully encompassed in CNVs was annotated using 6 constraint scores. For each individual, 
we computed the sum of these annotations for deletions and for duplications. 
Coding genes were annotated using the following constraint scores and transformations: 

 the probability of being loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) (15) between 0 and 1 where 1 means 
that the gene is completely intolerant; 

 the residual variation intolerance score (16) between 0 and 100 was transformed with 100-
RVIS such as 100 represents the more intolerant; 

 the ExAC CNV score for deletions (17) between -2.62 and 3.81 was transformed with deletion 
score + min(deletion score) such that it becomes between 0 and 6.43 where 6.43 represents 
the more intolerant. 

 the ExAC CNV score for duplication (17) between -2.53 and 2.86 was transformed with 
duplication score + min(duplication score) such that it becomes between 0 and 5.39 where 
5.39 represents the more intolerant. 

 the number of protein-protein interactions defined as the number of proteins interacting 
with each protein coding gene according to STRINGs Protein v10 for Human database (18) 
(9606.protein.links.v10.txt.gz; http://string-db.org/) where protein networks were defined 
based on high confidence (> 0.7) interactions; 

 the differential stability (DS) score (19), a correlation-based metric which assess 
reproducibility of regional patterns of gene expression in the brain between -0.057 and 0.97 
was transformed with DS + min(DS) such that it becomes between 0 and 1.027 where a higher 
score means high specific expression in brain. 

For the six scores detailed above, the default value associated to gene without available score was 0. 
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De novo CNVs identification 

De novo CNVs in the SSC were identified in probands, unaffected siblings, and unselected population 
from SYS using two previously published datasets (11, 20), combined with our own algorithm 
developed in R. A CNV was considered as de novo only if it was defined as such by all three approaches. 

Frequency 

We used two sources to calculate the frequency. First frequency (DGV frequency) was annotated 
using the database of genomic variants (DGV) on the basis of a minimal overlap of 70% between the 
CNV of interest and its more closely resembling CNV displayed in DGV (DGV hg19, 
http://www.dgv.tcag.ca). If CNV was seen in several cohorts, we selected the maximal frequency 
conditionally to the fact that the sample size of the DGV cohort is  100; otherwise, frequency was 
considered as null.  
Second frequency was computed on the CNVs of 1,804 adolescents in IMAGEN and 893 parents in 
SYS from the general population cohort (GP-Cohort frequency). It was computed on the basis of a 
minimal overlap of 70% between CNVs. Since CNVs with a frequency < 0.1% were visualized to 
ensure the CNVs veracity, the GP-Cohort frequency was recomputed after excluding false positive 
CNVs. This process was done iteratively until no more CNV is excluded. Then the CNVs of the entire 
database (SSC and general population cohorts) were annotated with GP-Cohort frequency on the 
basis of a minimal overlap of 70% between the CNV of interest and its more closely resembling CNV 
displayed in GP-Cohort. The frequency of a CNV that is not seen in GP-Cohort was considered as null. 

Definition of a rare CNV 

Throughout the paper, a rare CNV is either a known recurrent CNV (Table S3) with a DGV frequency 
< 0.1% or a non-recurrent CNVs with the following characteristics: (i) DGV frequency < 0.1%; (ii) < 
50% of the CNV is contained in regions present at > 1% in DGV (11, 21, 22); (iii) unselected population 
frequency 1/1000. All CNVs annotated as rare were manually curated by visual inspection (SnipPeep, 
http://snippeep.sourceforge.net) and false positives were excluded. 
 

Genetic analysis of pairwise ancestry and population stratification 

Classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) was used to identify ancestry based on the identity by state 
(IBS) matrices of genetic distances (D) in the IMAGEN, the SYS and the SSC cohorts, based on the 
reference population HapMap3 (23) with 993 individuals (Hapmap Consortium 2003 
(www.hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). PLINK (24) (pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/) was used to do 
these calculations. SNPs were filtered to keep only autosomal SNPs with minor allele frequency 
(MAF) > 5% and with good quality, significance threshold for a test of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium < 
1.10-6 and missing genotype rates < 10%. Related individuals were identified based on D defined by 
the following formula: 

𝐷 =  
𝐼𝐵𝑆2 + 0.5 𝐼𝐵𝑆1

𝑁 𝑆𝑁𝑃 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
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with IBS1 and IBS2 being the number of loci at which a pair of individuals share either 1 or 2 alleles 
identical by state, respectively, and N SNP pairs is the number of loci tested. Pairs of individuals were 
defined as related when D ≥ 0.8. 
Ancestry was estimated using Admixture (25) (http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/software/admixture) 
with reference populations from HapMap3 (23) allowing for 4 ancestry components (Africa, Asia, 
European and India). Results show a strong European ancestry component in the three datasets. We 
then performed a principal components analysis based on the variance-standardized relationship 
matrix and displayed the 3 first ancestry dimensions and associated eigenvalues. 

Clinical assessments 

Non-verbal Intelligence Quotient (IQ) 

Intellectual ability was measured using standardized tests according to the cognitive level of the 
participant (Table S2).  
For SSC autistic probands, non-verbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) scores were obtained from the 
Differential Ability Scales, 2nd Edition (DAS-II) (26) for early years (N=1,031) and school age children 
(N=1,213), the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 4th Edition (WISC-IV) (27) (N=45), the 
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence – First Edition (WASI-I) (28) (N=63) or the Mullen Scales 
of Early Learning (MSEL) (29) (N=213) (see density distribution of NVIQ by test used in Figure S1B). 
Norm-referenced standard scores (deviation NVIQ) were available for most of the participants 
(85.10%). However, for individuals from SSC who were not able to obtain a deviation NVIQ due to 
their age and/or developmental level, ratio NVIQ were derived by dividing mental age by 
chronological age and multiplying by 100. See Bishop et al., 2011 for more details concerning 
convergence between ratio and deviation NVIQ (30). 
For MSSNG autistic probands, NVIQ scores were obtained from the Leiter international performance 
scale – Original and revised (31, 32) (N=372), the raven progressive matrices (33) (N=214), the 
Stanford-Binet intelligence scale (N=281), the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Fourth 
Edition (WISC-IV) (27) (N=46), the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence – First and Second 
Editions (WASI-I, WASI-II) (28, 34) (N=338) or the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 
Intelligence – Fourth Edition (WPPSI-IV) (35) (N=128) (see density distribution of NVIQ by test used 
in Figure S1C). Deviation NVIQ were available for all participants. 
Individuals in IMAGEN undertook the fourth edition of the Wechsler intelligence scale for children 
(WISC-IV) whereas SYS cohort used the third edition (WISC-III) to assess children. Deviation NVIQ 
were available for all participants.  
As a preeminent test of fluid intelligence, the Raven’s progressive matrices, has been reported as a better 
assessment of general cognitive abilities in autistic individuals than common NVIQ tests (36), we also 
investigated the matrices subtests measured in SSC probands using the Differential Ability Scales – second 
edition (DAS-II) (26). 
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Social Responsiveness Scale 

For all the individuals from the SSC and for the unselected population from IMAGEN, severity of 
social deficits was ascertained with scores from the social responsiveness scale (SRS) (37, 38).  

Severity of autism main domains 

For probands from the SSC and MSSNG, the severity of autism main domains were assessed by 
domain-calibrated scores from the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) (39, 40) and the 
Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) (41).  

Child behaviour Checklist 

For SSC probands and their unaffected siblings, behavioural problems were assessed on the Total 
Problems Score, as well as the Internalizing and Externalizing domains of the Preschool and School-
aged Child behaviour Checklist (CBCL) (42, 43).  

Phenotypes only available for probands from the SSC 

Language and phonology  

Phonological short-term memory was measured using scaled scores from the non-word repetition 
subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP) (44).  
Language level was measured using age of first words, age of first phrases and the overall level of 
expressive language from the ADI-R (45) (question 09, question 10 and question 30 respectively). 
Words and phrases delay variables in probands have been derived using both items of age of first 
words and age of first phrases from the ADI-R score as following:  
We considered that autistic probands have word or phrase delay if parents reported an age of first 
words greater than 24 months on question 9 and the first phrases after 33 months on question 10. 
Also, if autistic probands scored 993, 994, or 997 on question 9 or 10, they were considered as 
delayed in the corresponding variable. At the contrary, if they scored of 996 on question 9 or 10, they 
were considered as non-delayed in the corresponding variable. 

Adaptative skills 

Standard scores of total adaptive skills, communication, interaction and daily living skills domains 
were measured using the Vineland Adaptive behaviour Rating Scales - Second Edition (VABS-II). (46)  

Motor skills 

Motor skills were measured using the corresponding main domain of the VAB-II, as well as gross and 
fine motor skills subdomains.  
We also used the age of onset for walking reported in the ADI-R (question 5) as continuous and 
categorical measures of gross motor skills. (45)  
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Walking delay variables in probands have been derived using item of age of onset for walking from 
the ADI-R score (question 5).  
We considered that autistic probands have walking delay if parents reported an age of first walk 
greater than 18 months on question 5, as well as if they scored 997 at the same item. At the contrary, 
if they scored of 996 on question 5, they were considered as non-delayed. 
Motor coordination was assessed by the Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire 
(DCDQ).  

Associated neurological condition 

Finally, the presence of non-febrile seizures was assessed from the ADI-R (question 85) and the 
Medical History Form. 

Statistical analyses 

Stepwise variable selection procedure based on Bayesian information criteria 

The stepwise variable selection procedure was used to choose the best model with the smallest 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). We allowed pairwise interactions conditionally upon main 
effects to also be included in the model. Since variable selection and model fitting steps were 
performed on the same dataset, this could induce a selection bias in the estimates. We used a 
bootstrap (1,000 iterations) estimation of the bias in our final models to correct for this bias. (47)  
Genetic variable selection procedure was performed using the boot.stepAIC() function from the R 
package ‘bootStepAIC’. (48) 

Effect of gene dosage on general intelligence 

The model selected in SSC cohort was applied in the unselected population sample. Both were 
adjusted for NVIQ test used, sex and ancestry. Moreover, the unselected population sample includes 
related individuals, thus we included a random effect in the model to take into account the familial 
relationship.  
The model adjusted for familial relationship with a random effect could be written as:  
NVIQ ~ 𝜶𝑋+ 𝛾𝑍 + β₁ CNVDEL + β₂ CNVDUP 
where X represents the adjustments covariates (NVIQ test used, sex and ancestry) and Z is the familial 
relatedness; CNVDUP/DEL: CNV scoring selected as best genetic explanatory variable in SSC cohort; (α, 
β₁, β2) and 𝛾 are respectively the vectors of coefficients for fixed and random effects. The mixed effect 
model was computed using lme() function from the ‘nlme’ R package. (49) 

Replication in MSSNG 

The model selected in SSC cohort was applied in MSSNG cohort, except that the ancestry is not 
available for MSSNG dataset and therefore we could not adjust for it. The MSSNG dataset also 
includes related individuals, thus we included a random effect in the model to take into account the 
familial relationships.  
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Matching autistic probands from SSC and from MSSNG based on NVIQ 

We used a matching procedure to obtain identical NVIQ distributions in both cohorts (1MSSNG:2SSC) 
(Figure S2B). Matching was made by searching for the nearest neighbor within ± 5 points of NVIQ. 
We used the Match() function from the R package ‘Matching’. (51) To avoid errors due to randomness, 
we performed the matching 500 times, obtaining 500 matched cohorts and 500 corresponding 
estimates. 

Model with pooled dataset to test the interaction between CNV scoring and diagnosis 

NVIQ ~ 𝜶𝑋+ 𝛾𝑍 + β₁ CNVDEL + β₂ CNVDUP + β3 CNVDEL * diagnosis + β4 CNVDUP * diagnosis 

where X represents the adjustments covariates (NVIQ test used, sex, and diagnosis) and Z is the 
familial relatedness; CNVDUP/DEL: CNV scoring selected as best genetic explanatory variable is SSC 
cohort; (α, β₁, β2, β3, β4) and 𝛾 are respectively the vectors of coefficients for fixed and random effects. 
The mixed effect model was computed using lme() function from the ‘nlme’ R package. (49) 
 

Effect of gene dosage on autism risk 

All enrichment analyses were performed by excluding related individuals of MSSNG and general 
population cohorts, i.e. only one subject by family was included in the analyses.  
Conditional logistic regression was performed for the comparison of probands paired to their 
unaffected siblings using the clogit() function from the R package ‘survival’. (50) 
All models for this section included sex and ancestry as covariates when available. 

Matching of autistic probands and general population regarding the NVIQ 

We used a matching procedure to pairs probands from the SSC with individuals from the unselected 
populations (ratio 1:1) with similar NVIQ (± 5 points of NVIQ). We used the Match() function from the 
R package ‘Matching’. (51) 
To avoid errors due to randomness, we performed the matching 500 times, obtaining 500 matched 
cohorts including 1,411 to 1,469 pairs, and 500 corresponding estimates. The Figure S1A and S1D 
represent the NVIQ distributions in initial cohorts and in an example of matched cohorts. 

Contribution of NVIQ in autism risk effect 

To estimate the proportion of autism-risk potentially mediated by NVIQ for deletions and 
duplication, we performed a counterfactual-based mediation analysis on the pooled dataset. We used 
the neImpute(), neModel(), and neEffdecomp() functions from the R package ‘medflex’ (52) on two 
logistic regression including sum of pLI in deletions or duplications as the main explanatory variable. 
We also applied a logistic regression including sum of pLI in deletions and duplications as the two 
mains explanatory variables to estimate the autism risk conferred by deletions and duplications in 
both subgroups of individuals above and below median NVIQ. 
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Effect of gene dosage on phenotypic measures 

SRS as a continuous variable in the SSC probands, unaffected siblings and parents, and in 
the unselected population from IMAGEN 

We used a linear mixed effect model to quantify the effect of gene dosage measured by pLI scores on 
SRS total raw score after pooling probands and their unaffected relatives (siblings and parents). A 
kinship matrix was generated to model the genetic covariance between related individuals using the 
kinship() function from the R package ‘kinship2’ (53) and this covariance was used as a random effect 
in the model performed with the function lmekin() from the R package ‘coxme’ (54).  
We further explored a potential effect of gene dosage on the SRS within the autism group, unaffected 
siblings, parents and unselected population from IMAGEN using a linear regression and adjusting 
for the abnormal distributions with a square root transformation of the SRS scores when necessary 
(Table S8). All models used were adjusted for age, sex, ancestry, and in a second time for NVIQ and/or 
for the diagnosis of autism. 

SRS as a categorical variable in the SSC probands, unaffected siblings and unselected 
population from IMAGEN 

We also investigated the SRS scores based on the previously published T-score categorization (55) as 
follow:  

- T-scores of 76 or higher: Clinically significant deficits in social functioning that interfere with 
interactions with others;  

- 66 <T-scores< 75: Moderate, signaling some clinically significant social deficits;  
- 60 <T-scores< 65 : Mild to moderate deficiencies in social behaviour;  
- T-scores< 59: Indicate an individual probably does not have social difficulties indicative of a 

possible autism diagnosis.  
A logistic regression was applied in this pooled dataset (autistic probands; unaffected siblings and 
unselected population) to investigate the effect of gene dosage on binary categorical SRS: clinical 
(obtained after merging the moderate, mild and clinically significant categories) and normal (Table 
S8, Figure S5C and S5D). This logistic regression model took into account the family relatedness as 
random factor using the glmer() function from the R package ‘lme4’.(56)  
A cumulative ordinal regression model was also performed on SRS coding for 4 different levels of 
social deficits (normal, moderate, mild and clinically significant) (Table S8, Figure S5E and S5F). This 
model was applied using the function vglm() from the R package ‘VGAM’. (57) All models used were 
adjusted for age, ancestry, and in a second time for the diagnosis of autism. 

Autism core symptoms in probands from the SSC and MSSNG 

A cumulative ordinal regression model was used to assess the effect of gene dosage on ADOS and 
ADI-R domains in autistic probands from the SSC and MSSNG separately, and in the pooled dataset 
(probands from the SSC and MSSNG).  
Ordinal regression (cumulative, parallel slopes):  
ln(P(Y>k)/P(Y<=k)) ~ 𝜶k𝑋+β₁ pLIDEL + β₂ pLIDUP  
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Models assessing the ADI-R were adjusted for age, sex and in a second time for NVIQ. When exploring 
the ADOS, models were corrected for sex and in a second time for NVIQ (Table S9). Additional 
correction for the population was applied when the model was run on the pooled dataset. 

CBCL in probands and unaffected siblings from the SSC 

Early analysis using T scores generated by the CBCL demonstrated that despite T scores being 
normed for sex and age, sex and age emerged as significant factors affecting scores on the school-
aged tests. For all analysis afterwards, raw scores were used and corrected for age and sex in the 
analysis. Several possible models, including an ordinal model testing binning based on “pre-clinical” 
and “clinical” thresholds based on T-scores, were discarded with the switch to raw scores. Pre-school 
and school-aged tests were analyzed separately. 
Since raw scores have an oversampling of zeros and are overdispersed, it was necessary to use a 
negative binomial distribution function to adequately assess the relationship between CBCL scores 
and gene dosage measured by pLI. Probands and unaffected siblings were assessed separately and 
together. In the pooled sample, a negative binomial mixed effects model was used, with family as a 
random variable to account for familial relatedness. The function used for probands and siblings 
alone was glm.nb() from the R package ‘MASS’ (58), and for pooled samples, glmmTMB() was used 
from the package ‘glmmTMB’. (59) All models used were adjusted for age, sex, ancestry, and in a 
second time for NVIQ and/or for the diagnosis of autism (Table S10). 
 
See Table S7 for detail of the models used for the other phenotypical measures. 
 

Computation of significance threshold 

To control for multiple testing, we computed our significance threshold by adapting the methodology 
of Cheverud (2001) previously applied to control the FWER when analyzing many SNPs (60). When 
computing the matrix of correlations between phenotypes, Cheverud argued that the eigenvalues of 
this matrix could be used to estimate the effective number of independent tests. Thus, we calculated 
an effective number of independent tests, me, and then used this number in a Bonferroni-style 
correction.  
me was calculated as follow:  
 

𝑚 = 1 + (𝑚 − 1) 1 −
1

𝑚
 Var(λ)  

 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(λ) =
1

𝑚 − 1
 (λ − 1)  
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 

Figure S19: NVIQ distributions.  

 
A) Density distribution of NVIQ in the autistic probands from SSC (black) and MSSNG (red), and from the 
unselected population (green: IMAGEN and SYS pooled). B) Density distribution of NVIQ in the autistic 
probands from SSC in function of the test used. C) Density distribution of NVIQ in the autistic probands 
from MSSNG in function of the test used. D) Density distribution of NVIQ in the autistic probands from 
SSC (black) and from the unselected population (green: IMAGEN and SYS pooled) after 1:1 matching 
procedure. NVIQ: Non-verbal IQ; DAS-II: Differential Ability Scales, 2nd Edition; WASI: Wechsler 
Abbreviated Scale Intelligence, WISC: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; WPPSI: Wechsler 
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence. 
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Figure S20: NVIQ distributions after selection for sensitivity analyses. 

 
A) NVIQ distribution of autistic probands from SSC (black) and MSSNG (red) before matching. B) NVIQ 
distribution of autistic probands from SSC (black) and MSSNG (red) after 1:2 matching on NVIQ (example 
of 1 among 500 iterations). C) NVIQ distribution of autistic probands from SSC (black) after removing 382 
individuals with a ratio NVIQ. 
 
 
 

 

Figure S21: NVIQ distributions of individual below or above the median (98), using probands from SSC 
and MSSNG, and the unselected populations. 

 
A) NVIQ distribution of autistic probands from SSC and MSSNG (red) and unselected populations (blue) 
with a NVIQ bellow 98. B) NVIQ distribution of autistic probands from SSC and MSSNG (red) and 
unselected populations (blue) with a NVIQ over 98. 
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Figure S22: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on autism risk. 

 
Representation of the non-linear effect of deleted (red) or duplicated (blue) point of pLI on autism risk 
estimated by logistic regression model when including (A) or excluding (B) the 16 recurrent CNVs detailed 
in Table S6. X-axis represents the sum of pLI score per individual and y-axis represents the risk of autism 
diagnosis estimated by our model in odds ratio.  
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Figure S23: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on SRS score. 

 

A) SRS raw score distribution in the autistic probands from SSC (black), their unaffected siblings (blue), their parents (red) and 
the unselected population from IMAGEN (green). B) SRS T-scores distribution in the autistic probands from SSC (black), their 
unaffected siblings (blue), and from the unselected population from IMAGEN (green). C to F) Representation of the distribution 
of Sum of pLI deleted (C,E) or duplicated (D,F) per individual in function of SRS categories (binary (C,D) or all assessed categories 
(E,F)) in the autistic probands from SSC (black), their unaffected siblings (blue) or unselected population from IMAGEN (green). 
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Figure S24: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on phenotypic measures adjusted for NVIQ in SSC 
probands. 

 
(A, B) Effect-size of a deleted (red) or duplicated (blue) point of pLI on continuous (A) and categorical (B) 
phenotypes in autistic probands from the SSC adjusted for NVIQ. Y-axis values of panel (A) are measures 
z-scored using normative data (Table S7) except for DCDQ which was z-scored using the SSC autistic 
proband group. Y-axis values of panel (B) are odds ratios computed by logistic regression. The significance 
threshold was computed (60) to account for multiple testing: 0.0027. CTOPP: Comprehensive Test of 
Phonological Processing; VABS-II: Vineland Adaptive behaviour Rating Scales - Second Edition; DCDQ: 
Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire. 
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Figure S25: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on age of onset for walking. 

 
Representation of the non-linear effect of deleted (red: OR, 1.03 [95% CI, 1.02-1.04]; P=5×10-12) or 
duplicated (blue: OR, 1.02 [95% CI, 1.02-1.03]; P=2×10-9) point of pLI on age of onset for walking estimated 
using quasi-Poisson model adjusted for sex. X-axis represents the sum of pLI score per individual and y-
axis represents the age of onset for walking in month.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

Table S1: Description of cohorts for demographic, genotypical characteristics and phenotypical 
measures. 

Variables IMAGEN SYS 
SSC 

probands 
SSC siblings SSC parents MSSNG 

Demographic characteristics 

N individuals 1,802 967 2,569 2,092 5,138 1,381 

Age, mean (SD)(b) 14.45 (0.37) 14.99 (1.84) 9.03 (3.58) 10.06 (4.33) 41.48 (6.18) 9.21 (4.44) 

N male (%) 880 (48.91) 462 (47.72) 2,227 (86.66) 969 (46.31) 2,569 (50.00) 1,106 (80.09) 
Genotypical characteristics (Chr 1-22) 

Detection technology 
Illumina 
610Kq or 

660Wq array 

Illumina 
610Kq or 

HumanOm
niExpress1

2 array 

Illumina 1Mv1, 1Mv3 or Omni 2.5 array 

Illumina 
HiSeq, HiSeq 

2,500 or 
HiSeqX 

sequencing 

N carriers of CNVs 855 610 1,835 1,490 2,040 932 

N carriers of 
documented CNVs(a) 

26 22 77 33 82 40 

N total CNVs 2,712 2,213 6,597 5,159 12,689 4,075 

N deletions (total) 1,574 1,212 3,323 2,562 6,410 2,435 

N deletions,  
mean (SD) 

0.87 (0.91) 1.25 (1.06) 1.29 (1.05) 1.22 (1.05) 1.24 (1.04) 1.76 (1.39) 

N duplications (total) 1,138 1,001 3,274 2,597 6,279 1,640 

N duplications,  
mean (SD) 

0.63 (0.79) 1.03 (1.04) 1.27 (1.13) 1.24 (1.12) 1.22 (1.11) 1.19 (1,15) 

pLI deletions, sum 94.97 55.16 416.00 118.08 232.37 171.61 

pLI deletions per 
individual, mean (SD) 

0.05 (0.34) 0.06 (0.46) 0.16 (1.00) 0.06 (0.46) 0.04 (0.39) 0.12 (0.63) 

pLI duplications, sum 226.27 248.75 816.38 375.74 891.78 350.23 

pLI duplications per 
individual, mean (SD) 

0.13 (0.53) 0.26 (0.73) 0.32 (1.44) 0.18 (0.63) 0.17 (0.60) 0.25 (1.12) 

Phenotypical measures 

N NVIQ 1,744 966 2,569 - - 1,381 

NVIQ,  
mean (SD) 

106.62 
(14.77) 

104.50 
(13.09) 

84.47 (26.27) - - 92.97 (23.72) 

Autism related symptoms 

N DAWBA DSM 1,303 - - - - - 

N SRS 977 - 2,556 2,078 4,838 598 

SRS raw score,  25.42 (16.99) - 97.98 (26.97) 18.36 (13.82) 29.53 (21.34) - 
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mean (SD) 

SRS T-score,  
mean (SD) 

49.86 (36.51) - 79.52 (10.45) 43.80 (7.04) - - 

N ADOS-overall css - - 2,498 - - 679 

ADOS-overall css,  
mean (SD) 

- - 7.45 (1.68) - - 7.30 (2.11) 

N ADOS-social affect 
css 

- - 2,372 - - 325 

ADOS-social css,  
mean (SD) 

- - 7.25 (1.76) - - 6.86 (2.00) 

N ADOS-rrsb css - - 2,449 - - 330 

ADOS-rrsb css,  
mean (SD) 

- - 7.78 (1.92) - - 8.52 (1.51) 

N ADIR reciprocal 
social interactions 

- - 2,567 - - 403 

ADIR reciprocal social 
interactions, mean
(SD) 

- - 20.35 (5.69) - - 18.26 (7.98) 

N ADIR rrb - - 2,567 - - 696 

 ADIR rrb, mean (SD) - - 6.52 (2.50) - - 6.43 (2.50) 

N ADIR verbal 
communication 

- - 2,254 - - 374 

ADIR verbal 
communication,  
mean (SD) 

- - 16.48 (4.29) - - 14.42 (5.82) 

N ADIR non-verbal 
communication 

- - 2,567 - - 71 

ADIR non-verbal 
communication,  
mean (SD) 

- - 9.26 (3.45) - - 10.76 (3.03) 

N with/without 
regression 

- - 911/1,657 - - - 

Language and phonology 
N ADIR overall level of 
language 

- - 2,568 - - 1,039 

N age of first word - - 2,467 - - - 

age of first word in 
months, mean (SD) 

- - 24.38 (14.97) - - - 

N with/without word 
delay 

- - 935/1,632 - - - 

N age of first phrase - - 2,311 - - - 
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age of first phrase in 
months, mean (SD) 

- - 39.18 (18.52) - - - 

N with/without phrase 
delay 

- - 1,567/1,000 - - - 

N CTOPP - - 1,988 - - - 

CTOPP, mean (SD) - - 7.76 (2.86) - - - 

 behavioural problems 
N CBCL total score - - 1,945 1,596 - - 

CBCL total score,  
mean (SD) 

- - 50.77 (23.93) 17.99 (15.18) - - 

N CBCL internalizing - - 1,945 1,596 - - 

CBCL internalizing,  
mean (SD) 

- - 11.06 (8.46) 4.71 (5.25) - - 

N CBCL externalizing - - 1,945 1,596 - - 

CBCL externalizing,  
mean (SD) 

- - 11.56 (7.91) 5.06 (5.05) - - 

Adaptative skills 
N VABS-II total - - 2,569 - - - 

VABS-II total,  
mean (SD) 

- - 73.08 (12.13) - - - 

N VABS-II daily living - - 2,569 - - - 

VABS-II daily living,  
mean (SD) 

- - 76.33 (13.92) - - - 

N VABS-II 
communication 

- - 2,569 - - - 

VABS-II 
communication,  
mean (SD) 

- - 76.98 (14.63) - - - 

N VABS-II 
socialization 

- - 2,569 - - - 

VABS-II socialization,  
mean (SD) 

- - 70.91 (12.59) - - - 

Motor skills 

N VABS-II motor - - 919 - - - 

VABS-II motor,  
mean (SD) 

- - 81.75 (12.60) - - - 

N VABS-II gross motor - - 926 - - - 

VABS-II gross motor,  
mean (SD) 

- - 12.25 (2.23) - - - 

N VABS-II fine motor - - 923 - - - 
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VABS-II fine motor,  
mean (SD) 

- - 11.78 (2.69) - - - 

N age of onset of 
walking 

- - 2,550 - - - 

age of onset of walking
in months, mean (SD) 

- - 13.56 (4.00) - - - 

N with/without onset 
of walking delay 

- - 159/2,405 - - - 

N DCDQ - - 2,209 - - - 

DCDQ, mean (SD) - - 38.50 (12.44) - - - 

Associated neurological condition 
N with/without non-
febrile seizure 

- - 233/2,333 - - - 

(a) Number of carriers of a CNV which overlap ≥ 30% with a documented CNV from the Table S6; SD: 
Standard deviation; Sum pLI deletions or duplications: sum of score of pLI for the entire population; NVIQ: 
Non-verbal intelligence quotient; DAWBA: Development and Well-Being Assessment; SRS: Social 
Responsiveness Scale; ADOS: Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; css: calibrated severity score; 
rrsb: repetitive, restricted and stereotyped behaviours; ADI-R: Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised; 
CTOPP: Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing; CBCL: Child behaviour Checklist; VABS-II: 
Vineland Adaptive behaviour Rating Scales - Second Edition; DCDQ: Developmental Coordination 
Disorder Questionnaire.
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Table S2: NVIQ available in autistic probands from SSC and MSSNG, and individuals from unselected 
population.  

Cohorts 
N 

available 
NVIQ  

Age Males NVIQ 

mean SD N % Test used Mean  SD 

IMAGEN 1,744 14.45  0.37 880 48.91 WISC-IV 106.62 14.77 

SYS 966 14.99 1.84 462 47.72 WISC-III 104.50 13.09 

SSC autistic 
probands 

2,564 9.03 3.58 2,227 86.66 DAS-II, MSEL, WASI-I, WISC-IV 84.47 26.27 

MSSNG 
autistic 
probands 

1,381 9.21 4.44 1,106 80.09 
Leiter, Raven, Stanford-Binet, 
WASI-I, WASI-II, WISC-IV, WPPSI-
IV 

92.97 23.72 

SD: Standard deviation; NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence quotient; DAS-II: Differential Ability Scales - 
Second Edition; MSEL: Mullen Scale of Early Learning; WASI-I or II: Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of 
Intelligence – First or Second Edition; WISC-IV: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition; 
WPPSI-IV: Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence – Fourth Edition. 
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Table S3: Breakpoints used to detect recurrent CNVs associated to neurodevelopmental disorders. 
Reference Chr Start hg19 Stop hg19 Type Note protective CNV 

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 1 10077413 DEL GABRD 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 710137 9977413 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 860137 3660140 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 145288643 145628643 DEL HFE2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 145338643 149783376 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 145338643 147883376 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 146573376 147393376 DEL GJA5 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 146573376 147393376 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 168733376 173733377 DEL FMO and DNM3 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr1 245033377 248833377 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 50146496 51256496 DEL NRXN1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 57746496 61736496 DEL VRK2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 59646496 63146496 DUP PEX13 to AHSA2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 96726273 97676273 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 100693568 108443568 DEL NCK2 and FHL2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 111333937 113233529 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 111383531 113093529 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 111383531 113093529 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 200161755 200511755 DEL SATB2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 235735261 243102476 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr2 239705243 242471327 DEL HDAC4 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 9525000 11025000 DUP JAGN1 to TATDN2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 87237310 87557310 DEL CHMP2B to POU1F1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 115237310 115647310 DEL GAP43 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 191517306 193017306 DEL FGF12 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 195715603 197355603 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 195715603 197355603 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 195745603 197355603 DEL DLG1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr3 195745603 197355603 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr4 110000 7049099 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr4 1870202 2010202 DEL WHSC1 and WHSC2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr4 80780976 83280976 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr5 1 11727000 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr5 87964244 88224244 DEL MEF2C 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr5 175717394 177057394 DEL NSD1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr5 180117394 180817394 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr6 92043279 104693307 DEL FOXP1 and SIM1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr6 100813279 100943279 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr6 165330010 170908075 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 10239 3833474 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 66482565 72272064 DEL AUTS2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 66482565 72272064 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 72662064 74262064 DUP  
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Table S3 continued 
Reference Chr Start hg19 Stop hg19 Type Note protective CNV 

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 72662064 74262064 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 72742064 74142064 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 72742064 74142064 DEL ELN and GTF2I 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 74962064 76662064 DEL RHBDD2 and HIP1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr7 74962064 76662064 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr8 160000 11912591 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr8 8092590 11892591 DEL SOX7 and CLDN23 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr8 8092590 11892591 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr8 8212590 11912591 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr9 32010000 39010000 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr9 131060179 141080179 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr9 137810179 141080179 DEL EHMT1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr9 137810179 141080179 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr9 137860179 141080179 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr9 137860179 141080179 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr10 46929994 48429994 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr10 49389994 52389994 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr10 81690020 88940020 DEL SFTPD to GLUD1, NRG3 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr10 81960020 88800020 DEL NRG3 and GRID1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr10 127760010 135400010 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr11 310000 3443424 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr11 43983424 46063424 DEL EXT2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr11 67753424 71282352 DEL SHANK2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr11 128044790 134844790 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr12 6469739 6809739 DUP SCNN1A to PIANP 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr12 65073733 68643733 DEL GRIP1 and HMGA2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr14 104480247 106378955 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 22648636 28626405 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 22648636 31912708 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 22798636 23088559 DEL NIPA1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 24818907 28426405 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 24818907 28426405 DUP  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 30862708 32962708 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 31132708 32482708 DEL CHRNA7 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 72912946 75792945 DEL PML 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 72912946 74412947 DEL BBS4, NPTN, NEO1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 72962947 75532947 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 72962947 76012945 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 74012947 75532947 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 74012947 76012945 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 74012947 78132945 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 74012947 75532947 DEL  

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 74412947 75592947 DEL CLK3, CSK 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 75592947 75792945 DEL SIN3A 
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Table S3 continued 
Reference Chr Start hg19 Stop hg19 Type Note protective CNV 

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 75972945 78202945 DEL FBXO22 and TPSAN3 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 83182945 84738996 DEL HOMER2 and BNC1  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 85138996 85698996 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 99362477 102521392 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr15 99362477 102521392 DUP   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 160000 5159999 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 3779999 3859999 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 14892499 16892499 DUP   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 14892499 18292499 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 15502499 16292499 DEL MYH11  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 15502499 16292499 DUP   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 21352499 29442499 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 21612499 29042499 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 21892499 22492499 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 21942499 22462499 DEL  EEF2K and CDR2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 28442499 30342499 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 28442499 30342499 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 28772499 29112499 DEL SH2B1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 29652499 30202499 DEL TBX6 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 29652499 30202499 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr16 83792499 90222499 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 50000 2593250 DEL YWHAE and PAFAH1B1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 50000 2593250 DUP YWHAE and PAFAH1B1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 100000 4153251 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 553250 1353250 DEL  PAFAH1B1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 553250 1353250 DUP  PAFAH1B1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 2363250 2923250 DEL YWHAE  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 2363250 2923250 DUP YWHAE 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 16709275 20479408 DUP   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 16709275 20309408 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 16709275 20479408 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 29165874 30215887 DEL NF1  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 34815887 36205887 DUP   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 34815887 36205887 DEL  TCF2 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 43644217 44144178 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 43704217 44184217 DUP   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 43704217 44184217 DEL MAPT 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 57655218 58075218 DEL TUBD1 and TMEM49 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 58065218 60305218 DEL TBX2 and TBX4 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr17 72088405 81060000 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr18 110000 5310000 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr18 70949020 77899009 DEL   
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr19 199000 5899000 DUP   
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Table S3 continued 
Reference Chr Start hg19 Stop hg19 Type Note protective CNV 

Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr19 199000 8789000 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr21 42478130 47975572 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 17470000 25020000 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 18820000 22270000 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 19020000 20290000 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 19020000 20290000 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 21910000 23650000 DEL BCR and MAPK1 
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 21910000 23650000 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 44268667 51244566 DEL  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 47021336 51244566 DUP  
Cooper et al. 2012 (61) and Coe et al. 2014 (62) chr22 51113134 51173134 DEL SHANK3 

Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr1 145430996 148237104 DEL  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr1 145430996 148237104 DUP  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr2 49920350 51032536 DEL NRXN1 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr3 196018732 197628732 DEL  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr7 65373855 65401085 DEL ZNF92, Protective 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr7 65373855 65401085 DUP ZNF92, Protective 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr7 73328061 74727726 DUP  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr7 158660506 159179546 DEL WDR60 and VIPR2 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr7 158660506 159179546 DUP WDR60 and VIPR2 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr8 100025494 100889814 DEL VPS13B 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr9 841690 969090 DEL DMRT1 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr9 841690 969090 DUP DMRT1 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr13 20397624 20437776 DUP ZMYM5, Protective 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr15 22784509 23074432 DEL  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr15 30840505 32190507 DEL  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr16 28811178 29041178 DEL  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr16 29641178 30191178 DUP  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr22 19032487 21065711 DEL  
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chr22 19032487 21065711 DUP Protective 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chrX 148793685 148798928 DUP MAGEA11, Protective 
Marshall et al 2017 (63) chrX 154918531 155342497 DUP  

Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr1 144000000 144340000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr1 144000000 144340000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr1 145040000 145860000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr1 145040000 145860000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr1 145040000 145860000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr1 145040000 145860000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr3 197230000 198840000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr3 197230000 198840000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr5 175650000 176990000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr5 175650000 176990000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr7 72380000 73780000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr7 72380000 73780000 DUP  
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Table S3 continued 
Reference Chr Start hg19 Stop hg19 Type Note protective CNV 

Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr8 8130000 11930000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr8 8130000 11930000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr10 81950000 88790000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 22370000 26100000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 22370000 26100000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 22370000 26100000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 28920000 30270000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 28920000 30270000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 28920000 30270000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr15 28920000 30270000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 15410000 16200000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 15410000 16200000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 21850000 22370000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 21850000 22370000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 28680000 29020000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 28680000 29020000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 28680000 29020000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 28680000 29020000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 29560000 30110000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 29560000 30110000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 29560000 30110000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr16 29560000 30110000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 16650000 20420000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 16650000 20420000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 26190000 27240000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 31890000 33280000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 31890000 33280000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 31890000 33280000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr17 41060000 41540000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr22 17400000 18670000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr22 17400000 18670000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr22 17400000 18670000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr22 17400000 18670000 DUP  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr22 20240000 21980000 DEL  
Moreno del luca et al 2013 (64) chr22 20240000 21980000 DUP  

Stefansson et al. (65) chr1 146089254 147859944 DEL  
Stefansson et al. (65) chr1 146089254 147858944 DUP  
Stefansson et al. (65) chr2 1792885 2335045 DUP MYT1L 
Stefansson et al. (65) chr2 50145643 51259674 DEL NRXN1 
Stefansson et al. (65) chr3 195766737 197216349 DEL  
Stefansson et al. (65) chr7 157860945 159119486 DEL WDR60 and VIPR2 
Stefansson et al. (65) chr7 158726462 158947294 DUP WDR60 and VIPR2 
Stefansson et al. (65) chr10 46508694 51912781 DEL  
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Table S3 continued 
Reference Chr Start hg19 Stop hg19 Type Note protective CNV 

Stefansson et al. (65) chr10 47543322 51912781 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr13 93879078 95060273 DUP GPC6  
Stefansson et al. (65) chr15 22750305 23272733 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr15 22770994 28535266 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr15 28973396 30556183 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr15 29562640 30689724 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr15 30936285 32515849 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr15 32018731 32620127 DEL CHRNA7 
Stefansson et al. (65) chr16 14989844 16291983 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr16 15125441 16291983 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr16 21947230 22423698 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr16 28814098 29043450 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr16 29595483 30192561 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr16 29624247 30198151 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr17 14101029 15471179 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr17 34815551 36249430 DEL   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr17 34815551 36249430 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr22 20718116 21465780 DUP   
Stefansson et al. (65) chr22 20733495 21465780 DEL   

Huguet et al. (3) chr1 145430996 148237104 DEL  
Huguet et al. (3) chr1 145430996 148237104 DUP  
Huguet et al. (3) chr2 49920350 51032536 DEL NRXN1 
Huguet et al. (3) chr3 196018732 197628732 DEL  
Huguet et al. (3) chr7 73328061 74727726 DUP  
Huguet et al. (3) chr7 65373855 65401085 DEL ZNF92 
Huguet et al. (3) chr7 65373855 65401085 DUP ZNF92 
Huguet et al. (3) chr7 158660506 159179546 DEL VIPR2 and WDR60 
Huguet et al. (3) chr7 158660506 159179546 DUP VIPR2 and WDR60 
Huguet et al. (3) chr8 99013266 99877580 DEL VPS13B 
Huguet et al. (3) chr9 841690 969090 DEL DMRT1 
Huguet et al. (3) chr9 841690 969090 DUP DMRT1 
Huguet et al. (3) chr13 19837453 19863633 DUP ZMYM5 
Huguet et al. (3) chr15 30840505 32190507 DEL  
Huguet et al. (3) chr15 22784509 23074432 DEL  
Huguet et al. (3) chr16 29641178 30191178 DUP  
Huguet et al. (3) chr16 28811178 29041178 DEL  
Huguet et al. (3) chr22 19032487 21065711 DEL  
Huguet et al. (3) chr22 19032487 21065711 DUP  

Chr: Chromosome; hg19: Homo sapiens (human) genome assembly GRCh37 (hg19) from Genome Reference 
Consortium; DEL: deletion; DUP: duplication.
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Table S4: Sensitivity analysis of the effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on NVIQ in autistic probands 
from SSC and MSSNG, and in the unselected population.  

Phenotype Models N 
pLI DEL pLI DUP 

β SE p β SE p 

NVIQ 

All SSC probands 2,564 
-0.17 0.03 8.29×10-10 

-
0.06 

0.02 1.50×10-3 

No significant interaction 
with the type of NVIQ test 

No significant interaction 
with the type of NVIQ test 

SSC probands after 1:2 matching 
with MSSNG probands 

2,245 -0.14 0.03 100%* 
-

0.06 
0.02 96.8%* 

SSC probands after removing 
ratio NVIQ(a) 

2,182 -0.15 0.03 2.08×10-6 
-

0.07 
0.02 2.10×10-3 

All individuals  
 

(SSC probands +  
MSSNG probands +  

unselected population) 

6,656 

-0.18 0.02 1.44×10-16 
-

0.04 
0.01 3.20×10-3 

Interaction pLI deletions 
and diagnosis p=0.86 

Interaction pLI 
duplications and 
diagnosis p=0.16 

Interaction pLI deletions 
and sex p=0.62 

Interaction pLI 
duplications and sex 

p=0.51 
Remove carriers of CNVs  

with a pLI > 10 
6,629 -0.18 0.03 2.43×10-11 

-
0.02 

0.02 0.31 

Remove carriers of recurrent 
CNVs previously associated with 

NDD 
6,484 -0.20 0.03 3.42×10-11 

-
0.05 

0.02 9.53×10-3 

Remove carriers of rare de novo 
CNVs(b) 

4,126 -0.11 0.05 0.04 
-

0.04 
0.02 0.23 

(a) Ratio NVIQ were provided for 382 very impaired probands (see supplementary Methods). (b) Information 
about the transmission of each CNV is not available in IMAGEN, the selection of rare CNVs are described 
in supplementary Methods. *percentage of the 500 matched samples providing an estimate with a p-value 
≤ 0.05. Significative p-values are in bold (≤ 0.05). SE: Standard error; NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence 
quotient; NDD: Neurodevelopmental disorders; pLI: probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; pLI 
DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI score; CNV: Copy number variants.  
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Table S5: Sensitivity analysis of the effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on autism risk using autistic 
probands from SSC and MSSNG, unaffected siblings from SSC, and the unselected population.  

Populations Models 
N individuals 

CNV score 

Not adjusted  
for NVIQ 

Adjusted 
for NVIQ 

Proband
s 

Controls OR 95%CI p OR 95%CI p 

Probands 
(SSC-

MSSNG) 
 

Vs. 
 

Unselected 
population 

All individuals 3,703 2,224 

pLI DEL 1.43 1.26-1.67 
6.38×10-

7 
1.28 1.11-1.53 

2.14×10-

3 

pLI DUP 1.23 1.14-1.34 
7.19×10-

7 
1.21 1.11-1.34 

3.56×10-

5 

pLI DEL*sex 1.01 0.76-1.37 0.96 1.02 0.74-1.44 0.89 

pLI DUP*sex 1.06 0.90-1.26 0.51 1.07 0.89-1.29 0.50 

Remove carriers 
of CNVs with a 

pLI >10 
3,680 2,222 

pLI DEL 1.42 1.24-1.66 
2.05×10-

6 
1.28 1.10-1.52 

2.95×10-

3 

pLI DUP 1.26 1.15-1.39 
3.01×10-

6 
1.24 1.12-1.39 

8.43×10-

5 
Remove carriers 

of recurrent 
CNVs associated 

with NDD 

3,578 2,193 
pLI DEL 1.40 1.19-1.73 

4.19×10-

4 
1.21 0.99-1.56 0.10 

pLI DUP 1.23 1.11-1.38 
2.41×10-

4 
1.21 1.08-1.38 

2.09×10-

3 
Remove carriers 

of rare de novo 
CNVs(a,b) 

3,070 480 
pLI DEL 1.22 0.91-1.84 0.26 1.20 0.86-1.90 0.34 

pLI DUP 0.92 0.82-1.05 0.22 0.89 0.78-1.02 0.08 

 Removing the 10 
individuals with 
autism risk from 

Imagen(c)  

3,703 2,091 
pLI DEL 1.41 1.24-1.64 

1.49×10-

6 
1.26 1.09-1.50 

3.46×10-

3 

 pLI DUP 1.22 1.13-1.33 
1.98×10-

6 
1.20 1.10-1.33 

7.99×10-

5 
SSC 

probands 
Vs. Siblings 

Remove carriers 
of rare de novo 

CNVs(b,d) 
1,950 1,950 

pLI DEL 1.44 1.03-2.01 0.03 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

pLI DUP 1.21 1.03-1.41 0.02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

  
Unaffect

ed 
siblings 

Imagen + 
SYS 

       

SSC 
unaffected 
siblings vs. 
Unselected 
population 

All individuals 2,074 2,224 

pLI DEL 1.03 0.88-1.21 0.69 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

pLI DUP 1.09 0.98-1.21 0.10 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

(a) Information about the transmission of each CNV was not available in IMAGEN, this analysis was underpowered because of the 
lack of information on de novo CNVs in the unselected population; (b) the selection of rare CNVs are described in supplementary 
Methods, (c) 10 individuals from IMAGEN met criteria for Autism as estimated by the DAWBA (Development and Well-Being 
Assessment), we also excluded 124 individual without diagnostic information (DAWBA), (d) NVIQ was not available in unaffected 
siblings for the adjustment. OR: Odds ratio; 95%CI: 95% Confidence interval; CNV: Copy number variant; NVIQ: Non-verbal IQ; 
NDD: Neurodevelopmental disorders; pLI: probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; pLI DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or 
duplicated point of pLI score; pLI DEL*sex or DUP*sex: interaction between pLI and sex; N.A.: Not applicable.
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Table S6: Breakpoints used to detect recurrent CNVs associated to autism and corresponding empirical and estimated odds ratios in autistic population.  

Locus Type Chr 
Start - Stop 
hg19 (Mb) 

Sum 
of pLI 

N autism 
cases(a) 

N 
Controls 

(a) 

Published 
autism risk (a) Ref 

Estimated autism 
risk(b) 

Estimated loss of 
NVIQ points 

Estimated gain of 
SRS points 

OR 95%CI OR 95%CI  95%CI  95%CI 

1q21.1  
(class I) 

DEL 1 146.57-147.50 2.49 1/3,032 16/75,505 1.56 0.21-11.74 (66) 2.15 1.57-2.93 6.72 6.13-7.31 9.27 8.16-10.38 

1q21.1  
(class I) 

DUP 1 146.57-147.50 2.49 8/3,032 19/57,730 8.03 3.51-18.37 (66) 1.44 1.19-1.74 1.49 1.20-1.78 4.65 3.81-5.49 

3q29 DEL 3 195.73-197.34 6.56 1/2,120 1/63,649 30.04 1.88-480.40 (66) 7.50 3.31-17.01 17.71 17.12-18.30 24.42 23.31-25.53 

5q35 DEL 5 175.65-176.99 11.92 1/3,955 0/13,696 ∞ N.S. (64) 38.91 8.79-172.24 32.18 31.59-32.77 44.38 43.27-45.49 
7q11.23 
 (WBS) 

DUP 7 72.72-74.15 10.27 4/2,120 1/16,257 30.73 3.43-275.07 (66) 4.45 2.03-9.72 6.16 5.87-6.45 19.16 18.32-20.00 

15q11.2  
(BP1-BP2) 

DEL 15 22.75-23.27 1.70 8/2,525 19/7,086 1.30 0.42-3.96 (67) 1.69 1.36-2.08 4.59 4.00-5.18 6.33 5.22-7.44 

15q11.2  
(BP1-BP2) 

DUP 15 22.75-23.27 1.70 20/2,525 38/7,086 1.80 0.82-3.97 (67) 1.28 1.12-1.46 1.02 0.73-1.31 3.17 2.33-4.01 

15q13.3  
(BP4-BP5) 

DEL 15 30.92-32.51 1.71 4/2,120 13/74,106 10.77 3.51-33.07 (66) 1.69 1.37-2.09 4.62 4.03-5.21 6.37 5.26-7.48 

15q13.3  
(BP4-BP5) 

DUP 15 30.92-32.51 1.71 2/3,955 5/13,696 1.39 0.27-7.14 (64) 1.28 1.13-1.46 1.03 0.74-1.32 3.19 2.35-4.03 

16p11.2  
(BP4-BP5) 

DEL 16 29.60-30.30 9.92 18/4,315 25/56,752 9.50 5.18-17.43 (66) 21.05 6.10-72.26 26.78 26.19-27.37 36.93 35.82-38.04 

16p11.2  
(BP4-BP5) 

DUP 16 29.60-30.30 9.92 17/4,315 19/56,752 11.81 6.13-22.74 (66) 4.23 1.99-9.00 5.95 5.66-6.24 18.51 17.67-19.35 

16p11.2  
distal 

DEL 16 28.81-29.04 3.82 1/3,955 2/13,696 1.73 0.16-19.10 (64) 3.23 2.01-5.21 10.31 9.72-10.90 14.22 13.11-15.33 

16p11.2 
 distal 

DUP 16 28.81-29.04 3.82 1/3,955 3/13,696 1.15 0.12-11.10 (64) 1.74 1.30-2.33 2.29 2.00-2.58 7.13 6.29-7.97 

16p13.11 DEL 16 15.12-16.29 2.84 5/3,955 4/13,696 4.34 1.16-16.14 (64) 2.39 1.68-3.41 7.67 7.08-8.26 10.57 9.46-11.68 

16p13.11 DUP 16 15.12-16.29 2.84 4/2,120 81/62,973 1.47 0.54-4.01 (66) 1.51 1.22-1.88 1.70 1.41-1.99 5.30 4.46-6.14 
17p11.2  
(SMS) 

DEL 17 16.58-20.33 12.21 2/4,687 0/151,619 ∞ N.S. (68) 42.54 9.27-195.22 32.97 32.38-33.56 45.46 44.35-46.57 

17p11.2  
(SMS) 

DUP 17 16.58-20.33 12.21 1/4,687 1/151,619 32.30 2.02-517.39 (68) 5.90 2.33-14.94 7.33 7.04-7.62 22.79 21.95-23.63 

17p12 DEL 17 14.04-15.41 1.17 2/2,120 14/59,086 4.00 0.9-17.5 (66) 1.43 1.24-1.66 3.16 2.57-3.75 4.36 3.25-5.47 

17q12 DEL 17 34.81-36.25 5.07 2/2,120 4/68,131 16.08 2.94-87.86 (66) 4.75 2.52-8.94 13.69 13.10-14.28 18.87 17.76-19.98 

22q11.2 DEL 22 18.89-21.90 11.44 5/4,687 5/151,619 32.37 9.37-111.87 (68) 33.58 8.05-139.99 30.89 30.30-31.48 42.59 41.48-43.70 
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22q11.2 DUP 22 18.89-21.90 11.44 12/4,315 23/27,133 3.28 1.63-6.61 (66) 5.27 2.21-12.60 6.86 6.57-7.15 21.35 20.51-22.19 
(a)Based on number of carriers in autistic probands and controls reported in Malhotra et al. (2012) (66) Moreno DeLuca et al. (2013) (64), Chaste et al. 
(2014) (67), and Sanders et al. (2019) (68). In bold: CNVs for which previously published data and our estimation are overlapping. BP: Break points; WBS: 
William Beuren Syndrome; SMS: Smith Magenis Syndrome; DEL: deletion; DUP: duplication; chr: chromosome; hg19: Homo sapiens 
(human) genome assembly GRCh37 (hg19) from Genome Reference Consortium; pLI: probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; Sum of pLI: sum of 
score of pLI for the corresponding region; OR: Odds ratio; 95% CI: 95% confidence intervals; N.S.: Non-significant; Ref: reference. 
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Table S7: Description of models used for the investigation of the effect of gene dosage on phenotypical 
measures of autistic probands from SSC.  

SD: Standard deviation; N.A.: Not applicable; CTOPP: Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing; 
VABS-II: Vineland Adaptive behaviour Rating Scales - Second Edition; DCDQ: Developmental 
Coordination Disorder Questionnaire. 
 
 

Phenotype N  Type of normalization Regression model covariates 
Autism related symptoms 

Regression 2,568 N.A. Logistic Sex, ancestry 
Language and phonology 

CTOPP 1,988 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=10, SD=3 
Linear Sex, ancestry 

Word delay 2,567 N.A. Logistic Sex, ancestry 

Phrase delay 2,567 N.A. Logistic Sex, ancestry 
Adaptive skills (VABS-II) 

Total score 2,569 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=100, SD=15 
Linear Ancestry 

Daily living 2,569 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=100, SD=15 
Linear Ancestry 

Communication 2,569 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=100, SD=15 
Linear Ancestry 

Socialization 2,569 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=100, SD=15 
Linear Ancestry 

Motor skills 

Motor VABS-II 919 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=100, SD=15 
Linear Ancestry 

Gross motor VABS-II 926 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=15, SD=3 
Linear Ancestry 

Fine motor 
VABS-II 

923 
z-scored with normative data: 

mean=15, SD=3 
Linear Ancestry 

Delayed onset for 
walking 

2,564 N.A. Logistic Sex, ancestry 

Age of onset for walking 2,564 N.A. Quasi-Poisson Sex, ancestry 

DCDQ score 2,209 
z-scored with probands data: 

mean=38.5, SD=12.4 
Linear Age, sex, ancestry 

Associated neurological condition 
Non-febrile seizure 2,566 N.A. Logistic Sex, ancestry 
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Table S8: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on SRS using autistic probands from SSC, their unaffected 
siblings and parents and the unselected population from IMAGEN.  

Population N  SRS-score Model 
CNV 
score 

Effect-
size 

(β or OR) 

SE or 
95%CI p 

SSC probands 2,556 Total-raw 

Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  -0.21 0.40 0.60 
pLI DUP -0.28 0.36 0.42 

Linear adjusted 
for NVIQ  

pLI DEL  -0.31 0.41 0.45 
pLI DUP -0.32 0.36 0.36 

SSC unaffected 
siblings 

2,078 √Total-raw(a) 
Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  0.05 0.08 0.47 
pLI DUP 0.001 0.06 0.99 

SSC parents 4,838 √Total-raw(a) 
Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  0.07 0.09 0.43 
pLI DUP 0.01 0.04 0.83 

MSSNG probands 598 Total-raw 

Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  0.71 1.78 0.69 
pLI DUP -0.33 1.37 0.81 

Linear adjusted 
for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  -0.70 1.76 0.69 
pLI DUP -0.45 1.34 0.73 
NVIQ -0.30 0.06 1.32x10-7 

IMAGEN 977 √Total-raw(a) 

Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ  

pLI DEL  -0.06 0.15 0.66 
pLI DUP 0.03 0.09 0.71 

Linear adjusted 
for NVIQ  

pLI DEL  -0.09 0.15 0.56 
pLI DUP 0.02 0.09 0.81 

SSC probands +  
MSSNG probands 

3,154 Total-raw 

Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ  

pLI DEL  0.44 0.51 0.39 
pLI DUP -0.27 0.45 0.54 

Linear adjusted 
for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  -0.41 0.50 0.41 
pLI DUP -0.52 0.43 0.23 
NVIQ -0.27 0.02 1.40x10-46 

SSC probands +  
MSSNG probands 
+ IMAGEN 

4,131 Total-raw 

Linear not 
adjusted for NVIQ 
or autism 
diagnosis 

pLI DEL  3.66 0.56 5.53x10-11 

pLI DUP 1.64 0.42 1.12x10-3 

Linear adjusted 
for autism 
diagnosis 

pLI DEL  0.56 0.35 0.11 

pLI DUP -0.12 0.27 0.66 

Linear adjusted 
for NVIQ 

pLI DEL  0.42 0.59 0.46 
pLI DUP 0.17 0.49 0.75 
NVIQ -0.52 0.02 1.26x10-135 

Linear adjusted 
for autism 
diagnosis and 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL  -0.35 0.46 0.45 
pLI DUP -0.45 0.39 0.25 

NVIQ -0.26 0.02 2.63x10-52 

Unaffected 
siblings + 
Unaffected 
Parents + 
IMAGEN 

7,926 Total-raw  
Linear mixed-
effect  

pLI DEL  0.62 0.62 0.32 

pLI DUP 0.08 0.36 0.82 

9,473 Total-raw  pLI DEL  3.47 0.58 2.40x10-9 
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SSC probands + 
Unaffected 
siblings + 
Unaffected 
Parents 

Linear mixed-
effect not adjusted 
for autism 
diagnosis 

pLI DUP 1.54 0.44 5.20x10-4 

Linear mixed-
effect adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL  0.75 0.37 4.30x10-2 

pLI DUP -0.003 0.29 0.99 

All SSC + IMAGEN 10,483 Total-raw 

Linear mixed-
effect not adjusted 
for autism 
diagnosis 

pLI DEL 3.72 0.57 5.10x10-11 

pLI DUP 1.87 0.43 1.40x10-5 

Linear mixed-
effect adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 0.55 0.36 0.13 

pLI DUP -0.10 0.27 0.72 

All SSC +  
MSSNG + 
IMAGEN  

11,081 Total-raw 

Linear mixed-
effect not adjusted 
for autism 
diagnosis 

pLI DEL 3.68 0.56 4.30x10-11 

pLI DUP 1.63 0.42 1.20x10-4 

Linear mixed-
effect adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 0.56 0.35 0.11 

pLI DUP -0.12 0.27 0.66 

Probands + 
Unaffected 
siblings + 
IMAGEN 

5,189 

SRS 
categories 
(normal, 
clinical) (b)  

Logistic 
regression not 
adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL  1.20 
1.10-
1.33 

8.46x10-⁵ 

pLI DUP 1.13 
1.06-
1.22 

2.00x10-⁴ 

Logistic 
regression 
adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL  0.96 
0.84- 
1.15 

0.59 

pLI DUP 0.97 
0.86-
1.12 

0.66 

Probands + 
Unaffected 
siblings + 
IMAGEN 

5,189 

SRS 
categories 
(normal, 
moderate, 
mild, 
clinically 
significant) 
(b) 

Ordinal 
cumulative not 
adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL  1.20 
1.11- 
1.30 

3.92x10-⁶ 

pLI DUP 1.11 
1.05-
1.18 

3.00x10-⁴ 

Ordinal 
cumulative 
adjusted for 
autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL  1.05 
0.96-
1.15 

0.26 

pLI DUP 0.99 
0.93- 
1.06 

0.87 

All linear, logistic, or ordinal regression models used were adjusted for age, sex and ancestry. Models take into 
account family as random-effect when including related individuals (Methods). Effect-size are presented as β for 
linear regression models and as odds ratio for logistic and ordinal regression models. (a)Square root transformation 
of the total SRS raw score was performed to adjust for the non-gaussian distribution or bimodality of SRS distribution 
(Figure S5); (b) Based on the previously published T-score categorization (55) (Methods). The statistical threshold after 
correction for multiple testing is p ≤ 2.7.10-3. Significant results are in bold. SE: Standard error; OR: Odds ratio; 
95%CI: 95% Confidence interval; NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence quotient; DEL: deletion; DUP: duplication; pLI: 
probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; pLI DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI score; √Total-
raw: square root transformation of the total SRS raw.  
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Table S9: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on autism severity scores (main domains of ADI-R and 
ADOS-calibrated severity scores) using autistic probands from SSC and MSSNG.  

Phenotype N 
CNV 
score 

Not adjusted for NVIQ Adjusted for NVIQ 
OR 95%CI p OR 95%CI p 

Probands from SSC 
ADI-R 
reciprocal social 
interactions 

2,567 
pLI DEL 1.00 0.94-1.07 0.89 0.93 0.87-0.99 0.04 

pLI DUP 1.06 1.01-1.11 0.02 1.03 0.98-1.08 0.20 

ADI-R 
rrsb 

2,567 
pLI DEL 0.95 0.89-1.02 0.14 0.94 0.88-1.01 0.10 
pLI DUP 1.01 0.97-1.06 0.54 1.01 0.97-1.06 0.61 

ADI-R 
verbal communication 

2,254 
pLI DEL 1.00 0.93-1.08 0.91 0.95 0.88-1.02 0.18 
pLI DUP 1.06 1.00-1.12 0.05 1.04 0.98-1.10 0.17 

ADI-R 
non-verbal 
communication 

2,567 
pLI DEL 1.01 0.95-1.08 0.73 0.94 0.88-1.00 0.07 

pLI DUP 1.04 0.99-1.09 0.09 1.01 0.97-1.06 0.55 

ADOS 
overall css(a) 

2,499 
pLI DEL 0.94 0.88-1.01 0.09 0.92 0.86-0.98 0.02 
pLI DUP 1.02 0.97-1.07 0.41 1.01 0.96-1.06 0.73 

ADOS 
social affect css(a) 

2,371 
pLI DEL 0.96 0.92-1.03 0.25 0.94 0.87-1.01 0.08 
pLI DUP 1.04 0.99-1.10 0.08 1.03 0.98-1.08 0.19 

ADOS 
rrsb css(a) 

2,450 
pLI DEL 0.98 0.91-1.05 0.55 0.95 0.88-1.02 0.12 
pLI DUP 1.01 0.96-1.06 0.67 0.99 0.98-1.10 0.85 

ADI-R 
Overall level of language 

2,568 
pLI DEL 1.08 0.98-1.19 0.13 0.93 0.83-1.04 0.18 
pLI DUP 1.06 1.00-1.13 0.04 1.03 0.97-1.10 0.36 

Probands from MSSNG 
ADI-R  
reciprocal social 
interactions 

397 
pLI DEL 1.26 0.85-1.85 0.25 1.20 0.82-1.77 0.35 

pLI DUP 0.98 0.77-1.25 0.85 0.99 0.77-1.26 0.93 

ADI-R 
rrsb 

695 
pLI DEL 1.15 0.98-1.37 0.09 1.15 0.97-1.36 0.11 
pLI DUP 1.00 0.86-1.13 0.87 0.99 0.86-1.13 0.83 

ADI-R  
verbal communication 

370 
pLI DEL 1.08 0.82-1.42 0.59 1.04 0.79-1.37 0.77 
pLI DUP 1.01 0.79-1.29 0.95 0.97 0.76-1.24 0.80 

ADI-R  
non-verbal 
communication 

73 
pLI DEL 1.12 0.77-1.64 0.49 1.10 0.75-1.61 0.63 

pLI DUP 0.90 0.75-1.07 0.27 0.89 0.74-1.07 0.21 

ADOS  
overall css(a) 

733 
pLI DEL 0.94 0.75-1.18 0.58 0.92 0.73-1.16 0.50 
pLI DUP 0.86 0.75-0.99 0.04 0.86 0.75-0.99 0.04 

ADOS  
social affect css(a) 

373 
pLI DEL 0.74 0.50-1.11 0.15 0.74 0.50-1.11 0.15 
pLI DUP 0.90 0.76-1.07 0.23 0.90 0.76-1.07 0.23 

ADOS  
rrsb css(a) 

388 
pLI DEL 0.91 0.61-1.36 0.64 0.91 0.61-1.36 0.63 
pLI DUP 0.95 0.83-1.12 0.60 0.96 0.82-1.11 0.57 

ADI-R  
Overall level of language 

1,267 
pLI DEL 1.27 1.03-1.21 7.19.10-3 1.13 0.94-1.37 0.19 
pLI DUP 1.05 1.03-1.21 0.49 1.05 0.92-1.20 0.44 
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Pooled probands (SSC + MSSNG) 
ADI-R  
reciprocal social 
interactions 

2,966 
pLI DEL 1.01 0.95-1.08 0.69 0.94 0.88-1.01 0.08 

pLI DUP 1.05 1.00-1.10 0.03 1.03 0.98-1.08 0.24 

ADI-R  
rrsb 

3,264 
pLI DEL 0.98 0.92-1.04 0.52 0.97 0.91-1.04 0.40 
pLI DUP 1.01 0.97-1.06 0.58 1.01 0.97-1.06 0.66 

ADI-R  
verbal communication 

2,626 
pLI DEL 1.01 0.94-1.08 0.80 0.95 0.89-1.03 0.20 
pLI DUP 1.06 0.99-1.12 0.05 1.04 0.98-1.10 0.20 

ADI-R  
non-verbal 
communication 

2,642 
pLI DEL 1.02 0.95-1.09 0.65 0.94 0.88-1.01 0.09 

pLI DUP 1.03 0.99-1.08 0.18 1.01 0.96-1.05 0.82 

ADOS  
overall css(a) 

3,122 
pLI DEL 0.94 0.88-1.01 0.08 0.92 0.86-0.98 0.01 
pLI DUP 0.99 0.95-1.04 0.88 0.99 0.94-1.03 0.56 

ADOS  
social affect css(a) 

2,675 
pLI DEL 0.95 0.89-1.02 0.16 0.93 0.87-1.00 0.05 
pLI DUP 1.03 0.98-1.08 0.25 1.02 0.97-1.07 0.44 

ADOS  
rrsb css(a) 

2,766 
pLI DEL 0.98 0.91-1.05 0.50 0.94 0.88-1.01 0.11 
pLI DUP 1.00 0.96-1.05 0.91 0.99 0.95-1.04 0.67 

ADI-R  
Overall level of language 

3,607 
pLI DEL 1.11 1.02-1.21 0.01 0.97 0.88-1.06 0.50 
pLI DUP 1.06 1.00-1.12 0.03 1.04 0.98-1.10 0.23 

All ordinal regression models used for each severity score were adjusted for age and sex, and ancestry 
when available (for autistic probands from SSC only). (a)Calibrated severity score were computed based on 
previously published methodology from Hus et al. (2014) (40). The statistical threshold after correction 
for multiple testing is p ≤ 2.7.10-3. NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence quotient; OR: Odds ratio; 95%CI: 95% 
Confidence interval; ADI-R: Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised; ADOS: Autism Diagnostic Observation 
Schedule; css: calibrated severity score; rrsb: repetitive, restricted and stereotyped behaviours; DEL: 
deletion; DUP: duplication; pLI: probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; pLI DEL or pLI DUP: 
deleted or duplicated point of pLI score. 
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Table S10: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on CBCL using autistic probands from SSC and 
unaffected siblings.  

Population N  Model 
CNV 
score 

OR 95%CI p 

CBCL total Problems raw score 

Probands 1,945 

Negative Binomial not adjusted for 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL 1.01 0.99-1.03 0.43 
pLI DUP 1.00 0.98-1.01 0.64 

Negative Binomial adjusted for NVIQ  
pLI DEL 1.01 0.99-1.03 0.40 
pLI DUP 1.00 0.98-1.01 0.67 

Unaffected 
Siblings 

1,596 
Negative Binomial not adjusted for 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL 1.07 0.98-1.20 0.13 
pLI DUP 1.05 0.99-1.13 0.10 

Probands 
+ 
Unaffected 
siblings   

3,541 

Negative Binomial mixed-effect not 
adjusted for autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 1.05 1.03-1.08 1.94x10-6 
pLI DUP 1.02 1.01-1.04 3.04x10-3 

Negative Binomial mixed-effect 
adjusted for autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 1.01 1.00-1.03 0.11 
pLI DUP 1.00 1.00-1.02 0.53 

CBCL externalizing Problems raw score 

Probands 1,945 

Negative Binomial not adjusted for 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL 1.01 0.98-1.05 0.37 
pLI DUP 1.00 0.97-1.02 0.91 

Negative Binomial adjusted for NVIQ  
pLI DEL 1.01 0.98-1.05 0.41 
pLI DUP 1.00 0.97-1.02 0.87 

Unaffected 
Siblings 

1,596 
Negative Binomial not adjusted for 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL 1.10 0.97-1.28 0.12 
pLI DUP 1.04 0.95-1.13 0.40 

Probands 
+ 
Unaffected 
siblings  
 

3,541 

Negative Binomial mixed-effect not 
adjusted for autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 1.05 1.02-1.09 4.94x10-4 
pLI DUP 1.02 1.00-1.05 0.02 

Negative Binomial mixed-effect 
adjusted for autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 1.02 0.99-1.05 0.14 

pLI DUP 1.01 0.98-1.03 0.56 

CBCL internalizing Problems raw score 

Probands 1,945 

Negative Binomial not adjusted for 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL 0.99 0.97-1.02 0.63 
pLI DUP 0.98 0.96-1.00 0.07 

Negative Binomial adjusted for NVIQ  
pLI DEL 1.01 0.98-1.04 0.57 
pLI DUP 0.99 0.96-1.01 0.19 

Unaffected 
Siblings 

1,596 
Negative Binomial not adjusted for 
NVIQ 

pLI DEL 1.08 0.97-1.22 0.15 
pLI DUP 1.06 0.99-1.14 0.10 

Probands 
+ 
Unaffected 
siblings  
 

3,541 

Negative Binomial mixed-effect not 
adjusted for autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 1.04 1.01-1.07 2.12x10-3 
pLI DUP 1.01 0.99-1.03 0.19 

Negative Binomial mixed-effect 
adjusted for autism diagnosis 

pLI DEL 1.01 0.98-1.03 0.61 

pLI DUP 0.99 0.97-1.01 0.52 
All negative binomial models used were adjusted for age, sex and ancestry. Models take into account family as random-effect 
when including related individuals (Methods). Effect-size are presented as odds ratio. The statistical threshold after correction 
for multiple testing is p ≤ 2.7.10-3. Significant results are in bold. OR: Odds ratio; 95%CI: 95% Confidence interval; CBCL: Child 
behaviour Checklist; NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence quotient; DEL: deletion; DUP: duplication; pLI: probability of being Loss-of-
function Intolerant; pLI DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI score.  
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Table S11: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on general intelligence in autistic probands from SSC 
and MSSNG, and in the unselected population.  
 

Population Measure N Covariates 
CNV 
score 

β SE p 

Probands 
(SSC) 

NVIQ 
2,56

4 
Sex, type of test used, ancestry 

pLI DEL -0.17 0.03 8.29×10-10 

pLI DUP -0.06 0.02 1.50×10-3 

NVIQ-DAS 
2,24

4 
Sex, ancestry 

pLI DEL -0.16 0.03 1.20 ×10-7 

pLI DUP -0.07 0.02 1.10×10-3 

NVR 
1,95

8 
Sex, ancestry 

pLI DEL -0.10 0.03 4.60×10-4 

pLI DUP -0.06 0.02 5.90×10-3 

Matrices 
1,95

8 
Sex, ancestry 

pLI DEL -0.09 0.03 9.30 ×10-4 

pLI DUP -0.04 0.02 4.80×10-2 

Unselected NVIQ 
2,71

0 
Sex, type of test used, ancestry 

pLI DEL -0.19 0.04 6.90×10-5 

pLI DUP 0.02 0.03 0.52 

Probands 
(MSSNG) 

NVIQ 
1,38

1 
Sex, type of test used 

pLI DEL -0.20 0.07 3.10×10 -3 

pLI DUP -0.02 0.04 0.61 

All linear regression models were performed using a z-scored dependant variable. These z-scores are 
computed using normative data (e.g. mean NVIQ=100, SD NVIQ=15). CNV: Copy number variant; SE: 
Standard error; NVIQ: Non-verbal IQ; DAS: Differential Ability Scales; NVR: Non-verbal reasoning; pLI DEL 
or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI score.  
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Table S12: Effect of gene dosage measured by pLI on autism risk.  

Group 
comparison 

N pLI DEL pLI DUP 

probands controls 
Sum pLI 

in 
probands 

Sum 
pLI in 

controls 
OR 95%CI p 

Sum pLI 
in 

probands 

Sum pLI 
in 

controls 
OR 95%CI p 

Not adjusted for NVIQ 
Probands 

vs. 
Unaffected 

Siblings 

2,074 2,074 346.58 117.67 1.43 1.23-1.66 3.78×10-6 640.32 371.62 1.32 1.17-1.49 4.63×10-6 

Probands 
vs. 

Unselected 
population 

2,569 2,223 416.00 114.11 1.40 1.23-1.64 2.33×10-6 816.99 330.31 1.30 1.19-1.42 1.88×10-8 

Adjusted for NVIQ 
Probands 

vs. 
unselected 
population 

2,569 2,223 416.00 114.11 1.22 1.05-1.45 0.01 816.99 330.31 1.27 1.15-1.42 4.89×10-6 

Probands 
vs. 

unselected 
population 

1,438 1,438 153.80 93.51 1.21 1.01-1.45 60.4 %* 357.01 219.40 1.25 1.09-1.43 98.2 %* 

Replication with probands from MSSNG 
Not adjusted 

Probands 
vs. 

Unselected 
population 

1,139 2,223 156.41 114.11 1.54 1.30-1.88 4.56×10-6 298.32 330.31 1.19 1.08-1.33 8.30×10-4 

Adjusted for NVIQ 
Probands 

vs. 
unselected 
population 

1,139 2,223 156.41 114.11 1.39 1.15-1.72 1.44×10-3 298.32 330.31 1.20 1.08-1.35 1.44×10-3 
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Odds ratios are computed using a logistic regression including sum of pLI in deletions and duplications as the two main explanatory 
variables. OR represents the autism risk conferred for each deleted or duplicated point of pLI. Sum of pLI represents the sum of all genes 
deleted or duplicated in all individuals for the group. *percentage of the 500 matched samples providing an estimate with a p-value ≤ 0.05. 
Significative Significative p-values are in bold (≤ 0.05). pLI: probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; sum of pLI: sum of score of pLI 
in the entire population; pLI DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI; NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence quotient; OR: Odds ratio; 
95%CI: 95% Confidence interval. 
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Table S13: Autism risk potentially mediated by NVIQ in the pooled dataset (SSC, MSSNG, unselected 
populations). 

Populations 
N individuals 

Effect Variable OR 95% CI p 
probands controls 

Probands 
(SSC-MSSNG) 
vs. Unselected 

populations 

3,703 2,224 

Direct effect 
pLI DEL 1.23 [1.08-1.41] 2.28×10-3 

pLI DUP 1.18 [1.10-1.26] 1.00×10-6 

Indirect effect 
pLI DEL 1.17 [1.13-1.21] 2.00×10-16 

pLI DUP 1.06 [1.03-1.08] 6.56×10-7 

Total effect 
pLI DEL 1.45 [1.26-1.65] 7.33×10-8 

pLI DUP 1.25 [1.16-1.34] 2.92×10-9 

Odds ratios are computed using a counterfactual-based mediation analysis on two different logistic 
regression including sum of pLI in deletions and duplications as the main explanatory variables. OR 
represents the autism risk conferred for each deleted or duplicated point of pLI. Direct effects of CNVs are 
those not mediated by NVIQ. Indirect are those potentially mediated by NVIQ. Total effects are those 
computed without adjusting for NVIQ. Significative p-values are in bold (≤ 0.05). pLI: probability of being 
Loss-of-function Intolerant. pLI DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI. NVIQ: Non-verbal 
intelligence quotient; OR: Odds ratio; 95%CI: 95% Confidence interval.  
 
 
 
 
Table S14: Autism risk measured by pLI in subgroups of individual below or above the median (98) in the 
pooled dataset (SSC, MSSNG, unselected populations). 

Populations 
N individuals 

IQ subgroup Variable OR 95% CI p 
probands controls 

Probands 
(SSC-MSSNG) 
vs. Unselected 

populations 

2,363 667 Below median NVIQ 
pLI DEL 1.27 [1.10-1.53] 3.41×10-3 

pLI DUP 1.34 [1.16-1.61] 5.57×10-4 

1,340 1,557 Above median NVIQ 
pLI DEL 1.53 [1.19-2.07] 2.17×10-3 

pLI DUP 1.16 [1.04-1.31] 1.10×10-2 

Odds ratios are computed using a logistic regression including sum of pLI in deletions and duplications 
as the two main explanatory variables. OR represents the autism risk conferred for each deleted or 
duplicated point of pLI. Significative p-values are in bold (≤ 0.05). pLI: probability of being Loss-of-
function Intolerant. pLI DEL or pLI DUP: deleted or duplicated point of pLI. NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence 
quotient; OR: Odds ratio; 95%CI: 95% Confidence interval.  
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Table S15: Estimated Genome wide effects of gene dosage on autism risk. 
 

  ALL CNVs (including pLI=0) CNVs with pLI > 0 
  >50Kb in autistic sample 1MB genome wide >50Kb in autistic sample 1MB genome wide 
  OR DEL OR DUP OR DEL OR DUP OR DEL OR DUP OR DEL OR DUP 
N CNVs 5,319 4,614 5,586 5,586 2,136 2,045 4,377 4,377 
Median 1.00 1.00 1.36 1.21 1.02 1.05 1.58 1.32 
Mean 1.15 1.13 3.05 1.58 1.36 1.31 3.62 1.75 
70% 1.00 1.00 1.85 1.45 1.02 1.17 2.13 1.58 
75% 1.01 1.02 2.04 1.54 1.09 1.2 2.38 1.69 
80% 1.02 1.05 2.35 1.68 1.09 1.21 2.66 1.82 
90% 1.09 1.21 3.72 2.23 1.35 1.33 4.43 2.48 
95% 1.31 1.33 6.65 3.17 1.60 1.63 8.28 3.63 

 pLI: probability of being Loss-of-function Intolerant; NVIQ: Non-verbal intelligence quotient; OR 
DEL/DUP: Estimated odds ratio for deletions or duplications based on pLI score. Odds ratio represents the 
estimated autism risk conferred by deleted or duplicated points of pLI in the autistic sample (probands 
from SSC and MSSNG) and in a genome of reference (Human Gene Nomenclature) (69) partitioned in CNV 
of 1Mb. 
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Supplementary material 2 (paper #2) 

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

Table S1: Recurrent neurodevelopmental or neuropsychiatric-associated loci and genes 
investigated  

Locus CHR START STOP TYPE 
References for the 

association with NPD 

1p36 1 1 2500000 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

1q21.1 TAR 1 145394955 145807817 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

1q21.1 distal+TAR 1 145394955 147394444 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

1q21.1 distal 1 146527987 147394444 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

NRXN1 2 50145643 51259674 Gene Satterstrom et al. 2020 

2q11.2 2 96742409 97677516 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

2q13 2 111394040 112012649 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

2q21.1 2 131481308 131930677 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

2q37 2 239716679 243199373 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

3q29 3 195720167 197354826 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

4p16.3 4 1552030 2091303 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

5q35 5 175720924 177052594 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

SIM1 6 100836750 100911811 Gene Coe et al. 2014 

7q11.23 WBS 7 72744915 74142892 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

7q11.23 distal 7 75138294 76064412 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

8p23.1 8 8098990 11872558 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

9q34 9 140513444 140730578 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

10q11.21q11.23 10 49390199 51058796 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

10q22q23 10 82045472 88931651 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

11p11.2 11 43940000 46020000 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

CRYL1 13 20977806 21100012 Gene Coe et al. 2014 
13q12.12 13 23555358 24884622 DEL Coe et al. 2014 
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DUP Coe et al. 2014 
15q11.2 15 22805313 23094530 DEL Sanders et al. 2019 

15q11.2q12 15 22805313 28390339 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

15q13.1q13.2 BP3-BP4 15 29161368 30375967 
DEL Stefansson et al. 2014 
DUP Stefansson et al. 2014 

15q13.1q13.3 BP3-BP5 15 29161368 32462776 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

15q13.3 BP4-BP5 15 31080645 32462776 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

15q24 15 72900171 78151253 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

15q25.2 15 83219735 85722039 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

CREBBP 16 3775056 3930121 Gene Satterstrom et al. 2020 

16p13.11 16 15511655 16293689 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

16p12.1 16 21950135 22431889 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

16p11.2 distal 16 28823196 29046783 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

16p11.2 distal+proximal 16 28823196 30200773 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

16p11.2 proximal 16 29650840 30200773 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

16p11.2p12.1 16 21596415 28347808 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

YWHAE 17 1247834 1303556 Gene Coe et al. 2014 
PAFAH1B1 17 2496923 2588909 Gene Coe et al. 2014 

17p12 17 14141387 15426961 
DEL Stefansson et al. 2014 
DUP Stefansson et al. 2014 

17p11.2 17 16812771 20211017 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

17q11.2 NF1 17 29107491 30265075 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

17q12 17 34815904 36217432 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

17q21.31 17 43705356 44164691 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

17q23.1q23.2 17 58302389 60289141 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

22q11.2 distal 22 21920127 23653646 
DEL Coe et al. 2014 
DUP Coe et al. 2014 

22q11.2 proximal 22 19037332 21466726 
DEL Sanders et al. 2019 
DUP Sanders et al. 2019 

SHANK3 22 51113070 51171640 Gene Satterstrom et al. 2020 
Legend: List of recurrent loci and genes previously associated with neuropsychiatric disorders in Coe et al. 20141, 
Stefansson et al. 20142, Sanders et al. 20193, Satterstrom et al. 20204. Coordinates are presented in hg19 (Homo 
sapiens (human) genome assembly GRCh37) from Genome Reference Consortium; CHR: chromosome; BP: break 
points; WBS: William-Beuren syndrome. 
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Table S2: List of the recurrent neurodevelopmental or neuropsychiatric-associated CNVs identified in the EOP sample 

Legend: A CNV was considered as recurrent only if it overlapped at more than 40% with a loci described by Kendall et al. (2019).1 Coordinates are based on Hg19 
map of the genome (Homo sapiens (human) genome assembly GRCh37 from Genome Reference Consortium). CNV: Copy number variant; DEL: deletion; DUP: 
duplication; ASD: autism spectrum disorder; ID: intellectual disability; --: unknown.

Locus 
Start 

(Hg19) 
Stop 

(Hg19) 
Type Genes totally encompassed 

Other 
CNV≥50Kb 

Sex 
Age of 

onset for 
EOP 

ASD ID 

1q21.1 distal 146618800 147820000 DUP 
PRKAB2, GJA5, FMO5, CHD1L, ACP6, NBPF24, BCL9, GJA8, GPR89B, 
AC242628.1 

no Male 13 no no 

1q21.1 distal 146618988 147825855 DUP 
PRKAB2, ACP6, FMO5, BCL9, AC242628.1, CHD1L, GJA5, GPR89B, 
NBPF24, GJA8 

no Male 4 no no 

1q21.1 distal 146535353 147857135 DUP 
GPR89B, GJA8, ACP6, AC242628.1, BCL9, PRKAB2, NBPF24, GJA5, 
CHD1L, FMO5 

no Male 15 yes no 

15q11.2 BP1-BP2 22762571 23080867 DEL CYFIP1, NIPA2, TUBGCP5 no Male 5 no no 

16p11.2 proximal 29592843 30264892 DEL 

PAGR1, SEZ6L2, SLX1A, TBX6, MVP, TAOK2, BOLA2B, AC093512.2, 
HIRIP3, SULT1A3, YPEL3, MAZ, CDIPT, PRRT2, INO80E, C16orf54, SPN, 
NPIPB13, KIF22, C16orf92, CORO1A, ALDOA, TMEM219, ASPHD1, 
QPRT, KCTD13, ZG16, DOC2A, PPP4C, MAPK3, GDPD3, TLCD3B 

no Male 4 yes yes 

16p11.2 proximal 29652999 30357820 DUP 

MVP, C16orf92, MAPK3, SLX1A, KCTD13, ZG16, C16orf54, AC093512.2, 
TBX6, CORO1A, PAGR1, CDIPT, PRRT2, ASPHD1, PPP4C, ALDOA, 
KIF22, YPEL3, SULT1A3, TAOK2, TMEM219, GDPD3, QPRT, MAZ, 
BOLA2B, SEZ6L2, NPIPB13, HIRIP3, SPN, TLCD3B, INO80E, DOC2A 

no Male 13 yes no 

16p13.11 14968855 16267250 DEL 
MARF1, BMERB1, RRN3, ABCC1, NTAN1, CEP20, PDXDC1, MYH11, 
NDE1, MPV17L, NPIPA5, NPIPA1 

yes (2) Male 12 no yes 

16p13.11 14906734 16388596 DEL 
RRN3, MPV17L, BMERB1, NOMO1, ABCC1, ABCC6, NPIPA5, NDE1, 
NTAN1, CEP20, MYH11, NPIPA1, PDXDC1, MARF1 

no Female 6 yes -- 

16p13.11 14897788 16293305 DUP 
MPV17L, MARF1, BMERB1, NPIPA5, CEP20, RRN3, NPIPA1, MYH11, 
NTAN1, NDE1, NOMO1, ABCC1, PDXDC1 

no Female 13 no no 

16p13.11 14897761 16276117 DUP 
NTAN1, PDXDC1, NPIPA1, RRN3, MPV17L, MYH11, CEP20, NOMO1, 
ABCC1, NDE1, MARF1, BMERB1, NPIPA5 

no Female 4 yes yes 

22q11.2 proximal 18894835 20311763 DEL 

ARVCF, PRODH, TANGO2, COMT, DGCR6L, DGCR8, ZDHHC8, TBX1, 
CLDN5, CLTCL1, SEPTIN5, MRPL40, RANBP1, HIRA, RTN4R, GSC2, 
UFD1, TXNRD2, DGCR2, CDC45, TRMT2A, SLC25A1, GP1BB, RTL10, 
ESS2, C22orf39, GNB1L, CCDC188, TSSK2 

yes (1)  Male 13 no yes 
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Table S3: Phenotypes of 1q21 duplication patients in comparison to Rosenfeld, et al. 20125 

Feature 
Distal (BP3–BP4) 

duplications 
(Rosenfeld, et al.) 

1440-01 1464-01 1468-01 

Short stature 9.5% - - - 
Failure to thrive/feeding 

problems 
20% ? ? ? 

Microcephaly 8.7% - - - 
Macrocephaly 43.5% - - - 
Developmental 

delay/intellectual disability 
77.8% - + - 

Hypotonia 14.8% - - - 
Seizures 17.9% - - - 

Autistic features 41.2% - - + 
Other behavioral problems 4% + + + 

Hearing loss 0% - - - 

Brain abnormalities 75% - 

(left 
temporal 

slowing on 
EEG) 

- 

Dysmorphic features 51.9% - - - 
Cataracts 0% - - - 

Other ophthalmologic 
abnormalities 

14.8% - - - 

Craniosynostosis 0% - - - 
Skeletal limb abnormalities 0% - - - 

Other skeletal anomalies 7.4% - - - 
Clinodactyly 3.7% - - - 

Ligamentous laxity 3.7% - - - 
Cardiac anomalies 28.6% - - - 
Lung abnormalities 0% - - - 

Renal anomalies 3.7% - - - 
Genital anomalies 11.1% - - - 
Blood disorders 0% - - - 
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Table S4: Sensitivity analysis of the enrichment of recurrent CNVs identified in EOP relative to ASD and unselected populations after removing individuals 
with co-occurring ASD from the EOP cohort 

Locus 

EOP  
(N=99) 

Controls 
(LBC, GS, 
Imagen) 

(N=16,504) 

ASD  
(SSC, MSSNG) 

(N=5,540) 

EOP vs. Controls 
OR [95%CI] 

EOP vs. ASD 
OR [95%CI] 

DEL  
(N=4) 

DUP  
(N=4) 

DEL 
(N=159) 

DUP 
(N=119) 

DEL 
(N=39) 

DUP 
(N=61) 

DEL DUP DEL DUP 

1q21.1 0 2 4 7 1 19 -- 
48.50  

[4.86-259.74] 
(p=10-3) 

-- n.s. 

15q11.2 
BP1-BP2 

1 0 70 50 16 6 -- n.s. n.s. -- 

16p13.11 1 1 8 31 7 12 
42.43  

[4.34-217.84] 
(p=10-3) 

n.s. 
16.27  

[1.63-86.92] 
(p=0.01) 

n.s. 

22q11.2 
proximal 

1 0 0 7 1 7 
inf  

[4.27-inf] 
(p=6x10-3) 

-- 
56.31  

[0.71-inf] 
(p=0.03) 

-- 

Legend: Odds ratios are computed using Fisher’s exact test for deletions and duplications. Significant p-values after FDR correction are in bold (≤ 0.008). As sensitivity analysis, 
we removed from the EOP cohort individuals with co-occurring ASD, as well as individuals for whom a co-occurring diagnosis of ASD was unknown (N = 38). EOP: early onset 
psychosis; Controls: unselected population; ASD: autism spectrum disorder; DEL: deletion; DUP: duplication; OR: Odds ratio; 95% CI: 95% confidence intervals; --: not applicable; 
n.s.: non-significant. 
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Table S5: Sensitivity analysis of the effect-size of CNVs pathogenicity on EOP risk after removing individuals with co-occurring ASD from the 
EOP cohort 

Mean score (sum 1/LOEUF) per individual OR [95%CI] p-value 
EOP 

(n=99) 
ASD 

(n=5,540) 
Controls 

(n=16,504) 
EOP vs. controls EOP vs. ASD 

DEL DUP DEL DUP DEL DUP DEL DUP DEL DUP 

1.00 1.42 0.86 1.88 0.23 0.94 
1.24 [1.19-1.30] 

p=3x10-04 
1.07 [1.03-1.11] 

p=0.17 
n.s. n.s 

Legend: Effect of gene dosage on EOP risk. Odds ratios are computed using logistic regressions including the sum of 1/LOEUF score (pathogenicity score) for genes 
totally encompassed in deletions and duplications as the two main explanatory variables. OR represents the mean risk conferred by a deletion or a duplication with 
including 1 intolerant gene (a LOEUF ≤ 0.35). All models were adjusted for sex. Significant p-values are in bold (≤ 0.05). All the models were adjusted for sex. 
Significative p-values are in bold (≤ 0.05). As sensitivity analysis, we removed from the EOP cohort the individuals with co-occurring ASD, as well as individuals for 
whom a co-occurring diagnosis of ASD was unknown (N excluded = 38). EOP: early onset psychosis; Controls: unselected population; ASD: autism spectrum disorder; 
LOEUF: Loss-of-function observed/expected upper fraction; DEL: deletion; DUP: duplication; OR: Odds ratio; 95%CI: 95% Confidence interval; n.s.: non-
significant.  
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